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FLORIDA’S CONFEDERATE GUERRILLAS:
JOHN W. PEARSON AND
THE OKLAWAHA RANGERS
by Z ACK C. W ATERS

S

and the approach of hostilities in 1861 found
Florida unprepared for civil war. The state’s militia had disintegrated at the end of the Third Seminole War in 1858, and
the attempts of Governor Madison Starke Perry to remedy its
disorganized condition proved ineffectual. Perry warned Floridians that the political situation called for military preparedness,
but his pleas led to little improvement. An 1859 report indicated
that the state possessed only one battery of light artillery and
fewer than 1,000 muskets and rifles, including more than 250
antiquated flint and steel muskets.1
Despite the condition of the militia, martial spirit was evidenced in Florida by the proliferation of independent volunteer
companies. Cities such as Jacksonville, St. Augustine, Pensacola,
and Tallahassee boasted two or more companies, while smaller
towns and rural areas generally had a single unit. Most of these
companies were poorly armed, and their drills often served more
of a social than a training function. After attending the drill of
Tallahassee’s Dixie Yeomen, which included boat rides and a
picnic, one observer noted, “This does not seem like war.“2
Exceptions to the general rule of militia disorganization
existed, however. One of the earliest and most reliable of the
ECESSION

Zack C. Waters teaches English at East Rome Junior High School, Rome,
GA.
1.

2.

George Cassel Bittle, “In Defense of Florida: The Organized Florida Militia
From 1821 to 1920” (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1965),
221-35; Florida House Journal (1858), 27; Florida Senate Journal (1859),
appendix, 7-8. For a fuller description of Florida’s pre-war militia, see
George C. Bittle, “Florida Prepares for War, 1860-1861,” Florida Historical
Quarterly 51 (October 1972), 143-52.
Susan Bradford Eppes, Through Some Eventful Years (Macon, GA, 1926;
facsimile ed., Gainesville, 1968), 151. The “Dixie Yeomen” later became
Company K, Fifth Florida Infantry Regiment. As to the social nature of
pre-Civil War militia units, see Everett W. Caudle, “To Defend Or Pretend?
The Social Role of Militia and Volunteer Units in the Antebellum South”
(master’s thesis, University of Florida, 1990).

[133]
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companies was raised by a pragmatic, no-nonsense businessman
from Orange Springs named John W. Pearson. During a trip to
the North in 1860, Pearson became convinced that war was inevitable. When returning from the North, he stopped by Charleston,
South Carolina, and purchased 125 smoothbore muskets and
100 Colt revolvers. Once home, he organized a unit composed
of area residents that he called the Oklawaha Rangers. Following
common practice, Pearson also outfitted its members from his
own funds. Predictably, the company elected Pearson its captain,
and, unlike many unit commanders, he instituted a regimen of
drills and target practice for his troops. He limited the company
to the number of men— 125— that he could arm. In doing so,
he chose only “sound and well developed men” who, he believed,
could stand the rigors of extended service and were prepared
to fight.3
Pearson was born January 19, 1809, in the Union District of
South Carolina. By 1813, his father apparently had died, for his
mother and grandfather moved with the child to Flat Creek,
Bedford County, Tennessee. There, he grew to young manhood.
In the mid-1830s he served briefly in Florida during the Second
Seminole War and soon was a resident of the territory. In 1843,
Pearson and his friend David Levy (later United States Senator
David Levy Yulee) obtained title to the mineral-rich Orange
Spring, which became one of the area’s first health resorts. Within
a decade it was known widely as a “watering place” that was
“popular with northern visitors seeking a warm climate.” A community grew up around the spring, and Pearson was active in
its development. He prospered, and by the mid-1850s he owned
a large hotel, sawmill, grist mill, furniture shop, and machine
shop, as well as herds of cattle and numerous tracts of land. In
1860, he had twenty slaves and also was engaged in the cultivation
of cotton. Pearson had valuable political contacts through his
friendships with Yulee, former Florida Supreme Court Justice
B. S. Pearson, and former Governor James Broome. Apparently,
though, he lacked personal political ambitions. The only office
3.

“The Oklawaha Rangers,” unpublished mss., Eleanor S. Brockenborough
Library, The Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond, VA. One source
attributes authorship of this manuscript to Eliza Pearson Moody, the daughter of John W. Pearson. Eloise Robinson Ott and Louis Hickman Chazal,
Ocali Country, Kingdom of the Sun; A History of Marion County, Florida (Ocala,
FL, 1966), 230.
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Lieutenant Colonel John W. Pearson, CSA. Collection of the author.

he held was the mayorship of Orange Springs, though he was
appointed by Broome as disbursing agent for the payment of
Florida volunteer troops during the Third Seminole War.4
4.

Pearson was active politically as an advocate of disunion and sponsored
several “Secession rallies” at his home in 1860. Donald J. Ivey, “John W.
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After the firing on Fort Sumter in April 1861, Pearson offered the services of the Oklawaha Rangers to Governor Perry.
Soon thereafter (probably in late June or early July), the governor
dispatched the company to Fernandina to guard against action
by the Federal blockading squadron, Its service on the coast was
of short duration, however, and by the end of August, the Confederate States government had assigned defense of the region
to regular troops. Pearson and his company then were ordered
in rapid succession to posts at Cedar Key, Fowler’s Bluff, Clay
Landing, and Cedar Landing on the Oklawaha River. Several
months of such service convinced Pearson that his smoothbore
weapons were obsolete, and, while at Clay Landing, he sent them
to his machine shop in Orange Springs for rifling.5
The first months of 1862 were disastrous for Confederate
interests in Florida. CSA troops abandoned Amelia Island on
February 25, and the following week Fernandina was occupied
by Federal forces. Within days the United States Navy sent an
expedition up the St. Johns River to “examine the condition of
things in Jacksonville” and to confiscate or destroy any “public
property that may be of military importance to the rebels.”
Lieutenant Thomas Holdup Stevens, commander of Federal
naval forces on the St. Johns, soon learned from frightened
Jacksonville Unionists that the sudden appearance of his little
armada on the river had entrapped two Confederate vessels, the
blockade-running yacht America (celebrated winner of the 1851
challenge race against Great Britain and namesake of the
America’s Cup), and the steamer St. Mary’s. These ships had been
towed up the St. Johns by Colonel J. C. Hemming and his son
Charles to avoid their seizure and scuttled south of Palatka.
Stevens proceeded upriver and learned from a Union sympathizer in Palatka that the America had been scuttled in Dunn’s

5.

Pearson, Founder & Developer of Orange Springs,” Official Program, 5th
Annual Confederate Festival of the South, Orange Springs, Florida - November
24th & 25th (n.p., n.d.); John W. Pearson file, Marion County genealogical
files, General Records, No. P-l 7, Central Florida Library, Ocala; manuscript
returns of the Eighth U.S. Census, 1860, Marion County, Florida, schedule
II (slaves). Various dates are given for Pearson’s date of birth (including
1808, 1810, and 1812), but the author accepts the date Pearson used most
commonly. Ott and Chazal, Ocali Country, 51.
“Oklawaha Rangers,” n.p.; United States War Department, War of Rebellion:
A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 128
vols. (Washington, DC, 1880-1901), series 1, I, 470 (hereafter ORA).
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Creek, a tributary of the St. Johns. Stevens determined to raise
the yacht and, if possible, the St. Mary’s. 6
The Confederates quickly realized Stevens’s intentions and
dispatched a company of the Second Florida Cavalry (CSA),
commanded by Lieutenant Winston Stephens, to confront the
Federals at Dunn’s Creek. The plan called for Stephens’s men
to harass the Union troops until infantry support arrived. The
Oklawaha Rangers also were dispatched to the scene with orders
to fell logs across the mouth of Dunn’s Creek so as to bottle up
both the America and the Federals. Pearson and Stephens then
were to combine forces and capture or disperse the Union party.
However, as often was the case with early Confederate operations
in Florida, the plan soon went awry.7
Pearson and his company advanced by forced march from
the Oklawaha to the western bank of the St. Johns only to find
that they were too late to spring the trap. Stephens’s men had
arrived while the Unionists were laboring to raise the America.
They were positioned to commence sniping at the unsuspecting
Federals, but Captain Stephens at the time apparently lacked a
“killer instinct.” He reportedly told his troopers: “I can’t shoot
them. I just can’t do it - it would be murder.” He then withdrew
his forces. Stephens’s failure allowed the Federals to raise the
America, and, by March 28, the vessel was safely in Union hands
in Jacksonville. Within months the reconditioned yacht was back
at sea as part of the United States South Atlantic Blockading
Squadron.8

6.

7.
8.

ORA, series 1, VI, 93-95; United States War Department, Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion, 30 vols.
(Washington, DC, 1894-1927), series 1, XII, 586-87, 638, 640 (hereafter,
ORN). For additional information regarding Yacht America, see Charles
Boswell, The America; The Story of the World’s Most Famous Yacht (New York,
1967). Charles C. Hemming enlisted in Company A, Third Florida Infantry
(Jacksonville Light Infantry) in 1861. Captured at Missionary Ridge, he
escaped from Rock Island Prisoner of War Camp and became a Confederate
secret agent in Canada before rejoining his unit in April 1865. After the
war, Hemming became a successful banker in Texas and was instrumental
in the installation of the Confederate memorial in Jacksonville. For more
on Hemming, see Charles C. Hemming, “A Confederate Odyssey,“ American
Heritage 36 (December 1984), 69-84.
ORA, series 1, LIII, 224-26.
Ibid., 233-36; ORN, series 1, XII, 638; Mellon Clarke Greeley, Musings of
Mellon C. Greeley Written in His Anecdotage (transcript, 196-14), P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
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The Oklawaha Rangers arrived on the east bank of the St.
Johns after the Federals had passed down the river with their
prize, but a disappointed Pearson was unwilling to let any Union
force still in the area depart without a fight. He discovered that
the sailors were threatening to burn the Orange Mills property
of Dr. R. G. Mays (characterized by Union officers as “a most
malignant rebel”) in retaliation for the disappearance of an alleged Federal collaborator. The ever-aggressive Pearson rushed
his troops up the river’s east bank until they reached the Union
gunboat anchored near Cole’s Mill. The captain hid his force
along the river’s edge in an attempt at ambush, but the Union
men were alerted to the Confederate presence by “traitors” and
refused to fall into Pearson’s trap. After his force lay in wait all
day and night, Pearson sent a small squad to the river’s bank to
lure the Unionists into a foolish action. The commander of the
gunboat spoiled the strategy, though, by departing for Jacksonville, a fuming Pearson left in his wake. The Rangers’ captain
could only arrest four suspected white collaborators. He also
hanged one slave, the property of Dr. Mays, whom Pearson
believed had revealed information to the enemy.9
Pearson was outraged by the cooperation with Federal forces
he had witnessed during his campaign along the St. Johns River.
The captain’s report to Brigadier General Richard F. Floyd,
commanding Florida state troops, stated: “I regret very much
to report to you that at least three-fourths of the people on the
Saint Johns River and east of it are aiding and abetting the
enemy; we could see them at all times through the day communicating with the vessel in their small boats. It is not safe for
a small force to be on the east side of the river; there is great
danger of being betrayed to the enemy.” The danger of betrayal
necessitated a change in tactics by Pearson. He acknowledged to
Floyd: “I am now a guerilla in every sense of the word; we neither
tell where we stay nor where we are going, nor when we shall
return; assemble the company at the sound of a cow’s horn.”
Pearson’s assessment was confirmed by General Floyd’s personal
representative, Colonel F. L. Dancy, who had accompanied the
Rangers. Dancy reported the company’s failure was due to “information furnished them [the Federals] by traitors lying in our
midst and communicating with the enemy with impunity.” The
9.

ORA, series 1, LIII, 233-34; ORN, series 1, XIII, 369.
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reports caused Floyd to recommend that Governor John Milton
proclaim martial law in Nassau, Duval, Clay, Putnam, St. Johns,
and Volusia counties. In doing so he declared the area “a nest
of traitors and lawless negroes.” Despite the recommendation,
the Confederate government abandoned most of the Jacksonville
area in early 1862 and left Milton powerless to enforce martial
law east of the St. Johns River.10
The Florida legislature required that all state troops be transferred to Confederate service on or before March 10, 1862, and
somewhat later— on May 10 at Orange Springs— the Rangers
were sworn into the CSA army as an independent company.
Nine days later the unit held another election of officers, and
Pearson again was named captain.11 Soon, they were dispatched
to Tampa, where Pearson was ordered to assume command of
Fort Brooke. The chief strategic value of Tampa in the spring
of 1862 was as a haven for blockade runners, and, according to
one source, Pearson was sent there because it was “easy duty-a
prime location for a relatively inexperienced, seemingly over-thehill officer” with powerful political allies. When his other potential duty assignments are considered, though, Tampa emerges
as an excellent station and a probable reward for good service
in east Florida.12
Shortly after their arrival at Fort Brooke, the Rangers received their baptism of fire. Of the event Pearson reported: “On
Monday morning, June 30 [1862], the gunboat [U.S.S. Sagamore]
hove into sight in the bay, and after sounding and maneuvering
to get a favorable position came to anchor, turned her broadside
to us and opened her ports, and then started a launch, with a
lieutenant and 20 men, bearing a flag of truce, toward the shore.”
Why Pearson turned to guerrilla tactics so early in the war is an unanswered
question. As a South Carolinian, though, he would have been steeped in
the tradition of Francis Marion, Thomas Sumter, and Andrew Pickens,
and as a Floridian he had twice seen the Seminoles use partisan warfare
effectively. ORA, series 1, LIII, 224-26, 233-36.
11. Ivey, “John W. Pearson,” n.p.; John W. Pearson Confederate military records, Military Records of the 9th Florida Regiment, record group 109,
National Archives, Washington, DC (hereafter, Pearson CMRs); Proceedings
of the Convention of the People of the State of Florida Held at Called Session,
January 14, 1862 (Tallahassee, 1862), 107.
12. Karl H. Grismer, Tampa, A History of the City of Tampa and the Tampa Bay
Region of Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 131-49; Ivey, “John W. Pearson,”
n.p.

10.
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Determined not to let the enemy set foot on the shore he was
charged with defending, Pearson took a boat and eighteen men
and met the Federals in the bay. There he rejected the Federal
demand for unconditional surrender of the town with the characteristic remark that he did not “understand the meaning of the
word surrender.”
The Unionists, in response to Pearson’s bravado, began shelling Tampa at 6:00 p.m. and continued firing for one hour. The
Rangers replied with fire from the fort’s batteries. The next day,
the Sagamore steamed out of range of the Confederate artillery
and, at 10:00 a.m., resumed shelling the town. At noon the
Federal guns again fell silent. Pearson soon raised the Confederate flag defiantly over the fort, and, after a few parting shots,
the Federal gunboats departed. An observer described the final
scene of the attack: “Some rebels hoisted the rebel flag near the
shore after the Sagamore had stopped firing. Three shells were
fired at them, but they fled into the woods. Some of the rebels
would dodge behind the trees when the shells were fired, and
after they had exploded would come out again, evidently much
pleased at the exhibition of fireworks.” The Union navy had
allowed sufficient time for the civilians to evacuate the town, and
Pearson reported “[n]obody hurt on our side.” Another Confederate summed up his impression of the attack. “When the gunboats fired with their longrange guns no one was hurt,” he wrote.
“Being out of range we were given the opportunity to practice
a few rounds to see the fun. After two days the fleet withdrew—
result a few damaged houses, great noise with large amount of
ammunition lost.“13
From the incident, Pearson and his men began to acquire a
reputation among the Federals that would not have displeased
their captain. A New York Herald reporter credited Pearson’s
force with attacks on blockading vessels across the state, noting:
“There was a company of about one hundred rebels at Tampa
during the bombardment. They are a guerilla band and style
themselves the Beauregard [actually Oklawaha] Rangers. They
wander over the state of Florida waiting for a chance to fire
13.

ORA, series 1, XIV, 111; New York Herald, July 24, 1862. For additional
information on naval battles at Tampa, see Frank Falero, “Naval Engagements in Tampa Bay, 1862,” Florida Historical Quarterly 46 (October 1967),
134-40.
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upon some of the boats that go ashore from the blockading
vessels after water and provisions. It is to be hoped they will
meet their just desserts.” As a guerrilla, Pearson would have
approved of any report of his activities that inspired terror or
caused dismay among the enemy.14
The Federal attack convinced Pearson that the artillery at
Fort Brooke was inadequate, and he immediately sought to remedy the situation. He first attempted to get additional artillery
from his superiors but was informed that none was available.
Undeterred, he hit upon an acceptable alternative. As recalled
in an anonymous post-war account: “Capt. Pearson seeing the
short range of the cannon at Tampa, he detailed two of his
Mansel to go to his shop
company, J. J. Lovingston and
at Orange Spring and manufacture two rifle[d] cannon— six and
twelve pounders that were effective at four miles— this being
conceded by the engineer to have the greatest penetrating force.
After getting these two guns, Tampa was not shelled again—
where before it was usual for the fleet to practice on the town.“15
The aggressive spirit which Pearson had displayed on the St.
Johns River remained alive, and he actively sought a way to go
on the offensive. The captain was angered by the June 30 attack
and by the subsequent ramming of a blockade runner in Tampa
Bay by two Federal gunboats. He finally got a measure of revenge. On March 27, 1863, the Federal gunboat Pursuit appeared
in Tampa Bay, and Pearson dispatched several of his men, complete with disguises (some in dresses) and blackface, to Gadsden
Point to lure sailors from the blockading vessels ashore. The
Union naval personnel took the bait and dispatched a launch
with sailors aboard to bring in the “blacks.” When the launch
was within easy range, Pearson’s men emerged from the surrounding woods and dunes and opened fire on the boat, wounding four sailors, two severely. The attack on the launch particularly incensed the Unionists for they claimed the boat was bearing
a flag of truce. In retaliation, the Federal blockading ships ascended Tampa Bay and again bombarded the town. As with
previous attacks, however, little damage was done.16
14. New York Herald, July 24, 1862.
15. “The Oklawaha Rangers,” n.p.
16. ORN, series 1, XVII, 397-99; New York Tribune, April 29, 1863. For an
account more sympathetic to Pearson, see Gary Loderhose, “A History of
the 9th Florida Regiment” (master’s thesis, University of Richmond, 1988),
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Not all went well with Pearson at Fort Brooke. He demanded
much from his troops, and several Rangers deserted. The incident presaged the future, and his company continued to have
one of the highest percentages of absenteeism among the desertion-plagued Sixth Florida Battalion. This problem may explain
Pearson’s reluctance to forward company reports to his
superiors. The captain’s military records contain numerous complaints regarding his failure to forward troop strengths and
timely reports of deserters from his company. His superior,
Brigadier General Joseph Finegan, eventually solved this problem with a reminder to Pearson that failure to forward his reports
could result in dismissal from the service.17
The impact Pearson and his men had on morale in Tampa
and surrounding areas proved more important than the problem
with desertions. Finegan received complaints, for example, from
citizens of Tampa charging “bad discipline and interference with
private property.” A Union agent reported, “[T]he Confederate
soldiers plunder the gardens in the neighborhood of Tampa as
fast as any edibles are produced.” Such complaints were commonplace for Confederate soldiers, though, as they habitually
foraged from friend and foe to supplement their meager rations.
Charges of “bad discipline,” coupled with the high incidence of
desertion, indicated a laxness of military discipline that reflected
badly upon the unit’s commander. Eventually, however, the shifting course of the war and more pressing concerns in north
Florida diverted attention from the complaints. No record of
action against Pearson or his men is recorded.18
More serious were the Rangers’ activities in enforcing the
Confederate Conscription Act during the spring and summer
of 1862. According to one account, the soldiers began “scouring
the woods, looking after deserters and conscripts.” Since many
southwest Floridians preferred not to take sides in the conflict,
the Rangers were faced with a question of what to do with men
who, once caught, refused to serve. A Union officer described
the result: “Union men they threaten to hang, and do shoot, as

17.
18.

29. Pearson may well have violated the flag of truce at Gadsden Point,
reasoning that the Union sailors were utilizing the protection of the flag
of truce to engage in the illegal act of stealing slaves.
Loderhose, “9th Florida,” 30; Pearson CMRs; Ivey, “John W. Pearson.”
Loderhose, “9th Florida,” 29-30; Pearson CMRs; Boston Daily Journal, March
21, 1862.
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we have lamentable proof.” Another report dating from the fall
stated: “[E]very man between the ages of 18 and 45 in that section
of rebeldom is being remorselessly pressed into the rebel army,
and if any objections are made they are handcuffed and tried,
and then marched off, no matter what the condition of their
families.” In October, the Confederate Congress created an
exemption for most cattlemen and cowhunters from the draft,
but the divisions and resentments created during 1862 contributed within two years to bloody civil war in the southwest peninsula. 19
After eighteen turbulent months in Tampa, the Rangers were
ordered in October 1863 to report to Camp Finegan near
Jacksonville. There they became Company “B” of the Sixth
Florida Infantry Battalion, which had been created the previous
month by the consolidation of several independent companies.
Its mission was to counter threats to Tallahassee by Union forces
and the dangers posed by a growing number of deserters and
conscript evaders in Taylor County. Governor Milton and General Finegan considered the situation in north Florida so ominous
that the Rangers spent the rest of the year on outpost duty in
north Florida.20
The routine duty near Camp Finegan was shattered on February 7, 1864, with the reoccupation of Jacksonville by Federal
forces. The next day Union raiders attacked Camp Finegan and
captured approximately 350 Confederate soldiers and four artillery pieces. Two of the guns were those that had been manufactured by Pearson for the defense of Tampa. The New York Tribune
reported: “Two wrought iron guns, named respectively ‘Hornet’
and ‘Tiger’are recognized by refugees as the handiwork of Capt.
J. W. Pearson, who had a blacksmith forge and machine shop
at Orange Springs, Putnam [actually Marion] Co., Fla. They are
well made rifled with a 2 l/2 inch bore, and adapted to throw a
four pound ball. The carriages in the rear are made just like a
plow tail.“21
The Oklawaha Rangers were not at Camp Finegan at the
time of the raid; rather, they were several miles away on McGirt’s
19. Quotations and background information are from Canter Brown, Jr.,
Florida’s Peace River Frontier (Orlando, 1991), 152-60.
20. Pearson CMRs; Loderhose, “9th Florida,” 43-45; ORA, series 1, XXVIII,
413.
21. Loderhose, “9th Florida,” 47; New York Tribune, February 20, 1864.
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Creek guarding a valuable supply of cotton. The day following
the raid Pearson was alerted to the situation by Captain Samuel
E. Hope, commander of a Sixth Battalion company composed
of men from Citrus and Hernando counties. The Rangers then
joined forces with Hope’s men and elements of the Fifth Florida
Cavalry in a successful effort to elude the Federal raiders.22
The Union raid stalled a few miles east of Lake City, but the
ease of the Federal cavalry’s advance likely convinced United
States Brigadier General Truman Seymour that the interior of
Florida was ripe for the taking. Finegan recognized the vulnerability of his district, began concentrating his scattered units, and
frantically requested assistance. General P. G. T. Beauregard,
commander of the Military District of South Carolina, Georgia,
and Florida, reacted promptly and quickly dispatched troops to
Florida.23
After the raid on Camp Finegan, the Sixth Florida Battalion,
including the Rangers, fell back to the Confederate defensive
position thirteen miles east of Lake City. On February 20, 5,550
Federal infantry met Finegan’s combined force of 5,000 Confederates in the Battle of Olustee. Although most members of the
Sixth Battalion were untested under fire, they soon found themselves in a tactically important position on the extreme right of
the Confederate line. Shortly after the battle began, Finegan
moved the Sixth Battalion from the entrenchments in order to
counter mounting pressure by Union troops to his right flank.
Entering the battle below the Florida, Atlantic, and Gulf Central
Railroad line, which formed the extreme right (south) of the
battlefield, the Sixth Battalion opened an enfilading fire on the
approaching Federals. The Union troops that caught the full
force of the fire were the untried Eighth United States Colored
Troops, who mistakenly attempted to fight the Floridians rather
than falling back to a less-exposed position. Colonel Joseph R.
Hawley, a Federal officer, later wrote: “Colonel [C. W.] Fribley’s
black men met the enemy at short range. The black men stood
to be killed or wounded— losing more than 300 out of 550[,] and
they fell back and reorganized.” One historian later concluded
that the Sixth Florida’s “enfilading fire was one of the chief
22.
23.

Reminiscence of Captain Samuel E. Hope, typescript in possession of the
author.
ORA, series 1, XXXV, part 1 , 323, 334.
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factors in causing the initial retreat of the Union battle line.”
Pearson’s company claimed to be instrumental in the capture of
a Union cannon, which it turned on the stunned Federals. Company B suffered six wounded in the battle, one of whom later
died, and fought well in their first major stand-up engagement.24
The Confederates were victorious at Olustee, but Finegan’s
Floridians had but a few weeks to savor the exhilaration of their
win. The Sixth Florida Battalion and three independent companies were consolidated to form the Ninth Florida Regiment
on April 28, and on May 16 the new regiment (and virtually all
other infantry in Florida) was ordered to Virginia to reinforce
General Robert E. Lee’s beleaguered Army of Northern Virginia.
As a part of the reorganization, John M. Martin was named
colonel of the new regiment; Pearson was appointed lieutenant
colonel, and Pickens Bird remained as the unit’s major. The
Oklawaha Rangers kept its designation as Company B in the
new regiment, and Robert D. Harrison was promoted to captain
of the unit to replace Pearson.25
Finegan’s troops, consisting of the Ninth Florida Regiment,
First Florida (Special) Battalion, Second Florida Battalion,
Fourth Florida Battalion, and a smattering of independent companies, joined Lee’s army on May 28 at Hanover Junction, Virginia. The newly arrived soldiers joined forces with the remnants
of Brigadier General Edward A. Perry’s Florida Brigade in the
division of Brigadier General William Mahone. In Perry’s absence, Finegan assumed command of the Florida Brigade.26
24.

25.
26.

Robert Underwood Johnson and Clarence Clough Buel, Battles and Leaders
of the Civil War, Being for the Most Part Contributions by Union and Confederate
Officers, 4 vols. (New York, 1884-1887), IV, 76-80 (accounts of Olustee by
Major General Samuel Jones, CSA, and Brevet Major General Joseph R.
Hawley, USA); Bittle, “In Defense of Florida,” 308; “Oklawaha Rangers,”
n.p. Several companies of the Sixth Florida Battalion claimed credit for
the capture of the Federal artillery. For more detailed studies of the Battle
of Olustee, see David James Coles, “A Fight, a Licking, and a Footrace:
The 1864 Florida Campaign” (master’s thesis, Florida State University,
1985); William H. Nulty, “The 1864 Florida Federal Expedition: Blundering Into Modern Warfare” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida, 1985);
William H. Nulty, Confederate Florida: The Road to Olustee (Tuscaloosa, AL,
1990).
J. J. Dickison, “Florida,” Confederate Military History, XI (Atlanta, 1894;
reprint ed., New York, 1962), 157-58.
Ibid.; Richard S. Nichols, “Florida’s Fighting Rebels: A Military History of
Florida’s Civil War Troops” (master’s thesis, Florida State University, 1967),
166-72.
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Finegan’s weary men enjoyed no rest. The day after they
arrived, the Floridians were moved to the front to meet a Union
thrust at the Confederate position along Totopotomoy Creek.
In this little skirmish the Ninth Florida “did fine service, and
won for themselves credit by charging the enemy line which had
driven back the advance in front of [Major General John C.]
Breckinridge’s division, and reestablishing the line.” The losses
to the Floridians likely were minor, but among the casualties was
Lieutenant Colonel Pearson.27
Pearson was admitted on June 2 to the Howard Grove Hospital in Richmond and was discharged for duty on July 29. By
then, his Oklawaha Rangers had participated in two major battles. On June 3, 60,000 Union troops had charged the Confederate position at Cold Harbor crossroads and been repulsed.
The one breakthrough in the southern line was restored by the
quick action of Finegan’s Florida Brigade and a Maryland unit.
In an ensuing suicidal charge ordered by Finegan, Captain
Robert B. Harrison was wounded severely. Despite Finegan’s
blunder, the early morning heroics of the Floridians had helped
save the day for the Confederates.28
The Floridians scored a less dramatic success on June 23.
Lee’s army had been maneuvered into the trenches around
Petersburg, Virginia, by Lieutenant General Ulysses S. Grant,
who then moved to sever the key railroads supplying the Confederates and to stretch their lines to the breaking point. Grant’s
first target was the Weldon Railroad which connected Petersburg
with possible supplies and reinforcements in North Carolina.
Lee prepared a counterstrike, and, late in the afternoon of June
23, Finegan’s troops struck an exposed Union position capturing
400 to 600 prisoners. Lieutenant I. M. Auld of the Fifth Florida
Regiment reported to his mother: “Our Division was sent to the
Weldon Railroad to attack the raiders who were destroying the
tract [track], and while the balance [of Mahone’s Division] were
fighting them our little Brigade was slipped in behind a bunch
who had been cut off and we advanced on them about dusk,
27.
28.

A. F. G[omellion] to “Dear Friend Roger,” June 7, 1864, mss. box 79, P.
K. Yonge Library; Pearson CMRs.
Pearson CMRs. For additional information on the Florida Brigade, see
Zack C. Waters, “Tell Them I Died Like a Confederate Soldier: Finegan’s
Florida Brigade at Cold Harbor,” Florida Historical Quarterly 69 (October
1990), 156-77.
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and they, thinking we were a large force, surrendered, begging
us not to shoot.” For once, the victory was achieved with minimal
loss to the Confederates, for Auld reported, “we did not lose a
man except two who were taken prisoner.”29
During most of the next two’ months the Floridians were
spared from the worst of the bloodletting in the siege of
Petersburg, but late in August Finegan’s Irish luck ran out. Following an established pattern, the Union V Corps moved to the
vicinity of Globe Tavern on August 18 and began tearing up
the tracks of the Weldon Railroad. The following day Major
General Henry Heth’s Confederates struck the raiders and inflicted minor damage. Lee determined to follow up on his advantage using Mahone’s Division as his “shock troops.” This time
the Union army was ready for a Confederate attack and prepared
to meet the expected assault with artillery and breastworks. On
August 21, Mahone’s Division, including Finegan’s Florida
Brigade, made two unsuccessful charges against the Federals’
fortified position. Private Young Hunter, of Company G of the
Ninth Florida Regiment, reported: “It is the hardest fight I have
been into yet. The Yankees ware well fortified and we had to
charge through an open corn field. The shell grape canister and
minie balls come as thick as hail.” Leading the first charge, Pearson was struck in the chest by shrapnel. A post-war account
states: “On the morning of the 21st of August the Florida brigade
advanced within one hundred yards of the Federal breast-works
on the Weldon Railroad, where the enemy was strongly entrenched. Repeated charges were made to dislodge them, but
failed. The loss in killed and wounded was very severe. Lieut.
Col. John W. Pearson, of the Ninth Regiment, was severely
wounded.“30
Three days after he was wounded, Pearson resigned his commission. Oddly, even though he had been a lieutenant colonel
for four months, he used his old rank of captain in the letter of
resignation and failed to mention his recent wound. He noted
29.

30.

Isaac McQueen Auld was a lieutenant in Company C, Fifth Florida Infantry.
After the war he was a Presbyterian minister in St. Petersburg, Dade City,
and Wildwood. Dickison, “Florida,” 159; ORA, series 1, LI, part 2, -1028;
I. M. Auld to “Dear Mother,” June 29, 1864, Putnam County Archives and
History Commission, Palatka.
Loderhose, “9th Florida,” 133-34; Fred L. Robertson, comp., Soldiers of
Florida, in the Seminole Indian-Civil and Spanish-American Wars (Live Oak,
1903; reprint ed., Macclenny, 1983), 207.
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with a combination of pride and foreboding: “I have been in
the service of the Country since the commencement of the war,
endeavoring both with my means and personal service to contribute to attainment of my Country’s Independence. My health has
given way and I feel that I am physically unable to endure the
exposure incident to an active campaign.” Pearson’s thoughts
were prophetic; for the time being he was “physically unable”
to stand the trip back to Florida. The strain of the eventual trip
home and the severity of the wound worsened his condition,
and on September 30, 1864, at Augusta, Georgia, he died. Due
to disruptions caused in middle Georgia by the campaign of
General William T. Sherman, Pearson’s body was not returned
to Marion County. A friend and business associate from Savannah traveled to Augusta to recover the body and buried him in
Savannah’s Laurel Grove cemetery.31
Pearson’s death did not end the service of the Oklawaha
Rangers. They continued as an integral part of Finegan’s Florida
Brigade, participating in a winter march and skirmish at Belfield,
Virginia, and the three-day battle along the frozen banks of
Hatcher’s Run in February 1865. After recovering from his
wound, Captain Robert D. Harrison returned to duty in time to
lead the Rangers on the agonizing retreat to Appomattox Courthouse. On April 9, 1865, the Oklawaha Rangers stacked arms
for the last time, surrendering two officers and seventeen men.32
Postwar histories generally ignored or downplayed the role
of Finegan’s Florida Brigade, and Pearson and the Rangers virtually were forgotten. Yet, in many ways, Pearson had a significant impact on the war in Florida. Personally, he was proud,
courageous, fiercely independent, bound to his own strict code
of honor, and willing to sacrifice his possessions and blood for
a cause to which he was dedicated totally. He was an excellent
combat officer, but as an administrator he was less effective.
These qualities proved both a blessing and a curse to the Confederacy. His energetic actions maintained a viable Confederate
presence in areas that were under constant threat of Federal
31.

32.

A grave marker for John W. Pearson is at Orange Springs, but apparently
his remains never were removed to Florida from Savannah. Ivey, “John
W. Pearson”; Pearson CMRs; letter from George R. Pearson to author,
September 9, 1989, collection of the author.
Dickison, “Florida,” 159-60; “Paroles of the Army of Northern Virginia,”
Southern Historical Society Papers, XV, 302-12.
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seizure. This was no small accomplishment for a tiny force in
territories that often were hostile or indifferent to the southern
cause. However, Pearson’s aggressiveness and continued use of
guerrilla tactics while a post commander at Tampa drove many
south Florida citizens away from the Confederacy and contributed to the later creation of south Florida-based Union military
units from Florida. His administrative shortcomings, tendency
to overlook breaches of discipline by his troops, and failure to
recognize that many area residents wanted no part of the war
further alienated many Tampa residents.
In military matters, Pearson exhibited an adaptability that
was rare among Confederate officers. His use of the machine
shop at Orange Springs to manufacture artillery and refurbish
his weapons exemplified Pearson’s ability to overcome obstacles.
More importantly, he was one of the first Florida Confederates
to recognize the advantages of guerrilla warfare. During the last
two years of the war, Captain John J. Dickison, his neighbor and
friend, adopted these tactics (adding the increased mobility of
cavalry) in his defense of Florida’s interior. In the process, Dickison became Florida’s Confederate folk-hero. In contrast, Pearson’s role in the war has received little attention. He undoubtedly
would have appreciated the recent assessment of a historian who
stated: “[Pearson] never backed down from a fight, nor was he
afraid to battle when the odds heavily favored the enemy.” Courage alone could not win the war, but Pearson gave everything
he had to the effort.33
33. Loderhose, “9th Florida," 27.
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A FORGOTTEN SACRIFICE:
RICHARD GENTRY, MISSOURI VOLUNTEERS,
AND THE BATTLE OF OKEECHOBEE
by PHILLIP THOMAS TUCKER

T

HE Christmas Day 1837 battle at Lake Okeechobee was a
crucial turning point of the Second Seminole War. Almost
30 percent of the American casualties in that engagement were
volunteers from Missouri, forty men out of an effective volunteer
force of 132. Among the dead was the volunteers’commanding
officer, Colonel Richard Gentry. While the battle’s American
commander, Colonel Zachary Taylor, claimed a great victory,
the clash was a disaster for the Missourians and, at that, was only
the last in a series of difficult trials faced by the luckless regiment.1
The Missourians long trek had begun in the autumn of 1837.
A tentative effort to effect a settlement of the war, already in its
second year, had collapsed on June 2 when perhaps 700 Indians
awaiting emigration had escaped from a holding camp near
Tampa Bay.2 Cries for decisive action had fallen upon General
Thomas S. Jesup, army commander in Florida. Particularly,
United States Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri criticized
the drain of troops and resources. Benton boasted to President
Martin Van Buren that western frontiersmen could reverse the
Seminole tide, and Van Buren agreed to test the senator’s theory.3
Subsequent to Benton’s conversation with Van Buren, the
secretary of war directed Colonel Gentry of the Missouri Militia
to organize a cavalry regiment for Florida service. The call offered the citizen-soldiers their first opportunity to fight outside
the state, and, as a result, the middle-Missouri countryside was
swept with patriotic fervor. Spurred by the tireless efforts of
Gentry, a former state legislator, eager yeoman farmers left their

Phillip Thomas Tucker is Air Force historian, Edwards Air Force Base, CA.
1. John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (Gainesville,
1967), 228.
2. Ibid., 204.
3. William R. Gentry, Full Justice: The Story of Richard Gentry and his Missouri
Volunteers in the Seminole War (St. Louis, 1937), 4-5.
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plows in the fields lining the Missouri, Mississippi, Crooked,
Auxvasse, and Chariton river bottoms of Boone, Callaway, Ray,
Chariton, Jackson, and Howard counties. Even the Upper Mississippi River region around Marion County in the northeastern
portion of the state supplied a volunteer company, under Captain
John H. Curd.4
As the volunteers— eventually 600— were assembled, the nation was tight in the grip of an economic depression. Accordingly,
the $8.00 per month each soldier was to receive was a substantial
incentive. Many of the men could not afford horses, and, for a
time, Gentry’s dream of leading a cavalry regiment was
threatened. Since the government offered an added inducement
of forty cents per day for each volunteer’s horse, however, Gentry
responded by endorsing personal notes to cover the price of
mounts. The colonel also mortgaged his estate to outfit the regiment, a risky gesture for a man about to leave a wife and thirteen
children for military duty in Florida.5
Despite its undisciplined composition, the regiment was composed of woodsmen who could hit white-tailed deer on the run,
track game for miles, and otherwise survive off the land. Likely
they were better marksmen than regular army soldiers. Some
had served in hard-riding Ranger units that had protected frontier settlements against Osage war parties, and many had
mobilized for the Black Hawk War in 1832. Colonel Gentry’s
credentials particularly were distinguished. He had served as an
officer of a Kentucky regiment during the War of 1812 and as
major general of Missouri Militia during the Black Hawk conflict.6
The ladies of Columbia— Gentry’s home— especially were excited about the grand adventure. Mrs. Gentry boasted that she
“would rather be a brave man’s widow than a coward’s wife.“7
Columbia Female Academy students stitched a giant silk flag
with large white lettering:
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ibid., 6; Return I. Holcombe, The History of Marion County, Missouri (St.
Louis, 1884), 210-11.
Gentry, Full Justice, 7-8.
Thomas Benton Gentry, General Richard Gentry (Kansas City, MO, 1899),
2-4, 7 (pamphlet in North Todd Gentry Papers, collection 49, folder 174,
State Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia).
William Richard Gentry, Jr., “Ann Hawkins Gentry,” Bulletin of the Missouri
Historical Society 17 (October 1960), 64.
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First Regiment of Missouri Volunteers
Gird, Gird For the Conflict,
Our Banner Wave High!
For Our Country We Live,
For Our Country We’ll Die.8
Preparations for the volunteers’departure for Florida quickly
were completed. At Columbia on October 15, 1837, they
gathered for a farewell in front of Gentry’s Tavern and Hotel.
The entire community turned out, and stirring speeches, toasts,
and bursts of cheering accentuated the ceremonies. With ranks
assembled along dusty Broadway, the colonel directed a bachelor
officer to accept formally the regimental colors from several local
girls. But the duty proved too great for the shy officer, and he
could say only, “Ladies and Gentlemen.” Of all those present,
perhaps the most amused were Osage, Shawnee, and Delaware
warriors who had signed up as scouts.
Amidst cheering, Gentry finally motioned for the lengthy
column to move out. Before leaving, though, he lifted his sevenyear-old son behind him for the ride out of town. The colonel
parted with the boy only when the horsemen stopped to water
their mounts at a creek one mile east of the city. At the time a
close friend of Gentry’s told him: “Good-bye, Dick. I fear this
will be our last interview; I know you are a brave man, but there
is also an element of rashness in you. If you are ever in battle
you will lead the charge and be killed!” Gentry responded to the
prophetic words with a laugh and a firm handshake. The colonel’s departure left as his only visual legacy in Columbia a portrait
in civilian dress recently completed by George Caleb Bingham.9
The trek eastward to St. Louis was 125 miles long and proved
as eventful for the 600 volunteers as the Columbia send-off.
Captain William Henry Russell’s men, for example, enjoyed passing through their hometown of Fulton. Only a few days before,
local “daughters of freedom” had presented the Callaway County
company an eagle-adorned banner. The flag, Captain Russell
8.

9.

The History of Boone County, Missouri (St. Louis, 1882), 208-09; William R.
Gentry, Jr., An Old Printing Press, An Old Flag, A Six Year Old Boy And A
Pioneer Soldier (St. Louis, 1948), 3 (pamphlet in Richard Gentry Collection,
Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis).
Gentry, Old Printing Press, 2-5; Richard Gentry, The Gentry Family in America
(New York, 1909), 100-01.
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An 1849 engraving representing the Battle of Okeechobee. Reproduced from
Charles J. Peterson, The Military Heroes of the War With Mexico: With A Narrative
of the War.

enthusiastically had predicted, “[will] animate us on to duty . . .
in the hour of peril and fight.“10
The regiment encamped at Jefferson Barracks, a United
States military base south of St. Louis, on October 20. Local
newspapers praised the Missourians. One correspondent particularly bragged how the soldiers from the Boone’s Lick region
would be “sufficient, we think, in a fair fight, to capture all the
Indians in Florida.“11 The same publication, though, disclosed
that many of the volunteers had been “humbugged” into believing “they were to be the owners of all the fugitive slaves they
may capture.“12 Economic motivations clearly rivaled patriotism
during one of the nation’s worst depressions.
10.
11.
12.

The History of Callaway County, Missouri (St. Louis, 1884), 269-70; St. Louis
Missouri Republican, October 21, 1837.
St. Louis Missouri Republican, October 14, 1837.
Ibid., October 14, 18, 1837.
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The volunteers’ Indian allies raised a great deal of interest
among St. Louis’s residents. One editor praised their involvement
while advocating “all Christendom and Savagedom against the
Seminoles and their negroes.“13 The Indian force, commanded
by Captain Joseph G. Parks, was composed of 200 Delaware,
Osage, and Shawnee. They were said to be “the best men” the
tribes could offer and were promised $45.00 each per month.
As with many promises made to the Indians, this one was broken.
They received only $11.00 monthly, an amount still greater than
that paid to white soldiers.14
The troops embarked upon Mississippi River steamboats on
October 25, and fortune began to turn against them. Upon arrival at New Orleans, they discovered that the city was suffering
from a yellow-fever outbreak. Conditions of the voyage, coupled
with fear of disease, prompted more than 150 volunteers to
desert.15 Gentry’s zeal had not diminished, though. Writing his
wife from Jackson Barracks on November 2, he noted: “[T]he
Missouri regiment of Volunteers attracts the attention and notice
of all the officers of the army, wherever we go . . . and I pledge
myself to my friends and country that . . . ever they [will] have
a good account of them.“16
Gentry’s enthusiasm quickly turned to bitter frustration during the Gulf passage. While ships carrying his men arrived at
Tampa Bay five days after departure from New Orleans, those
conveying the unit’s horses were beset by a hurricane one day
out of the city. The overloaded boats were tossed like toys during
the storm. Because huge waves were crashing into the ships, the
hatches were closed. As a result, nearly 200 horses suffocated
during the five-day ordeal. Many other injured animals were
shot and tossed overboard. When only a few remaining horses
disembarked in Florida after their three-week journey, the regiment’s status as cavalry effectively had been lost.17
The loss of their horses dealt a severe blow to the morale of
the cavalier-minded Missouri men. Even the usually optimistic
Gentry acknowledged that fact to his wife in late November.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Ibid., October 27, 1837.
Ibid., October 19, 1837.
Willard Steele, The Battle of Okeechobee (Miami, 1987), 6; Gentry, Full Justice,
11.
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“[D]issatisfaction prevails in the regiment in consequence of the
loss of our horses,” he wrote from Fort Brooke in Tampa, “the
men being compelled to walk or return home.” Gentry’s observation proved correct, and, evidently, many of the men chose
to return to Missouri and were discharged accordingly.18 Of the
regiment’s eight companies, only four remained with the colonel.
Soon, however, the situation deteriorated further.19
The regiment’s first orders for active campaigning in hostile
country were issued on November 20. They resulted from General Jesup’s plans for assembling all available troops for a push
from the Gulf coast into the center of Florida Indian country.
Seven military columns had been organized to find the hostiles
and force them into a pitched battle, an operation designed to
negate the Indians’ stealth and guerrilla-like tactics. Ultimately,
almost 9,000 Americans— the largest force ever collected in
Florida during the war— invaded the Seminole homeland.20
Colonel Zachary Taylor, newly arrived in Florida, was given
command of the area between the Peace and Kissimmee rivers,
located in the heart of the peninsula east of Tampa Bay. Taylor
was directed initially to establish a supply depot for his 1,400-man
force— which was to include the remaining Missouri volunteers—
on the Peace River. Because military officials were “as ignorant
[of the Florida interior] as of the interior of China,” friendly
Indians were to lead Taylor’s thrust.21
Advance elements of Taylor’s force under Lieutenant Colonel William S. Foster advanced to Peace River in mid-November
and established the depot, named Fort Fraser, just north of
present-day Bartow. The Missourians were ordered to guard
eighty wagonloads of supplies intended for the new outpost, but
before they could leave Fort Brooke another tragedy occurred.22
While preparing for the expedition, the colonel’s son, Sergeant
Richard Harrison Gentry, accidentally discharged his pistol while
helping Captain John Ellis to saddle the officer’s horse. The ball
18. Gentry, Gentry Family, 100.
19. Gentry, Full Justice, 12.
20. Mahon, Second Seminole War, 219-22.
21. Ibid., 219; Francis Paul Prucha, The Sword of the Republic: The United States
Army on the Frontier (Bloomington, 1969), 269-75.
22. Fort Fraser was named for Captain Upton S. Fraser, a victim of the December 1835 Dade Massacre. Canter Brown, Jr., Florida’s Peace River Frontier
(Orlando, 1991), 50.
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struck and killed Private John Davis, who was standing nearby.
Davis’s death— as had desertions, resignations, and the deaths
of their horses— seemed to portend continued bad luck for the
volunteers.23 It was not long in coming.
Hardly had the march begun from Tampa Bay when a large
part of Gentry’s command refused to go on. Slogging through
swamps did not fit into the soldiers’concepts of winning laurels.
Gentry gloomily reported: “A portion of the 1st Battalion refused
to accompany me on any further march in consequence of their
loss of horses and demanded their discharge!” Because the men
were “unwilling to make the campaign on foot” they were released, and 200 more volunteers left en masse for home.24 A
sympathetic regular-army officer reported, “[Gentry] was very
much mortified at their defection, which was most dastardly on
their part.“25 By the time Taylor’s 800-man force reached the
Kissimmee River, barely 150 Missourians remained to labor
through the area’s cypress swamps and hammocks.26
As if Gentry did not already have enough problems, Zachary
Taylor held volunteers in contempt— and Gentry’s were the only
ones in Taylor’s force. Expressing his opinion of them, Taylor
often ordered the Missouri men forward when natural obstacles
were encountered, while he allowed his regulars to remain behind. The future president’s prejudice caused one officer to
assert that “[Taylor] used the Missouri Volunteers more like
negroes than anything else I can mention.“27 Thus, bad blood
existed by December between Gentry’s cavalrymen and Taylor’s
regular-army men.
Wading through swamps was a particularly unpleasant chore
that Taylor assigned to the Missourians. As Captain Cornelius
Gilliam later explained, whenever the column faced a “swamp
to penetrate, the volunteers had to dismount, leave their horses
and charge through the water and mud often waist deep,” assign-

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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ments that sapped their strength and raised their tempers.
Perhaps worst of all for the men’s morale was the ocean of
jagged-edged saw grass that covered miles of the flat terrain just
north of Lake Okeechobee. The plants’teeth-like leaves cut uniforms to shreds and lacerated hands and legs.28
Until December 18 Taylor planned to move his troops against
a suspected Indian and black concentration along the lower
reaches of Peace River.29 Missouri scouts, however, captured a
Seminole warrior who had been surprised while guarding horses
and cattle. The Indian carried a fine rifle, a full powder horn,
and a pouch loaded with 100 lead musket balls.30 Under threat
of hanging, he reported in English that “there were near two
thousand Indians and negroes with guns in their hands, and
that they were prepared and would fight” in a hammock near
31
Lake Okeechobee’s northern tip. Missouri and friendly Indian
scouts were ordered to reconnoiter the wetlands toward the lake
and soon had confirmed the Seminole’s story.
As events soon proved, the Indians had prepared a masterful
defense. Quartermaster Sergeant Thomas M. Bryan recalled that
the Missourians eventually deployed “on the North side of a
marsh about half a mile from the Indians, who were on the other
side of the marsh in a dense hammock; the marsh was covered
with prairie [saw] grass, generally about five feet high; the
ground . . . very wet and marshy.“32 One regular-army officer
assessed the Indian position as “the strongest . . . that I have
ever seen.“33 Captain Gilliam, despite little military experience,
quickly grasped that, if the Americans attacked across the swamp,
“it [would be] like murder.“34
The hostiles laboriously had cleared a wide field of fire in
front of their hammock— an island of hardwoods rising out of
a saw grass sea. Much care and time had been expended to cut
down natural cover. Even the five-foot-high grass had been
hacked short, leaving nothing but an expanse of mud and brack28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
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ish water. Additionally, the heavily wooded hammock, standing
on high ground, dominated a slight ridge skirting Lake
Okeechobee’s north bank. Blanketed with dense stands of pine,
cypress, and palmetto, the nearly mile-long hammock loomed
before the soldiers as a natural fortress. The sandy ridge and
dark woodlands overflowed with perhaps 2,000 blacks and Indians who were determined to defend their way of life and very
existence. Nearly 400 warriors lay well concealed, waiting patiently for the white soldiers to charge across the open ground.35
Taylor, desirous of striking a decisive blow, believed he had
caught the hostiles with their backs to Lake Okeechobee and
consequently was determined to launch a frontal attack. A disbelieving Gentry, noted for frontier common sense, questioned the
wisdom of the plan and proposed alternatively a flanking strategy. Taylor shouted him down and committed his force to a
Christmas Day assault.3 6 Meanwhile, with the sounds of drums
and bugles echoing over the lake, Seminoles and blacks rested
their firearms in notches cut in trees fronting the hammock.
Unlike their opponents, they were more than ready for the shooting to begin.
The ranking Indian leader, the Mikasuki chief Sam Jones or
Arpeika, had organized a brilliant defense. He, his top lieutenant
Otulke Thlocco (the Prophet), and 180 warriors were poised on
the hammock’s right, a position from which the Missourians’
colors could be seen. The Prophet chanted and sang to inspire
victory, and the effort sounded eerily across the hammock. Invisible high in moss-covered treetops and holding the center of the
area’s natural rise were 120 or more Seminoles under Alligator.
Wildcat (Coacoochee), a capable guerrilla warfare tactician who
had emerged as one of the Seminole’s most feared leaders, and
his eighty followers anchored the left. Commanding the hostile
blacks was the respected chief John Cavallo or Horse.37
Pursuant to Taylor’s orders, Gentry undertook final arrangements for a charge. His available manpower, already reduced
to less than one-quarter of his original 600-man force, was
35.
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further depleted when each seventh trooper was designated to
hold the unit’s horses. In all, only 132 Missourians stood in
formation under a noon sky to face their baptismal fire.
Colonel A. G. Morgan’s battalion of forty-three “spies” and
Indian scouts formed on the line’s right. Aligning one-half mile
from the hammock, the regiment’s remainder split into two battalions before advancing to within 200 yards of the hostiles.
Lieutenant Colonel John W. Price commanded the center with
the First Battalion, consisting of Captain Congreve Jackson and
his Howard County horsesoldiers. Ray County troops under Captain William C. Pollard and Jackson County men under Captain
James B. Chiles completed the alignment. On the left was Major
Harrison H. Hughes’s Second Battalion. Mud-splattered troopers of Captain Russell’s largely Fulton County unit and Captain
Curd’s Palmyra men took position on the left flank. The Missourians assembled in neat lines as if back on Columbia’s main street.
Based upon their frontier instincts, though, many were wary of
the upcoming fight.38
Gentry, standing near the line’s center and the regimental
banner that proclaimed “For Our Country We’ll Die,” made
last-minute preparations. Taylor had ordered the Missourians
to lead the assault and had placed his regulars from fifty to 200
yards behind the volunteers. Gentry believed the charge “a bad
movement” but felt he had to “obey orders; we had come to
fight and we have to do it.” Preparing himself for what likely
would be a suicidal attack, the colonel removed his frock coat
and rolled up the sleeves to his shirt.39 He must have felt an odd
mixture of pride and bitterness as he glanced down the formations stretching 150 yards on either side. His Indian adversaries,
from their treetop perches, spied Gentry’s white shirt in the
bright sunlight, making him an ideal target.40
At about 12:30 p.m., with colorful flags fluttering nearby,
Gentry drew his saber and roared, “Come on, my boys.“41 The
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Missouri formations rolled forward at his signal. While hundreds
of regulars stood idle and silent, the volunteers splashed forward
through swamp water with accouterments clanging and officers
barking directives. All the while Gentry continued waving his
sword and yelling, “Come on!”42 His men waded “into this marsh
. . . that struck us between the waist and shoulder.“43 Half-submerged in black water, troopers struggled onward, holding their
muskets and powder flasks high while trying to keep their balance. The enemy hidden in the hammock had not yet been seen.44
At least once during the advance, a water-soaked Gentry
halted his soldiers to realign the force. When they had approached within less than 100 yards of the hammock, the hidden
Indians and blacks unleashed a scorching volley. Horseless cavalrymen fell as bullets pierced their bodies. Some volunteers had
to lift their wounded comrades from the water to keep them
from drowning. Only at this juncture did some troopers catch
glimpses of their antagonists who, Captain Gilliam remembered,
would “raise from the palmettoes and fire, doing considerable
execution.” The sight of the Indians’ black allies firing with
deadly accuracy from the underbrush must have seemed unbelievable to Missourians accustomed to the institution of slavery
and racial deference.45
The volunteers dropped steadily from the withering fire,
sharpshooters shooting from the trees wreaking the most damage. These snipers concentrated their fire on the officers who
stood as targets on the open ground. Attempting to lead their
men through the barrage, Acting-Major John Sconce, Captain
Chiles, Lieutenant Charles B. Rogers, and two other officers
were wounded in the first minute. Their charge to glory had
turned into a slaughter. The enemy fire exceeded in intensity
anything they or the regulars had experienced. Contributing to
that fact was the Indians’ingenuity at simplifying loading procedures, resulting in their ability to fire twice as quickly as their
opponents.46
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Recognizing his predicament, Gentry quickly ordered his
men to squat in the grass. As bullets whistled through the air,
the survivors crouched in the morass. In sectors with standing
water, the situation was worse. One veteran recalled how they
“sometimes stuck [their] heads beneath the water to prevent
being a good target for an Indian bullet.“47 The regiment’s left
especially had been decimated, and Gentry and his staff rushed
there to steady the wavering Second Battalion. Swinging his
sword in the air and roaring, “Come on, boys! We’re almost
there; charge on into the hammock!” the colonel got the attack
moving again and many volunteers swarmed forward behind
the regimental colors.48
Despite Gentry’s efforts, however, much of the regiment had
been scattered. At least seven officers were wounded, and some
volunteers, not able to stand the murderous fire, had bolted
rearward. The majority, though, stood their ground or advanced. Some assisted wounded comrades to the field hospital
one-half mile distant. Gentry seems to have realized by then that
his only hope for success was to gain the protection of the natural
fortress of the hammock “[so] we would have an equal chance
with them.“49 As the assault began to dissolve into a series of hot
skirmishes, he and a small contingent attacked into the woods.
At the hammock’s edge, as the colonel charged through the
brush, he was hit at point-blank range. He tumbled backward
as the ball passed through his stomach. His son, the sergeantmajor, at the same time was struck in the wrist, according to
some accounts by the same bullet.50
Gentry’s example had not been in vain, as it proved inspirational to volunteers who then charged the hammock. Elements
of Curd’s and Russell’s units advanced and gathered protectively
around their fallen commander, in the process driving away a
party of Seminoles intent upon scalping him. Other soldiers
charged as well. One young man, not realizing that his comrades
had halted, was killed and scalped on the firm ground of the
hammock. Gentry, fearing the effect his fall would have on the
47.
48.
49.
50.
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troops, directed those nearby to lift him to his feet. Despite
considerable pain, the colonel soon stood and implored his men
onward screaming, “[Flight on . . . till the foe retreats!“51
Meanwhile, regular-army units came up behind the volunteers. The regulars realigned and poured fire in the direction
of the hammock, an action that placed the volunteers under fire
from two sides. Thereafter, the attack splintered badly, and only
isolated groups of whites struck the hammock in uncoordinated
thrusts. Three enlisted men, for example, entered the hammock
and hid behind a giant cypress only twenty feet from their adversaries. They soon discovered they were alone, and the Indians,
realizing as much, slipped closer to the trio and seconds later
shot one of the whites. Private James Smith promptly responded
by killing the Seminole, who had crept within a few feet. Some
twenty Indians, who either shifted position or rallied after retreating, then appeared suddenly in the midst of the volunteers
and took shelter behind trees standing between the three cavalrymen and their company. Two of the soldiers reloaded
flintlocks, while the wounded man drew two dragoon revolvers.
The three, forced to desperate action, thereupon charged
straight into the Indian party. The ruse worked. With the volunteers yelling wildly and bellowing, “Come on boys!” the hostiles
thought “there was a whole company with us.” In the face of
the three privates’ rear attack, “[T]he Indians scattered right
and left to let us pass, ” as one survivor marveled. The trio reached
their comrades who, themselves, still were receiving fire from
the regulars and Indians. Caught between musketry fire from
front and rear, the Missourians laid low to escape the deadly
lead balls while maintaining their ground before the hammock.52
Another party of Missourians entered the hammock at about
the same time as the three privates. Lieutenant William Henry
Winlock and a part of his Marion County company charged into
the wooded island after driving out its defenders. Finding himself stranded and without support, Winlock led his squad
through the hammock in search of the remainder of the company. They found nothing but retreating Indians who continued
to fire on them. Responding with more bravado than wisdom,
51.
52.
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the volunteers charged through the palmetto and cypress in
pursuit. Fortunate not to stumble into an ambush, they soon
rejoined the command in front of the hammock.
As Winlock’s experience illustrates, some portions of the Indian defensive line disintegrated under the attack. A few hostile
groups headed rearward; others— the largest portion— stood
and held their positions. Defenders met attackers within the
hammock and fought with knives and tomahawks. One man
later recalled, “[The] Indians were adamant; they wouldn’t run,
but stood their ground and fought with savage vigor.“53 Some
of Gentry’s soldiers were equally tenacious. They swung musket
butts and fired pistols in hand-to-hand combat. Reportedly one
of them, at some point during the fracas, killed at least one black
warrior. 54
The Missourians certainly were not alone in their gallantry.
Their Indian allies and scouts also fought bravely. One scout
officer on the right noted how the friendly Indians “rushed on
bravely under the fire of the enemy; many were falling but they
were undaunted, gained the timber, drove the savages, took their
[notched] trees, and almost silenced their yells as well as fire,
pursueing the Indians almost 70 or 80 yards in the timber.” Still,
the struggle within the hammock ebbed and flowed with antagonists firing at sound and movement in the lush tropical vegetation.55
No man among the hostiles proved more tenacious than Alligator, who rallied panicked warriors and urged them back into
the fray. The re-entry of these warriors on the right was remembered by Captain Gilliam. “The Seminole manner of fighting,”
he testified, “was advantageous to themselves. . . . [W]hen closely
pressed on [they] ran; these would hide and fire again [before
advancing to their former positions].” As it was, numerous bloody
skirmishes erupted simultaneously throughout the smoke-filled
strip of forest, flaring up and evaporating as suddenly as they
had begun.
With men still falling around him, one of Gentry’s officers
on the right discovered that “in the edge of the timber firing
was hottest, when we were so closely engaged with the enemy
53. “Journal,” 14, 38-40; Gentry, Gentry Family, 102.
54. Sprague, Florida War, 213.
55. “Journal,” 48.
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that the powder from our guns almost burnt each other.” As
did many other Missourians, this young commander longingly
“looked in vain for the promised support” from Colonel Taylor
and the regulars. For the time being, however, there was no
help, and they continued to die in the swamp.56
Taylor had ordered Gentry to retire if he encountered difficulty, but seemingly the Missouri officer and his men believed
they had much to prove that Christmas Day. Instead of falling
back, they had swarmed onward in an attempt to win the day
on their own. When regular forces finally arrived after extended
delay, many Missourians— their ranks already decimated— took
heart and fell in beside the long formations of regular troops.
The combined force soon charged forward in the day’s most
powerful attack.57
Throughout the struggle, parties of volunteers continued to
cling to enclaves at the hammock’s edge and to hold their opponents at bay with dragoon pistols. One of Gentry’s men later
described how, during the contest, “we pumped lead into the
Indians fast after we got within short range of them.“58 After
the hostiles returned in force and regained their former positions, however, most whites were pushed out of the hammock.
Once again, the forested rise had to be taken.59
After standing for nearly an hour encouraging his troops,
the wounded Gentry finally collapsed. The second assault wave
of Missourians and regulars surged past the dying colonel as he
was carried rearward in a blanket. His severely wounded son
remained by the father’s side during the ordeal.60
Taylor’s units finally overran the hammock after three hours
of hard fighting. Confusion reigned, though, as Seminole defenders yelled that they were “Delaware! Delaware!” as cheering
whites swarmed into the woods. A hostile volley soon betrayed
the ruse, however.61 Almost a full day’s battle had been fought
before a combined force of regulars and volunteers finally
stormed the enemy’s hammock. The strategy probably should
have been used from the beginning.
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Wild Cat and Alligator signaled a retreat only when they
found “the troops pressing them so closely as to prevent their
loading, and that large numbers had retired.” Hostile Indians
and blacks raced down Lake Okeechobee’s beach to safety. They
had inflicted the highest losses on any American force during
the Second Seminole War and one of the highest in the annals
of Indian warfare.62
With the close of the Christmas Day battle, Taylor had proved
that an American army could strike deep into Indian territory
and best the Seminoles and their black confederates on their
own terms. Instead of a decisive victory, though, the Lake
Okeechobee action had been a costly, hollow success. Taylor
suffered nearly 150 casualties, and the lives forfeited largely had
been lost in vain. The war, after all, lingered for another five
years.
Despite the victory that was to bring him promotion to a
brigadier generalship, Taylor had only harsh words for the Missouri volunteers. He reported that Gentry’s troops had been
completely demoralized and had fled in panic at the first fire.
But, the Missouri dead and wounded— many lying within the
hammock— told a different story, as also did the fate of Colonel
Gentry. That gallant officer was taken to a field infirmary where
surgeons “cleansed” the colonel’s abdominal wound by pulling
a handkerchief through the bullet hole with a ramrod. The treatment likely hastened his death, which occurred at the hospital,
where Gentry was surrounded by his son and former neighbors
who had followed him more than 1,000 miles to Florida.63
The night before Richard Gentry’s death his close physicianfriend, secure at home among the snowy hills of middle Missouri,
dreamed of the colonel’s demise. A sad fate also awaited the
officer’s family. Gentry’s entire estate and fortune soon was lost
when banks collected the unpaid notes he had signed for his
vo1unteers.64 Such was this man’s reward. At least his sacrifice
stands as example for others, and its memory will not be forgotten.
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MISSOURI VOLUNTEERS
AT THE BATTLE OF OKEECHOBEE:
CHRISTMAS DAY 1837
by J OHN K. M AHON

T

Battle of Lake Okeechobee, which occurred on December
25, 1837, was the last large pitched battle of the Second
Seminole War. Casualties among United States forces totaled
138, including twenty-six killed. Florida’s native hostiles lost only
eleven to fourteen men.1 Nonetheless, army commander Zachary
Taylor and his superiors hailed a great victory, and early reports
of the “severe and bloody battle” claimed that “the Indians were
driven in every direction.“2 The effect on the general’s military
and eventual political career was substantial. As noted by a Taylor
biographer, “His victory in the only large battle of the conflict
went far in earning him distinction and it shielded him from
public notice of his lack of other successes.“3
The Battle of Okeechobee thus played a significant role in
the career of a man who would become a hero of the Mexican
War and president of the United States. Taylor’s ability to claim
credit for the victory, however, depended in part on an assertion
that volunteer soldiers from Missouri broke and ran at the opening of the engagement and that army regulars then were required
to bear the brunt of the fighting. While the general’s version of
events was supported by others present and by his superiors,
controversy flared over the allegations. Taylor, in turn, was accused of misrepresentation and opportunism.
While debate has swirled for a century and a half over the
Battle of Okeechobee, one document that provides important
information concerning the affair scarcely has been noticed. EnHE
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titled “Journal of the Committee on the Florida Campaign; the
Senate and the House of Representatives (of Missouri) to investigate the battle fought December 1823 [sic] in Florida by the
Regular Army and the Missouri Volunteers,” the work was the
product of a committee consisting of six members of the Missouri
house of representatives and three members of its senate. Prior
to release of its report, the panel held hearings from December
14, 1838, to February 5, 1839, at which it interviewed nineteen
men who had served in the Missouri regiment in Florida.4
The journal documents a conflict characteristic of United
States military history, the tension between regulars and citizen
soldiers whenever the two served together. That conflict, ultimately involving volunteers from Florida and other states, as
well as from Missouri, affected the strategy of the Second
Seminole War, established patterns of interaction between soldiers and civilians along the nineteenth-century Florida frontier,
and, according to one recent work, perhaps presaged Civil Warera divisions among the inhabitants of the south Florida peninsula. 5
The detailed story of the Battle of Okeechobee has been
6
presented well elsewhere. A brief review of events leading up
to and including the fight may be helpful, however.
The year 1837 was one of serious depression in the United
States. Money was scarce, and jobs were hard to come by. Given
that situation, a Missouri man could find it highly desirable to
enlist for volunteer service in Florida’s Seminole War. Payment
was offered in coin at the rate of $8.00 per month, and an
4.

5.
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additional forty cents was paid per day for the volunteer’s horse.
So attractive was the offer that Colonel Richard Gentry was able
to raise 600 mounted men, who were organized by him into six
companies and two battalions. Gentry was a veteran of the War
of 1812, during which he charged with Colonel Richard M.
Johnson in the assault that broke the British line in the decisive
Battle of the Thames. He also had seen combat in the Black
Hawk War. Gentry was an important political leader in Missouri
and a long-time ally of United States Senator Thomas Hart Benton.7
The road to Florida began for Gentry’s Missourians on the
Mississippi River. They shipped down that stream to an embarkation point at New Orleans. Yellow fever raging there, however,
caused a number of the men to turn back. A difficult crossing
of the Gulf of Mexico then resulted in the deaths of all but 150
of the volunteers’ horses. Faced with having to walk inland in
Florida’s swamps and forests, more of the men elected to return
home. When Colonel Zachary Taylor led his combined force out
of Fort Gardner and toward Lake Okeechobee on December 19,
only 227 Missourians were with him. They were organized into
two units, a regiment of 180 men and a forty-seven man detachment known as “Morgan’s Spies.” Taylor’s force also included
727 enlisted men of the regular army, some pontooners and
pioneers, and about seventy Indians. Thirty-five officers were
listed with the army, but as many as forty-two may have been
present.8
The Seminoles and Mikasukis who opposed Taylor carefully
had selected the ground upon which they were to fight. The site
was a dry hammock, composed of giant cypresses and other large
trees, with an understory of bushes for use as cover for their
line of well-armed gunmen. Lookouts and snipers swaddled
themselves in moss in the tall trees. The hammock ran for about
7.

8.

At the time of the Battle of Okeechobee, Richard M. Johnson was vice
president of the United States. William R. Gentry, Full Justice: The Story of
Richard Gentry and his Missouri Volunteers in the Seminole War (St. Louis, 1937),
5-6.
Fort Gardner was located on the Kissimmee River some sixty or seventy
miles east of Fort Brooke (present-day Tampa). Zachary Taylor to Thomas
Sidney Jesup, January 4, 1838, “General Taylor’s Report of Okeechobee.”
Senate Doc. No. 227, 25th Cong., 2nd sess., 2 (hereafter,“General Taylor’s
Report”); Gentry, Full Justice, 12; Steele, Battle of Okeechobee, 4; Monk,
“Christmas Day,” 8.
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300 yards, and facing its front was a swamp of three-quarters
of a mile in length. The quagmire was impassable for horses and
nearly so for men. Water and mud stood waist deep, while sawgrass and other reeds reached upward for five or six feet. The
defenders had notched trees in the hammock for gun rests and
for twenty yards ahead had cut down reeds to open a field of
fire. Lake Okeechobee lay a few hundred yards to the rear.9
Taylor presented his battle plan to his officers on Christmas
Eve. It involved an attack directly across the width of the swamp
at the prepared enemy position. When Colonel Gentry alternatively suggested a flanking movement, the general insulted him
by asking if he was afraid to be in the van of the frontal attack.
Gentry found the insult difficult to brook, but, because he could
not challenge his superior officer, the colonel simply stated that
he would follow orders.10
Taylor placed the Missourians in the front line; 132 of them
were aligned there, with an additional twenty-one men left on
dry ground to hold the horses. Forty yards to their rear were
positioned 175 men of the Sixth United States Infantry, Colonel
Alexander Thompson commanding. Forty additional yards behind were 160 men of the Fourth United States Infantry with
Colonel William Foster in command. Yet another formation was
placed as a reserve 100 yards further back, composed of 173
men of Taylor’s own regiment, the First United States Infantry.
They were formed in the charge of Colonel William Davenport.
Taylor directed the Missourians to advance as long as they could
bear the fire; they then were to draw back behind the regulars,
reform, and return to the fray.11
The battle was fought on Christmas Day 1837, and the earliest
substantive account of the details of the action was contained in
Taylor’s report to Major General Thomas Sidney Jesup, dated
January 4, 1838. In that report Taylor harshly criticized the
Missouri volunteers:
9.
10.

11.

Monk, “Christmas Day,” 16; Steele, Battle of Okeechobee, 9; Electus Backus,
“Diary of a Campaign in Florida in 1837-1838,” Historical Magazine (1866),
280; “General Taylor’s Report,” 5.
Gentry’s great-grandson argued 100 years later that, had the flanking proposal come from a lowly second lieutenant of the regular army, Taylor at
least might have considered it. Gentry, Full Justice, 18; Steele, Battle of
Okeechobee, 9; Monk, “Christmas Day,” 14.
The Missouri companies were much reduced. Two of them had sixteen
enlisted men; one, nineteen; another, twenty-two; and Morgan’s Spies,
thirty-three. Monk, “Christmas Day,” 18; “General Taylor’s Report,” 5.
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[O]n reaching the borders of the hammock the volunteers and spies received a heavy fire . . . which was returned
by them for a short time, when their gallant commander
fell mortally wounded; they mostly broke, and instead of
forming in the rear of the regulars as had been directed,
they retreated across the swamp to their baggage and
horses, nor could they be again brought into action as a
body, although efforts were made repeatedly by my staff
to induce them to do so. . . .
So far as the regular troops are concerned, no one could
have been more efficiently sustained than I have been. . . .
The Missouri volunteers under the command of Colonel
Gentry and Morgan’s spies who formed the first line and
of course were the first engaged, acted as well or even
better than troops of that description generally do; they
received and returned the enemy’s fire with spirit for some
time when they broke and retired, with the exception of
Captain Gilliam and a few of his company and Lieutenant
Blakey, also with a few men who joined the regulars and
acted with them until after the close of the battle. . . . The
volunteers and spies having as before stated, fallen back to
the baggage, could not again be formed and brought up
to the hammock in anything like order; but a number of
them crossed over individually and aided in conveying the
wounded across the swamp to the hammock, among whom
was Captain Curd and several officers whose names I do
not now recall.12
Taylor did not immediately release the details of his report
to the surviving Missouri volunteers. On February 8, 1838, and
prior to learning of its criticisms, eight of the Missouri officers
who had been in the battle expressed in writing their high regard
for Taylor and his regular officers. The same day Taylor, still
in the field at Fort Bassinger with the Missourians, replied lauding the volunteers for their willingness to leave home to cope
with the bad climate, privations, and danger in Florida. By April
5, however, other officers of the Missouri force belatedly had
read the report. They were furious. “We cannot separate and
depart in peace to our homes,” they pronounced, “until we have
12.

“General Taylor’s Report,” 5-8.
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made an effort to vindicate the memory of the dead.” The officers accused Taylor not only of misusing the Missouri regiment
but also of misrepresenting what it had done in the battle.13
The Missouri perspective also was expressed in the United
States Senate on February 14, 1838. Senator Thomas Hart Benton argued that the volunteers had been treated badly in the
action and in the official report. “They had been put in the
forefront of the battle,” he stated, “which was not their place
. . . and they had been censured for misconduct, when applause
and not censure was due them.” Benton continued: “It was clear
that the Volunteers had had a desperate service assigned them.
They were to go forward as a forlorn hope to draw the fire of
the hidden enemy and to absorb their bullets. It was service for
regulars and not volunteers. It was a service for disciplined troops
and not for citizens fresh from the plough, who might have
courage but who could not have discipline. No allowance was
made for undisciplined troops who had faced a terrible danger
- who had lost their commander - who had suffered severely who had their killed and wounded friends to take care of - who
had discretionary orders to retreat - and who saw two hundred
regulars idle as a reserve.” Benton asked for the documents
needed to carry out an official inquiry.14
Despite their commitment to refuting Taylor’s charges, Senator Benton and the Missouri officers could do little. Their anger,
however, served to keep the issue alive and to encourage the
creation by the Missouri legislature of the joint committee of
inquiry. That panel commenced its work on December 14, 1838.
Its approach in examining witnesses basically was to pose three
questions: 1) What opportunity have you had of becoming acquainted with the conduct of the Missouri volunteers? 2) Were
you in the Battle of Okeechobee? 3) Have you read Colonel
Taylor’s report of the battle and do you find the conclusions
related to the Missouri volunteers valid?15 Of the nineteen men
who appeared to answer these questions, two had been among
those who praised Taylor on February 8 and four had been
among the twelve who criticized him two months later.
13.
14.
15.

H. H. Hughes, William Henry Russell, et al., to Taylor, February 8, 1838,
Senate Doc. No. 356, 25th Cong., 2nd sess., 6; ibid., “Statement of officers
o f the Missouri Volunteers,” April 4, 1838, 1-2.
Congressional Globe, 25th Cong., 2nd sess., VI, 182-83.
“Journal,” 2; Steele, Battle of Okeechobee, 19.
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The testimony given to the committee established that Taylor
had flared at Colonel Gentry several days prior to the battle. On
December 23 the colonel had crossed his force to the east side
of the Kissimmee River, taken a position there, and sent word
for Taylor to come to his support. Taylor came, but his intention
was to deride, not support, the Missourian. Thomas Bryan, the
volunteers’ quartermaster, described the general’s conduct toward Gentry as violent and abusive. Lieutenant Israel Hendley
of Morgan’s Spies also overheard the interchange and had the
same reaction to it as did Bryan. Dr. I. A. Hannah, surgeon for
the Missourians, watched Gentry struggle to accept this treatment
then turn and walk away from his commander.16
Four of the committee’s witnesses overheard the final conversation between Taylor and Gentry. The colonel, dying of a wound
received in the battle, requested that Taylor come to his tent.
There, he implored the general to see that the Missourians received full justice as to their role in the engagement. First
Lieutenant Charles B. Rogers, also wounded and lying a few
yards away, heard Taylor’s reply. “You have born the brunt of
the engagement,” Rogers recalled Taylor saying, “when I intended it otherwise. . . . You should have fallen back to the rear
of the infantry.” Gentry, although in fearful pain, responded
that the volunteers were not as well supported by the regulars
as they had had a right to expect. Taylor conceded, according
to witnesses, that the Missourians had fought well and promised
to do them full justice.17
Six of the nineteen witnesses resented the way in which the
general had used them in the approach march. If a hammock
needed to be reconnoitered or a swamp waded, they recalled,
Taylor ordered the Missourians to dismount and accomplish the
task. In camp he placed them in the most exposed areas because,
felt the six veterans, the general desired to spare his regulars.
Three of the men also claimed that they received rations and
forage inferior to the supplies issued to the regulars.18
16. Testimony of Thomas V. Bryan, Israel R. Hendley, and I. A. Hannah,
“Journal,” 10, 26, 42.
17. Testimony of Thomas V. Bryan, John Reed, Charles B. Rogers, and James
Drake, “Journal,” 13, 50, 56, 63.
18. Testimony of Cornelius Gilliam, H. G. Parks, Israel R. Hendley, I. A.
Hannah, John Sconce, Charles B. Rogers, R. H. Gentry, James Drake, and
James Chiles, “Journal,” 6, 18, 25, 44, 47, 56, 59, 61, 66.
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The testimony clarified numerous details about the battle.
According to witnesses, the Missourians— as the front line— entered the swamp first. They advanced in column for the first
200 yards and then, almost as smoothly as professionals, deployed into a skirmish line with two-yard intervals between each
man. Until they were within 100 yards of the hammock, they
fought only mud, water, and sawgrass. Then the Indians discharged their first volley and killed or wounded 20 percent of
the volunteers. The survivors squatted in the sawgrass and returned the fire; however, they had no visible targets.19
A volunteer officer soon was sent back to the regulars with
a plea for close support, but he was informed that they— the
regulars— could not move without direct orders from Taylor.20
Shortly thereafter, the contingent from the Sixth Infantry, who
were positioned in the second line, began advancing and shooting. The volunteers thus were caught in a crossfire between the
Indians and the army. The regulars remained standing while
they fired, and, according to some volunteers, this fact caused
casualties among the infantrymen to soar to 43 percent of their
number. By comparison, the Missourians lost 25 percent of their
men; the Fourth Infantry, 10 percent; and the First Infantry,
General Taylor’s own, only four wounded.21
Each of the nineteen witnesses denied that their regiment
had broken and fled. The only volunteers to return to the dry
ground, they insisted, had carried there the wounded. Where
regular army discipline might have required otherwise, the Missourians could not leave their wounded friends perhaps to be
scalped or to drown in the shallow water. The withdrawal, however, was to the dry land and not as their orders required to the
swamp behind the advancing regulars, but the volunteers denied
that any regular officer— or any other officer— had ordered or
even urged them to reform and rejoin the action.22
Six of the individuals who testified before the committee
considered Taylor’s report merely an egregious extension of the
contempt that professional soldiers had shown toward the volun19.
20.

Monk, “Christmas Day,” 20.
Testimony of Robert Raphael, Charles B. Rogers, and James Chiles, “Journal,” 14, 57, 68.
21. “Statement of the Officers” in “General Taylor’s Report,” 2; Gentry, Full
Justice, 22.
22. “Report of the Subcommittee, Feb. 1, 1839” in “Journal,” 98-99.
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teers throughout the campaign. Captain Gilliam quoted the general as stating that the volunteers always were too far forward
when not needed there and too far back when needed up front.
Robert Raphael reported that, when he was wading to the rear
because he was wounded, he was halted by Colonel Davenport
who called him a “[d]amned cowardly volunteer.” Raphael cursed
Davenport and threatened to shoot him, words and action that
no regular would have dared to chance.23 Had the Missourians
enjoyed access to the journal of regular-army lieutenant Robert
Christie Buchanan, their suspicions would have been confirmed.
His entry for New Years Day 1838 noted: “I am more and more
convinced every day that volunteers are worthless as troops.“24
The feelings of some of the volunteers were harsher yet. H.
G. Parks, Colonel Gentry’s adjutant, asserted that Taylor intentionally had misrepresented the Missourians’actions. Lieutenant
Hendley agreed. The general, Hendley said, never had bothered
to check with a single Missouri officer to get a volunteer perspective of the battle. Captain John Sconce referred to Taylor’s report
using words such as “maliciously” and “actuated by prejudice.”
One member of Morgan’s Spies, W. Claude Jones, testified that
Taylor’s pen had been “[d]ipped in malice and guided by prejudice.“25
Jones generally was critical of Taylor. All the colonel’s military
movements, he stated, were snail-like; moreover, the commander
really did not know, according to Jones, the position of the foe
even though friendly Indians could have located it for him and
also found a far better route for the attack. Captain Chiles argued
that an attack straight across the swamp into a prepared position— that is, Taylor’s plan of battle— did not make good sense.
Chiles also had overheard Taylor threaten to hang a captured
Indian if he gave false information, after which the captive
warned that 2,000 warriors awaited the army. The actual
number, unknown to Taylor, was closer to 400.26 Chiles and
Sconce quoted Taylor as acknowledging, “I would not have
23.

Testimony of Cornelius Gilliam and Robert Raphael, “Journal,” 6; Steele,
Battle of Okeechobee, 20.
24. Frank White, Jr., ed., “A Journal of Lieutenant R. C. Buchanan During
the Seminole War,” Florida Historical Quarterly 29 (October 1950), 150.
25. Testimony of H. G. Parks, Israel R. Hendley, James Chiles, and W. Claude
Jones, “Journal,” 20, 27, 68, 87-88.
26. Testimony of W. Claude Jones and James Chiles, “Journal,” 68-69,74,78.
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fought the battle so soon had it not been to gratify public opinion.“27
Upon the completion of its hearings, the Missouri committee
of inquiry approved five resolutions and sent them to the state’s
legislature. That body passed them in 1839 and demanded that
the governor lay them before the president with a request for a
court of inquiry. The resolutions read:
1. That the conduct of the Missouri Volunteers and
Spies was such as could only be expected from good soldiers
and brave men.
2. That so much of Col. Taylor’s report which charges
that the Missouri Volunteers and Spies mostly broke and
fell back to the baggage, and that repeated efforts of his
staff could not rally them, is proved to be unfounded, not
to say intentionally false, and that so much of said report
which states that the Regular troops were joined with Capt.
Gillam [sic] and Lt. Blakey with a few men, but not until
they had suffered severely, is correct in this— that Gillam
and Blakey were in advance of the Regular troops during
most of the fight, and never in the rear.
3. That so much of said report which states that the
Volunteers and Spies behaved themselves as well or better
than troops of that description usually do, is not so much
a compliment to them as a slander upon citizen soldiers generally.
4. That Col. Taylor in his report has done manifest
injustice to the Volunteers and Spies, and that said report
was not founded upon facts as they occurred.
5. That a commanding officer who wantonly misrepresented the conduct of men who gallantly sustained him
in battle, is unworthy a commission in the Army of the United
States.28
What then is the truth about the conduct of the Missouri
volunteers? Lieutenant Buchanan agreed with Taylor that they
broke and fled. Interestingly, though, Taylor did not notice
Buchanan in his report, although the lieutenant commanded
27.
28.

Testimony of James Chiles and John Sconce, “Journal,” 50, 69.
“Journal,” 103-04; also printed in Gentry, Full Justice, 26-27.
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two companies. Buchanan later complained vociferously, knowing as he did that promotion and pay in the regular service
depended upon favorable reports, especially when related to
combat.29
The War Department, of course, stood by Taylor. Secretary
Joel R. Poinsett wrote the following to the Senate: “[N]o blame
can rightly be attached to [Taylor] . . . for placing the volunteers
in the front rank. . . . The enemy occupied a position that could
not be turned and from which he could only be driven by the
utmost efforts of the regular force. The task of storming such
defenses could not be left to volunteer troops, nor would an
experienced officer rely on irregulars to form the reserve, as on
the steady conduct of this force the fate of the action depends.“30
Latter-day disinterested scholars are not in agreement. Floyd
Monk declares in his account of the battle that the Missourians
were routed. “The record stands,” he concluded, “just as Taylor
wrote it.“31 Willard Steele, however, laid no stress on the withdrawal of the volunteers in his 1987 narrative. Instead, he concentrated on Taylor’s faulty tactics and insisted that far better
attack routes were available than the one chosen by the genera1.32
The one conclusion evident from the record is that, as with
American combat history in all wars, the testimony of citizen
soldiers and of regulars is, as often as not, irreconcilable. That
surely is the case with the interrelated questions of Zachary
Taylor, the Missouri volunteers, and the Battle of Okeechobee!
29.
30.
31.
32.

White, “Journal of Lieutenant R. C. Buchanan,” 146; Monk, “Christmas
Day,” 7.
Secretary of War to United States Senate, February 20, 1838, War Office
Reports to Congress, Number 4, National Archives, Washington, DC.
Monk, “Christmas Day,” 22-25.
Steele, Battle of Okeechobee, 9-10.
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GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN:
WAKULLA COUNTY’S FOLK GRAVEYARDS
by SHERRIE STOKES

C

sometimes evoke a sense of dread among the
living, but these last resting places of the dead often offer
important clues to the social and economic backgrounds of those
interred in them. Rural southern cemeteries generally are remote
and only rarely are sought out by those who study gravestones
and burial grounds. Nonetheless, many still are used for burials,
and most possess material clues that illustrate gradual and abrupt
changes in the traditional and folk funerary customs of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The author surveyed and photographed thirty graveyards
located in Wakulla County, Florida. Included were twenty white
cemeteries, eight black, and two biracial.1 The sites often were
heavily wooded and difficult to reach. They typically contained
clustered family groupings, and graves were identified with folk
and commercially made markers. Spatial organization was somewhat chaotic. Random apportionment of burial sites was further
confused by intrusive undergrowth and a lack of maintenance.
In the nineteenth century, Wakulla County’s economy and
social hierarchy represented an extension of traditions and values
EMETERIES

Sherrie Stokes is collections manager, Tallahassee Jr. Museum, Tallahassee,
FL. The author expresses her appreciation to Bruce M. Deterding for his
editorial assistance.
1. The author relied upon a Florida Department of Transportation comprehensive Wakulla County map to locate the rural cemeteries. White
cemeteries examined were: Arran, Bonnet Pond, Council, Crawfordville,
Curtis Mill, Davis Camp, Dugger, Grimes, Revell, New Light Church, Pelt,
Oak Park, Raker, Sanborn, Smith Creek, St. Marks, Sutton, West Sopchoppy, Whidden Lake, and Zion Hill. Of the eight black graveyards surveyed, two— Mayes and Stewart— are no longer in use. Four— Bethel, Buckhorn, Mt. Olive, and Salem— are associated closely with a nearby church.
The remaining two— Smith and Walker— are sited in secluded areas far
from the highway. “Biracial” refers to two graveyards that initially were
private burial grounds for early plantation families. The first, Richardson
Cemetery, is located at a popular crossroads leading to Spring Creek and
is presently used by blacks and whites. Ferrell Cemetery, the second, lies
off the Wakulla Springs Road on property still owned by the descendants
of planter John Ferrell.
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that came with the early settlers from Virginia, Georgia, and
North and South Carolina, and with blacks from Africa and the
West Indies. At the top were planters and merchants; on the
bottom were blacks and poor whites. White yeoman, farmers,
and tradesmen came in between. The county’s plantation system
was small in comparison to other north Florida counties during
the antebellum period, and only a few landholders owned slaves.
Most settlers raised food crops to sustain themselves and their
families. They produced some cotton and a few other staples
for market. Furnishing merchants, acting as factors for middle
Florida and south Georgia planters, founded trading villages
along the St. Mark’s River. Cloth, tools, books, and made-to-order
mortuary goods were among the commodities supplied to planters through these trading ports.2
Planters usually established graveyards on their property,
and some of these early graves still are marked by their original
headstones of elaborate white marble tablets and obelisks. The
blockade during the Civil War cut off the supply of these markers, although most Southerners likely could not have afforded
them even if they were available. White and black burials, particularly among poorer families, utilized homemade headstones and
funerary objects. Gravemarkers reflected a dependence upon
available resources such as local or commercially produced cement and upon objects such as shells, wood, and even found
articles.
Slaves often were buried in designated sections of a landowner’s family graveyard, and formal headstones rarely marked
them.3 After the Civil War blacks organized their own churches
and established separate burial grounds. Some blacks in Wakulla
County, however, continued to take advantage of burial

2.

3.

Elizabeth F. Smith, Wakulla County Pioneers, 1827-1967 (Crawfordville,
1968); Charles M. Greene, Wakulla County Community Portrait (Crawfordville,
1985); Federal Writers’ Project, Florida; A Guide to the Southernmost State
(New York, 1939; reprint ed., St. Clair Shores, MI, 1976).
Traditionally, slaves on north Florida plantations were buried in a segregated area of the white owner’s family graveyard. Rarely, if ever, were
headstones purchased for slaves. According to the census of 1860, the
Richardson family owned twenty-two slaves, and the Barringtons owned
twenty-five. Both families are buried in the Richardson cemetery, but aboveground evidence of slave burials is not present. Manuscript returns of the
Eighth U.S. Census, 1860, Wakulla County (slave schedule).
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privileges in a few of the old plantation graveyards on into the
twentieth century.4
Wakulla County cemeteries contain three major types of folk
gravemarkers: shells placed uniformly on the surface or a single
shell at the head of the grave; hand-carved wooden headboards;
and homemade cement markers, sometimes decorated with broken pottery or ceramic tiles. Additionally, other folk practices
are reflected alone or in conjunction with the three types of
gravemarkers. These include mounded earth and grass scraped
away from the entire grave site; cultivation of symbolic plantings
at the head or foot of graves; individual or family burial plots
enclosed with fences or curbings; depressions marked by found
objects (wood stobs and metal pipes from discarded farm equipment); grave goods placed on the graves; and the cemetery’s
random spatial organization.
The region’s white and black funerary customs showed
similarities during the post-Civil War period. Since funeral
homes were not established in Wakulla County until the twentieth
century, burial preparations were performed by family and
friends at the deceased’s home. The body was washed, dressed,
and placed on a cooling board propped between two chairs. A
ritual “sitting up” was held by the family with food and drink
provided by neighbors and friends. Placed in a plain, homemade,
pine coffin, the body was transported by mourners to the church
for the religious ceremony and subsequently taken to the burial
site. If the distance was short, the coffin was hand carried. If
not, a horse or mule-drawn wagon was used.5
By the late nineteenth century, many blacks and whites began
utilizing cement grave markers. The thirty Wakulla cemeteries
surveyed contain a range of modest to distinctive hand-cast cement monuments. Cement, when moist, allowed for handwritten

4.

5.

The cemetery located on John Ferrell’s property has an early nineteenthcentury section where his ancestors are buried. Blacks were allowed to bury
their dead there until recently. Like the Richardson cemetery, slave burials
no longer are evident.
Interview with Ruby Allen by the author, Buckhorn, FL, June 9, 1989
(notes of this and other interviews cited in this article are in the possession
of the author, Tallahassee, FL). A resident of the Buckhorn community,
Mrs. Allen described the burial practices of whites and blacks that she
witnessed as a child in the early twentieth century.
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inscriptions and ornamentation.6 The markers then could be
painted white to resemble marble tablets. In more recent years,
particularly since the World War II period, commercially made
granite markers have become common. They not only decorate
new graves, but they often replaced the older homemade folk
markers.7
Inscriptions on folk markers, in both black and white
cemeteries, generally reflect religious sentiments and expressions
of love and lasting memory. The epitaphs often take the form
of standardized quotes including “Gone But Not Forgotten,”
“Asleep In Jesus,” and “Rest In Peace.” Many homemade markers do not provide even basic information such as the deceased’s
full name and dates of birth and death. Some simply chronicle
the dead person’s status as “father” or “mother.” Common to
the homemade markers are recurrent misspellings: “Gone But
Not Forgotton” and “Bornd.” Reversed consonants also are often
found.
The exchange of material culture between blacks and
whites— isolated on plantations and farms— was inevitable.
Whites depended upon the black population for manual and
domestic labor, and their daily interaction was essential. The
slave system forced blacks to adopt the religious beliefs of the
white population. By the mid-nineteenth century, most were
Christians, although many adhered to some African belief and
practices. According to one scholar: “Christianity was only a
veneer overlaying pagan belief and ritual. Immigrants arriving
in America brought with them a complex folklore of death and
burial. Each new ethnic group added more beliefs and practices
to the American way of death.“8
Shell-decorated fetishes and funeral offerings of shells played
a significant role within certain West African cultures. In keeping
with their belief that a dead person’s soul crossed a great water
6.

Information regarding the deceased either was pressed into the surface
with lettering tools or hand inscribed with some type of stylus or sharppointed object.
7. Interview with Glen Lawhon by the author, Crawfordville, FL, June 8,
1989. Mr. Lawhon replaced several cement markers on his grandparents’
graves with granite monuments. He indicated that, as the members of his
generation “did better” financially, they replaced the “make do” traditions
with other markers.
8. John R. Stilgoe, “Graveyards,” in Common Landscape of America, 1550-1845
(New Haven, 1982), 222-23.
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to reach the afterworld, Bakongo tribesmen of Central-West
Africa viewed shells in the context of their watery origins— the
sea. Cultural geographer Terry Jordan additionally has noted:
“In West Africa . . . Nigerian Yoruba funerary party members
typically threw cowries to the assembled crowd, and shells sometimes appeared as Yoruba grave decoration. Some Ghanaians
made shell offerings to the dead, and along much of the old
slave coast ceremonial gifts of shells at funerals were once common. A traditional Zairean belief held that the dead became
white creatures living under river beds and lake bottoms. Bleached shells could symbolize both the whiteness and watery character
of death. . . . Significantly, the custom does appear in black
graveyards in the immediate vicinity of Charleston, South
Carolina— the first-ranking American port of entry for colonial
blacks . . . [and an] African origin of the custom is further
indicated by the appearance of shell-covered grave mounds on
St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands, where blacks form a large
majority of the population.“9
Symbolically, shells represented the deceased’s passage to the
spirit world. Folklorist Sara Clark states that shells retained symbolic attributes from prehistoric times to the Renaissance, particularly in Christian iconography.10 Clark believes that shells
universally “symbolize eternal life because of their watery origins
and because of superficial resemblance of some shells to the
female sexual organ. A shell can be used to symbolize birth hence
rebirth and hence eternal life.“11 Jordan’s studies of white and
black graveyards in north Texas further connect shell symbolism
with death in Europe. Relying on evidence surrounding the prehistoric Indo-European culture’s adoration of a female diety, he
concluded that the shell inherited from pagan times its association “with the worship of a fertility goddess.“12 Shell motifs appear in ancient Greek and Roman funerary monuments, and

9.
10.

Terry G. Jordan, Texas Graveyards: A Cultural Legacy (Austin, 1982), 21.
Sara Clark, “The Decoration of Graves in Central Texas with Seashells,”
Texas Folklore Society 36 (1972), 41.
11. Ibid.
12. “Among the duties of the mother goddess was to oversee the dead, and
through the supreme powers of fertility, to assure their rebirth into the
afterlife. To place a shell on or in a grave was to intercede with the great
goddess in behalf of the deceased.” Jordan, Texas Graveyards, 25.
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“the custom spread as far as Britain . . . making the transition
from pagan to Christian” symbolism.13
Shells adorning graves were found in fourteen of Wakulla
County’s cemeteries— twelve white, one black, and one biracial.
While only one black cemetery revealed two examples, Bonnet
Pond, a white graveyard, contained shell ornamentations that
surpassed other cemeteries both in quantity and application.
Various bivalves and gastropods, either alone or at the base of
homemade cement markers, sometimes were the only documentation of a gravesite. Their abundant use in this cemetery may
result from its location near a well-traveled intersection that leads
to the coast. The Lacy Griner grave (1891), mounded with uniformly placed cockle shells over the entire surface, indicates a
conscious effort to protect as well as to adorn the gravemound.
The engraved marble headstone, probably added at a later date,
in no way alters the significance of the original folk design. Shells
symmetrically embedded in cement copings adorn two burial
sites in the Buckhorn black cemetery.
Burial practices were designed to deal with the general confusion and fear of death. Each ethno/racial group’s traditions
enabled it to express a unique cultural heritage and expectations
regarding the afterlife. These burials portray the merger of
pagan and Christian cultures. 14 Whites and blacks utilized objects
and materials found in nature to symbolize their relationship to
life, death, and the hereafter. And even after articles such as
shells lost that magical symbolism, they persisted in use for decorative value.
The most fragile of funerary objects— wooden gravemarkers— survive in the form of small pine boards or shakes carved
to resemble a “head and shoulders.” In various stages of decay,
they survive in four white cemeteries (Oak Park, Grimes, Bonnet
Pond, and Smith Creek) and one black churchyard (Mt. Olive).
Some markers are anchored firmly in the ground with their
surface smooth from weathering, others are rotted and broken.
This form simply may indicate the head of the grave or symbolize
the deceased’s body. Israil Cauley, raised in the Bellair community
of Leon County and now seventy years old, recalled the wooden
“head and shoulders” boards marking graves in his churchyard
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid., 39.
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Unidentified “head-and-shoulders” wooden marker, Crimes cemetery. Collection
of the author.

prior to World War II. He believed that the forms “mark[ed]
the head of the deceased’s grave.“15
15.

Interview with Israil Cauley by the author, Tallahassee, FL, March 7, 1990.
Mr. Cauley indicated that shaped-wooden markers had existed in his church
graveyard, but the cemetery was plowed under by a pulpwood company
prior to his return home from military service in World War II.
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The practice may be drawn from earlier cultural roots. The
Lobis of the Ivory Coast carved the heads of ancestors on posts.
As noted by one scholar: “Kept in the home and often on the
family altar, the head was well positioned to hear special requests
for guidance and protection. It represented the Lobi’s ancestors,
who were regarded much like Christian saints as intermediaries
between humans and gods.“16 Generations of blacks from the
sea islands of Georgia and South Carolina have designed and
carved utilitarian objects with expressive and imaginative components; images of humans and animals adorned the surfaces of
walking sticks and dishes. An example of this African tradition
existed in the rural coastal town of Sunbury, Georgia, where
Cyrus Bowen carved wooden gravemakers in his family
graveyard. Destroyed in the 1950s, Bowen’s mortuary carvings
were mostly reptiles, another African theme, but one closely
resembled a Lobi headpost.17
Wooden markers were known to English European settlers,
like those moving into Wakulla County, and examples of wooden
tablet traditions may be found throughout the upper and lower
18
South and as far west as Texas. Wooden markers recorded in
Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas indicate that the size
and scale varies between each location. Stylistically, a number of
carved wooden headboards in the lower South appear as “head
and shoulders” compositions; elsewhere in the United States, an
arched-rectangular shape is more common.
Shell ornamentation, similar to that used by Caribbean and
African peoples, also is found in the Wakulla cemeteries. However, as with wooden headboards, irregular maintenance has
caused these artifacts to disappear into the soil and undergrowth.
In fact, many of the black graveyards lack much intact evidence.
Those surveyed exhibited the most neglect from unchecked plant
growth, while many white graveyards appear to have been
cleaned and mowed sporadically. This circumstance raises an
important question. If there was as much traditional or religious
respect by blacks as by whites concerning their ancestors, why

16.
17.
18.

Pamela McClusky, African Masks and Muses: Selections of African Art in the
Seattle Art Museum (Seattle, 1977), plate 9.
Carole Merritt, ‘Cemeteries,” in Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Historic Preservation Section, Historic Black Resources (Atlanta, 1984), 34.
Jordan, Texas Graveyards, 43.
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Lucy Griner grave, Bonnet Pond cemetery, 1891. Shell-encrusted mound with
marble headstone. Collection of the author.

would there be any difference in the maintenance of their
cemeteries?
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One factor that must be considered is black mobility. During
the Civil War, Union forces seized and removed some of the
area’s blacks, and in the decades following many blacks likely
moved from the county for economic reasons. The blacks who
remained in Wakulla found only low-paying menial jobs as
domestic and farm laborers for local white families. Since they
already were entrenched in the South’s agricultural labor system,
they also became tied to the tenant and sharecropping system.19
Although migrations and lack of financial resources partially
may explain the relatively poor upkeep of ancestral burial
grounds, additional reasons explain continuation of the practice
into the twentieth century.
From roots in African-American superstition and folklore,
many sea-island communities consider burial grounds off limits
to the living in order to avoid harassment from wandering spirits
or “plat-eyes.“20 This tradition stems from certain West African
cultures that believe in the “tripartite division of the human
being” after death .21 While Christian theology relies on the concept of a bipartite division of the body and soul, the tripartite
tradition teaches that the “soul returns to the Kingdom of God”
and the body and spirit remain on earth.22 Although the body
remains underground, the spirit may wander and can bring
harm to those who disturb burial grounds. Therefore, tradition
may have caused nineteenth- and early twentieth-century blacks
to fear retribution from spirits inhabiting the graveyard which,
in turn, contributed to the cemeteries’ deficient upkeep. Whatever the cause, the result was the rapid deterioration of shell
and wooden gravemarkers.
A more durable option for marking graves was the standardized cement form: tablets, squares, and wedged-shaped
headstones. Manufactured cement was inexpensive and widely
available in the Wakulla area and provided an important option
for less-affluent rural peoples. Wooden forms needed for the
poured cement did not always afford the flexibility of creating
19. Interview with Lucy Harvey by the author, Spring Creek, FL, June 14, 1989.
20. “Plat-eye, the spirit who according to Afro-American folklore spells the
doom of people who steal from graves.” Elizabeth A. Fenn, “Honoring the
Ancestors: Kongo-American Graves in the American South,” Southern Exposure 13 (September/October 1985), 45.
21. Patricia Jones-Jackson, When Roots Die: Endangered Traditions on the Sea Islands (Athens, GA, 1987), 24.
22. Ibid.
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highly stylized or ornate monuments. Wet cement did allow for
personalized inscriptions and some unusual forms and decorations. Exposed bits of scrap metal, old hinges, bolts, wire, and
other odds and ends often were used to reinforce cement markers. Cement headstones were made on an “as needed basis” and
tend to replicate more expensive marble tablets and granite
monuments.23
Although the majority of cement markers conform to standardized funerary monuments, a number of headstones in the
black graveyards possess non-traditional cement forms: pyramidal shapes, obelisks, Gothic-points, and unusual ornamentation.
In Wakulla County’s white antebellum graveyards similar pyramidal shapes, obelisks, and Gothic-points are common. Sister Pinkie Donalson’s cement headstone in the Walker cemetery is like
the Gothic-pointed tablets marking white graves in the nearby
biracial Richardson cemetery.
Sister Pinkie’s marker and another Donalson cement marker
contain bits of broken ceramic randomly set in the surface. Other
examples of ceramic decorations also appear in white cemeteries,
but they usually are decorative bathroom tiles uniformly set in
the borders of cement copings. The maker of the Donalson
headstones probably relied on a tradition found in AfricanAmerican folklore that required the placement of broken china
or glassware on graves. The Gullah and Geechee cultures of
South Carolina and Georgia placed the deceased’s personal objects— broken pieces of dishes, cups, medicine bottles, etc.— on
the graves, or else they were pressed into the wet cement. A
tradition of sea-island blacks required mourners to break “the
last objects used by [the] deceased immediately prior to death”
at the gravesite to symbolize the “shattered life” and further
ensure that the chain of death was broken for other family members. This practice also precluded the theft of grave offerings
because they were useless. In west and central Africa, broken
crockery, bottles, and cooking pots adorned graves, and in parts
of the Congo theft prevention also was the rationale for breaking
grave offerings.24
23.

24.

Interview with Vertia Rollins by the author, Spring Creek, FL, June 18,
1989. Mrs. Rollins recalled that Buckland Randolph (deceased, c. 1988)
made many of the concrete headstones for blacks in the Walker and
Richardson cemeteries.
Newbill Niles Puckett, Folk Beliefs of the Southern Negro (Chapel Hill, 1926),
105.
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Mounded- and scraped-earth burials, Richardson cemetery. Collection of the author.

The utilization of personal articles may have a deeper relation
to ancestor worship. Breaking of personal items symbolically
“free[d] the spirit from the article and let it go to the next world
to serve the dead.“25 Whether or not the person responsible for
the Donalson family headstones was conscious of the concept of
ancestor worship, he definitely retained a trace of this tradition
in his work.26
The practice apparent in a few Wakulla graveyards of scraping the area free of grass surrounding the graves, as well as
maintaining an elongated grave mound, represents another feature of rural-southern burial grounds. Although mounded- and
scraped-earth practices are declining in the rural South, examples persist in the Wakulla County cemeteries, especially the
biracial Richardson cemetery. Historical origins of this custom
may be related to early agrarian cultures in west Africa and
Europe. Jordan has observed: “Mounded, bare-earth graves
marked by head- and footstones [exist] among the Nubian people
of the Sudan. This burial ground is strikingly like those of the
25. Ibid., 106.
26. Jordan, Texas Graveyards, 21.
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American South, suggesting an African Muslim origin for some
southern cemetery traits. Each grave is covered with small
rounded rocks, not unlike the southern shell decoration custom.“27 The graves needed to be protected from grazing wild
animals and domestic livestock. This practice also prevented
grass fires, which resulted from slash-and-burn techniques of
land clearing, from destroying the graveyard and its grave artifacts. This custom likely survived in the American South for the
same reasons. The practice of mounding and scraping of loose
earth above the grave continues, but most of Wakulla County’s
rural cemeteries now reflect urban twentieth-century customs:
planted grass, cement copings, and curbed plots.
Cultivated plants played a significant role in the symbolism
of southern cemetery landscapes. Wakulla cemeteries possess a
variety of flowers and evergreens representative of the relationship with the afterlife. Cedars, the evergreen that serves as “a
symbol of eternal life,” appear in both black and white burial
grounds.28
Fencing and curbing of graves and family plots, another feature of white cemeteries in Wakulla County, was not utilized by
blacks until much later in the nineteenth century. Lucy Harvey,
a 102-year-old descendent of slaves, remembered that many
blacks in the early twentieth century enclosed grave sites with
some type of fencing or curbing. Whatever materials they could
find— wire, rocks, or bricks— were used to outline the grave.29
Fencing made with inexpensive wire, curbing constructed from
cement, bricks, and wood boards appear in all the cemeteries
surveyed.
Objects usually considered to be trash— wood stobs, broken
bricks, metal pipes, and mason jars— were used to indicate where
the earth had sunk mainly because of disintegrating wooden
coffins. Perhaps, the temporary objects were meant to be replaced with more permanent symbols when finances allowed.
Twenty of the cemeteries (fourteen white, four black, and two
biracial) possessed at least one of the objects. As a group, they
27.
28.

Ibid., 18.
Terry G. Jordan, “Forest Folk, Prairie Folk: Rural Religious Cultures in
North Texas,” Southwestern Historical Quarterly 80 (October 1976), 155. Jordan traces the custom of planting evergreens in cemeteries to traditions of
northeastern and central Europe.
29. Lucy Harvey interview.
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likely indicate a particular period or segment of the rural population that was experiencing economic hardships. Without any
formal markers to denote dates of death, however, the reasons
for the practice cannot be determined.
Grave goods, such as ceramic animals and figurative vases,
lay on or about gravesites in every cemetery surveyed. Although
many vases likely were purchased containing live or artificial
flowers, they usually have a sentimental greeting-card character
common to late twentieth-century consumer culture. Others, like
the tiny ceramic dog balanced atop the Hartsfield headstone in
Bonnet Pond, suggest that dogs played an important role in the
deceased’s life. The same, perhaps, might apply to his spiritual
world. In the majority of black cemeteries, colorful vases, either
homemade or purchased, often held artificial roses and other
kinds of flowers. These vases serve as permanent receptacles for
receiving fresh replacements.
The original spatial organization of black and white
cemeteries portrays a random placement of burial plots, although
the graves adhere to the universally popular Christian practice
of positioning the dead on an east-west axis. Such an alignment
positioned the body to face toward Jerusalem— the direction of
Christ’s anticipated second coming.30 Many more-recent burials
suggest a growing acceptance of twentieth-century American
mortuary practices— granite monuments, planted grass, and
park-like settings. Vestiges of past traditions remain, though, to
depict the folk-funerary ways of Wakulla County’s rural culture.
An examination of mortuary goods, funerary customs, and cemetery monuments assists the understanding of the area’s history
and development. While these rural burial grounds increasingly
may acquire the look of twentieth-century urban cemeteries, they
also may reveal more about their past. Other examples of early
funerary objects, for example, may be found buried beneath
discarded “piles of old floral arrangements, jars, and other related paraphernalia.“31
For those who have the desire to examine, the cemeteries of
Wakulla County serve as outdoor museums. They possess rich
resources that help describe traditional behavior patterns of
30. Jordan, Texas Graveyards, 30.
31. John D. Combes, “Ethnography, Archaeology and Burial Practices Among
Coastal South Carolina Blacks,” in Stanley South, ed., The Conference on
Historic Sites Archaeology Papers, 1972 (Columbia, SC, 1974), 59.
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blacks and whites in rural Florida. But, the fragile remnants of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century folk burial practices and grave
goods rapidly are disappearing. Family members replace them,
and perishable materials fall prey to decay and neglect. In some
cases, they are destroyed by encroaching development. The opportunities these graveyards afford should not be ignored, for
soon, in many cases, that moment of opportunity will have passed
forever.
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REVIEW ESSAY
An “African Prince, Majestic in His Wrath”:
William S. McFeely’s Biography of Frederick Douglass
by WILLARD B. GATEWOOD

Frederick Douglass. By William S. McFeely. (New York: W.W.
Norton and Company, 1991. xiii, 465 pp. Illustrations, maps,
photographs, notes, bibliography, acknowledgments, index.
$24.95.)
On the evening of August 16, 1841, a large crowd gathered
in the port city of Nantucket, Massachusetts, to attend an important anti-slavery meeting. Those unable to find places on the
floor of the spacious square building known as the Big Shop
filled the lofts; some even sat on the rafters. Those stranded on
the outside of the building observed the proceedings through
its windows. Among the abolitionist luminaries in attendance
were William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Parker Pillsbury,
and assorted members of the famous Coffin family. Also present
was a runaway slave from Maryland’s Eastern Shore whom William C. Coffin had invited to speak if, in the Quaker tradition,
it seemed right to do so. Although the slave “felt strongly moved
to speak,” as he later recalled, “the idea of speaking to white
people weighed me down.“1
Mustering his courage, Frederick Bailey, who had assumed
the name Frederick Douglass after escaping to New England in
1839, rose from his seat to deliver his first major public speech.
The moment was of such great importance and extraordinary
emotion that Douglass later could not recall “a single connected
sentence” of it. But those in the audience were profoundly impressed as they listened to this tall, handsome, twenty-three-yearold black man relate the story of his life in a way that confirmed
Willard B. Gatewood is professor, Department of History, University of
Arkansas.
1.

Michael Meyer, ed., Frederick Douglass: The Narrative and Selected Writings
(New York, 1984), 120.
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their fears and suspicions regarding the South’s “peculiar institution.” At the conclusion of Douglass’s speech, the audience
sprang to its feet amid a thunderous ovation. Few failed to recognize that a powerful and eloquent new voice had been raised
in behalf of abolitionism. Marking the real entry of Frederick
Douglass into the complex world of the anti-slavery crusade, the
Nantucket speech constituted “a triumph so intense, so total,
that he would spend his entire life seeking to sustain it” (p. 89).
For more than a half century after 1841, he assumed many
roles— fugitive, author, newspaper editor, civil servant, diplomat,
and lecturer— but above all he was a reformer demanding racial
equality in America.
The number of works devoted to Douglass and to diverse
aspects of his long career is, by any standard, impressive, ranging
from biographies, collections of his writings, articles, and poems,
to pieces that defy classification. Douglass himself produced
three autobiographies beginning with his brief, straight-forward
The Narrative Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave, Written
by Himself, published in 1845. Two others, ostensibly designed
to bring his story up to date, appeared in 1855 and 1881 with
an expanded edition of the latter published in 1892.2 The three
exhibit significant, if subtle, differences in how he told his story
and how he made use of history. Among other primary sources
relating to Douglass are several collections of his writings and
speeches. The initial volumes in a comprehensive multivolume
edition of The Frederick Douglass Papers, superbly edited by John
Blassingame and others, indicate that upon its completion, the
project will provide a rich documentary record of Douglass’s life.3
In addition to his own autobiographies and several published
selections of his papers, Douglass has been the subject of at least
seven previous book-length biographies, including one by
Frederic May Holland, an old abolitionist, which appeared in
1891, four years before Douglass’s death.4 Two others by Charles
2.

3.
4.

Frederick Douglass, My Bondage and My Freedom (New York, 1855); Frederick
Douglass, Life and Times of Frederick Douglass, Written by Himself (Hartford,
1882); an updated version of the latter appeared under the title Life and
Times of Frederick Douglass: His early life as a slave, his escape from bondage, and
his complete history to the present time (Boston, 1893).
John W. Blassingame, et al., eds., The Frederick Douglass Papers, 3 vols. to
date (New Haven, 1979-1985).
See Frederic May Holland, Frederick Douglass: The Colored Orator (New York,
1891); Charles W. Chesnutt, Frederick Douglass (Boston, 1899); Booker T.
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W. Chesnutt, the African-American novelist, and by Booker T.
Washington were published in 1899 and 1907 respectively. These
early biographies focused on the public man and, like Douglass’s
autobiographies, projected a heroic, mythic image. Not until the
publication of Benjamin Quarles’s deeply researched and gracefully written biography of Douglass in 1948 was there a serious
effort to probe beneath this image to discover the human being
who, whatever his shortcomings, was indisputably one of the
towering figures of nineteenth-century America.
The quest initiated by Quarles reaches its culmination in the
exhaustively researched and beautifully written FrederickDouglass
by William S. McFeely, the distinguished Pulitzer Prize-winning
historian and biographer of Ulysses S. Grant and Oliver O. Howard. This engaging, provocative biography brings to Douglass’s
life and career a new level of sophisticated interpretation and
analysis, especially psychological analysis. It depicts an imminently human Douglass possessing substantial flaws as well as
abundant virtues. An eloquent, brave, and resourceful leader
who championed numerous reforms in the name of human liberty and who triumphed over defeats and disillusionment as well
as slavery itself, Douglass was vain, arrogant, ambitious (perhaps
inordinately so), and quick-tempered. Some perceived him as
incredibly haughty, self-possessed, and prone to take offense.
For the whole of his life, according to McFeely, Douglass could
never be satisfied with appearing as anything less than noble;
he had to be “a man more admirable than other men” (p. 91).
Most of what is known about Douglass’s early life as a slave
is what he chose to reveal in his three unidentical autobiographies. Rather than repeating this information as most previous
biographers have done, McFeely uses this data, augmented by
that in Dickson Preston’s excellent study, Young Frederick Douglass,
and his own research as a basis for interpreting the forces, individuals; and relationships that shaped Doulass’s character and

Washington, Frederick Douglass (Philadelphia, 1906; reprint ed., New York,
1968); Shirley Graham, There Was Once a Slave: The Heroic Story of Frederick
Douglass (New York, 1947); Benjamin Quarles, Frederick Douglass
(Washington, 1948); Philip S. Foner, Frederick Douglass (New York, 1964);
Nathan Irvin Huggins, Slave and Citizen: The Life of Frederick Douglass (Boston,
1980). In 1950 Philip S. Foner published his four-volume Life and Writings
of Frederick Douglass (New York, 1950).
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personality in his formative years. The central presence in his
early life was neither his father whose identity he never knew
nor his mother, but rather his maternal grandmother, Betsy
Bailey, an intelligent, physically powerful woman who was an
expert in fishing and farming. The degree to which Douglass
focused attention on the competence, dignified bearing, and
accomplishment of his grandmother, to the exclusion of his
grandfather and indeed of other men he knew as a slave, prompts
McFeely to conclude that his relationship with Betsy Bailey resulted in his life-long reliance on women as confidants, companions, and sources of strength. Women rather than men, Douglass
believed, “could be comprehended and counted on to be able”
(p. 9).
That Douglass underwent so many different forms of the
slave experience during the first twenty years of his life was
critical to the development of his character and personality.
Wrenched from a carefree existence in his grandmother’s cabin
and taken to Wye House, the splendid plantation estate of Colonel Edward Lloyd, he later was shunted back and forth between
the rural world of Maryland’s Eastern Shore and the urban environment of Baltimore. He was hired out first to Edward Covey,
a “well known nigger breaker,” on whose farm he experienced
slavery in its most brutal form, and then to the more-lenient
William Freeland. Douglass, in particular, lingered long and lovingly over the shadow cast on his childhood by Colonel Lloyd
and Wye House. “During Douglass’s lifetime of imagining (and
attaining) a world of grace and elegance,” McFeely writes, “Wye
House was the lodestar, and in the richest of dreams, Edward
Lloyd would have been the father for whom he was ever searching” (pp. 12-13).
No less intriguing was Douglass’s relationship with various
members of the Auld family. As a slave in the household of the
Baltimore branch of the family, Douglass, a ceaselessly curious
and unusually bright boy, was taught to read by his mistress. In
Baltimore he acquired a copy of The Columbian Orator which, as
McFeely notes, profoundly shaped his life as a writer and public
speaker. Baltimore was, in many respects, a different world in
which Douglass sharpened his intellectual powers, acquired skill
5.

Dickson J. Preston, Young Frederick Douglass: The Maryland Years (Baltimore,
1980).
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as a ship caulker, became powerfully drawn to religion, and
demonstrated his physical prowess. Here he determined to make
a free man of himself. For his freedom, indeed for his life,
Douglass would for the remainder of his days be indebted to
Thomas Auld, a white man whom he loved and whom he later
had to remember to loathe. His vilification of the Aulds, as the
embodiments of the evils of slavery in his speeches and writings,
never completely disguised his complex and ambiguous relationship with the family.
In Baltimore Douglass met Anna Murray, a dark-complexioned free black woman, who assisted him in his escape
north to freedom. Married in New York, Anna and Frederick
Douglass had a long, though not a particularly happy, life together that produced five children. More than any previous
biographer, McFeely has presented a significant dimension of
the Douglass story by focusing on his wife, family, and domestic
arrangements.
Anna Douglass, “a totally domestic woman,” was a long-suffering wife who reared the children, supplemented the family
income with her sewing, tended the garden, and tolerated Douglass’s frequent and lengthy absences from home and his numerous female admirers. An illiterate who could never master either
reading or writing, Anna Douglass could do little intellectually
to assist her ambitious husband. As her health deteriorated, her
smoldering resentment of her much-acclaimed and often-absent
spouse grew. The Douglass children, especially the oldest,
Rosetta, suffered from their parents’ misshapen marriage. The
Douglass offspring, who remained financially dependent on
their father long after reaching their majority, scarcely lived up
to his expectations.
When two years after Anna Douglass’s death in 1882 Douglass
married a white woman, Helen Pitts, McFeely argues that the
marriage “seemed a public confirmation of his children’s hitherto
private grievance, their sense that they, being darker than he,
were of less value” (p. 320). Douglass’s second marriage did
indeed create strains within the family, but some may wonder
whether the interpretation of the children’s private grievance
may not be an example of the author’s inclination to tease more
from the evidence than is warranted.
One of the most fascinating aspects of this book, and one
likely no doubt to raise some questions, is its excursion into the
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treacherous zones of psychological analysis, especially in regard
to themes of sexuality. The first overt sexual inference occurs
early in the biography during a description of the brutality practiced by Edward Covey to whom Douglass was hired out for a
time. In referring to Covey’s savage attack on the youthful slave,
McFeely concludes that Covey’s behavior strongly suggested a
“perversion of homosexual attraction into vicious cruelty” (p.
44). Pursuit of sexual themes is more explicit in the analysis of
Douglass’s relationship with a succession of white females, especially Julia Griffiths, an English reformer, and Ottilia Assing, a
German writer. Unlike other biographers, McFeely boldly confronts and deals with the abundant prurient speculation, not
always devoid of racism, about the sexual component of Douglass’s relationship with white women. He admits that Douglass
was a strikingly handsome man who possessed “undeniable sexuality” and even concedes that the path of some of his
“friendships may have led to a bed,” but he finds it difficult to
imagine Douglass “springing upon it in wanton randiness” (p.
125). After all, Douglass was a dignified Victorian gentleman,
and his white female confidants were intellectuals “living long
before, in the corruption of Darwinism, Western science codified
Africans as animals— often imagined as dangerous and compelling” (p. 125). Convinced that something other than his sexual
attractiveness drew women to Douglass, McFeely suggests that
it was the quest for his own liberation which urged women “on
in their repressed quest for their own” (p. 142).
Before Douglass had an opportunity to establish relationships, platonic or otherwise, with Griffiths, Assing, and other
white women, he had to be discovered by the New England
abolitionists who would become his sponsors. As a runaway slave
with a family, he settled in New Bedford, Massachusetts. There,
he first came to the notice of William Lloyd Garrison who profoundly impressed Douglass with his single-minded devotion to
the abolition of slavery through moral suasion. For Garrison,
Douglass was a new and highly important disciple whose commitment to the anti-slavery cause was as fervent and focused as his
own. Shortly after his Nantucket speech in 1841, Douglass moved
officially into Garrison’s circle by becoming an agent of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. From that point on, throughout
most of his life, Douglass seemed to go from one speaking tour
to another, always proving himself a master manipulator of au-
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diences. For the next twenty years he told the story of his life
in vivid and eloquent language as one who was a living witness
to the barbarities of slavery. Utilizing his well-developed deftness
at mimicry and sarcasm, he focused on slavery as the seminal
evil, one that bred the poison of racism and pervasively corrupted
American society. Nor did he fail to apprise his audiences of the
prejudices he encountered in the North. The severe beating that
he received at the hands of an angry mob in 1843 in Pendleton,
Indiana, was, perhaps, the most dramatic manifestation of such
prejudice. Although his relationship with the Garrisonians, especially with Garrison himself, later became jagged and ultimately
ended in estrangement, Douglass to the end of his life recognized
his profound emotional and professional debt to the abolitionist
leader he first heard speak in New Bedford.
In 1845, shortly after his first autobiography appeared,
Douglass set sail for the British Isles where at the end of a
twenty-month tour he had become a celebrity. His was a triumphal journey in which he walked with the “anti-everythingarians”
from abolitionists to anti-vivisectionists, vegetarians, and temperance advocates. He poured out his scorn on the Free Church of
Scotland and indeed all other churches which refused to exclude
slaveholders from their communion. He joined Garrison in London, and the two made a start at forming the link that Karl Marx
always thought was a natural one— between the working classes
in Europe, Britain, and the American North, on the one hand,
and laborers in the American South on the other. That they
failed to follow through on establishing a true international working-class movement was, in McFeely’s view, one of the great
missed opportunities of Douglass’s life and of the history of black
Americans. Not the least of the reasons for this failure was Douglass’s inclination to reach upward socially rather than outward
to laborers.
When Frederick Douglass returned to the United States in
1847, he was “his own man,” not merely because he had gained
in self-regard and even an air of arrogance readily exposed by
the smallest slight, but also because he was legally free. A campaign initiated by Ellen Richardson had raised enough money
($1,250) to purchase his freedom from Thomas Auld. Another
gift from English admirers enabled him to pursue a career as a
newspaper editor, a decision he had made prior to his return
from Great Britain. Moving his family to Rochester, New York,
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Douglass began publication of the North Star, a venture in which
Julia Griffiths played an important role until gossip about her
relationship with Douglass forced her return to England. The
launching of the North Star, which aroused strong objections
from the Garrisonian abolitionists, gave Douglass what he most
desired— his own place in public affairs free from oversight and
control by white abolitionists. It marked the beginning of his
separation from William Lloyd Garrison and the ideology that
the he represented. In Douglass’s view, slavery was indisputably
a moral evil, but he no longer thought that Americans could
simply be brought to a state of morality that would cause the
iniquitous institution to disappear. His determination to unite
the disparate components of the anti-slavery movement led him
to abandon the Garrisonian opposition to any approach to abolition through politics. Amid the factional struggles within
abolitionist ranks during the decade prior to the Civil War, Douglass remained an independent voice, passionate and eloquent,
in its condemnation of slavery. He had come to the conclusion
that all available leverage must be used to bring about its demise.
For almost a dozen years before the raid on Harper’s Ferry,
Douglass had been acquainted with John Brown and was privy
to the latter’s various schemes, including his hopes of an insurrection. At no time did Douglass repudiate Brown’s plans or
even counsel caution, though he became convinced that the
Harper’s Ferry enterprise was doomed. He refused Brown’s plea
to join the attack on Harper’s Ferry. When the failure of Brown’s
raid placed Douglass’s life in danger, a previously planned trip
to Britain assumed more urgency.
Less than a year after Douglass’s return to the United States
from another triumphal tour of Britain, the nation was plunged
into a civil war. Convinced that it was important for black men
to participate in the achievement of their own freedom, he recruited black troops for the Union army, including two of his
sons. But McFeely observes that Douglass “displayed no eagerness to lug a rifle across a muddy or bloody field himself” (p.
217). His age and physical condition may well not have disqualified him for duty as a common soldier, but his sense of dignity
and self-esteem did. He was keenly aware that white men with
no more qualifications and considerably less stature than he regularly received military commissions. For a time in 1863 Douglass
believed that he would become the first black commissioned
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officer in the United States Army, a prospect that he relished.
That the anticipated commission was never offered undoubtedly
wounded Douglass’s pride. The disappointment, however, left
him free to employ his special talents in a wartime role no less
significant than that played by others in military combat.
Throughout the war Douglass remained a fixture on the
lecture circuit, pleading for a victory that not only would end
slavery but also would guarantee equal treatment for African
Americans. For him the military conflict should be nothing less
than “an Abolition war” ending in “an Abolition peace,” with
“liberty for all, chains for none” (p. 231). No longer convinced
that a morally persuaded citizenry would be adequate to bring
about these desired changes, he had come to place responsibility
for the demise of slavery and for ensuring the safety and welfare
of the freed slaves upon the federal government. Until all racial
barriers were removed and blacks were accorded full equality
rather than mere charity, Douglass argued, they would be a
crippled people, “grateful for crutches to hobble along with” (p.
242). To ensure the achievement of equality he took up the cause
of obtaining the vote for blacks almost as soon as the sounds of
battle ceased. Although freedmen possessed burdens that suffrage alone would not relieve, Douglass convinced himself that
“all his people needed to do was stand tall and free, that everything could be cured by codification of the equality of which he
himself seemed the perfect emblem” (p. 265).
Despite these setbacks, as well as mounting family problems,
Douglass remained the great figurehead of racial advancement.
In addition to ceaseless lecture tours, he campaigned for every
Republican presidential candidate from Grant in 1872 to Benjamin Harrison twenty years later. His loyalty to the Republican
party ultimately brought him a succession of federal appointments, first as marshal of the District of Columbia in 1877, a
position that enabled him to purchase the spacious house in
Anacostia known as “Cedar Hill,” and later as recorder of deeds
in the District and as minister to Haiti. The latter post involved
him in complicated, but ultimately unsuccessful, maneuvers by
various private interests and public officials to obtain a naval
base at Haiti’s Môle St. Nicolas. His resignation of the Haitian
post in 1891 marked the end of his career as government official.
McFeely chronicles with great skill and sensitivity the changes
that occurred in the aging Douglass, the fugitive slave who had
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grown relatively wealthy and who resided in comfort at “Cedar
Hill.” Either unable or unwilling to see that his Republican party
was abandoning the freedmen, Douglass tended to take positions
on public issues that made him an accomplice, however unwittingly, to the betrayal of promises that ended Reconstruction.
For decades he had maintained an excellent equilibrium between
his own need to be with whites, not permitting race to determine
the boundaries of his existence, and his commitment to the black
community to which he belonged and whose interest he had
defended so staunchly. But as McFeely suggests, Douglass somehow loosened his hold on that equilibrium in his postwar career.
His ambiguous relationship with working-class blacks, prompted
by his inability to think of himself as one of them and his unwillingness to accept any suggestion that they were apart from him,
prevented him from providing the assistance they needed. Douglass not only condemned efforts to form either racially defined
labor unions or political parties, but he also opposed the migration of southern blacks to Kansas, the Exodus, because he saw
these Exodusters as a rejection of what his own story stood for.
Relieved of slavery and protected by a benevolent government,
blacks were expected to rise self-confidently into freedom and
become respectable citizens as he himself had done. The failure
of both his sense of compassion and his intellectual grasp of new
problems facing his people meant that Douglass for the first
time in his life found himself hissed and shouted down by black
audiences. Increasingly, the “old man” found himself in an
America grown strangely alien.
During the last few years of his remarkable life Douglass
toured Egypt and Europe with his new wife and updated and
revised his autobiography which did not sell well. He occasionally
returned to the lecture circuit to deliver orations entitled “The
Self-Made Man” and “Lessons of the Hour” and served in 1892
as the Haitian commissioner to the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, an experience that demonstrated how far
America had fallen short of fulfilling Douglass’s persistent demands for a color-blind society committed to equality for people
of all races and both sexes. Glimpses of the younger Frederick
Douglass whom Elizabeth Cady Stanton remembered as a fearless
“African prince, majestic in his wrath” were evident to the end
of his life, especially when he was inspired by Ida B. Wells, a
crusader against lynching and a representative of a new gener-
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ation of African Americans to whom his torch had passed. On
February 20, 1895, shortly after returning from a rally for
women’s rights, a cause that he had supported for more than a
half century, Douglass died at “Cedar Hill.”
In cutting through the haze of myth and legend that has
come to surround Frederick Douglass, McFeely in no way robs
his subject of his greatness. By illuminating the diverse causes
to which Douglass dedicated his time and energies during his
long career as a reformer and by coming to grips with the complex personality behind the public image, including traits that
some considered less than admirable, this biography enhances
rather than diminishes his stature. As tall as any of the giants of
nineteenth-century America, Douglass stood as a proud assertion
that neither race nor previous condition of servitude was relevant
to his aspirations, either for himself or for others. The sensitive,
compelling portrait drawn by McFeely goes far toward achieving
the objective of the search for a Douglass shorn of myth begun
almost a half century ago by Benjamin Quarles. McFeely’s is a
tour de force in the art of biography.
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Charles III: Florida and the Gulf. Edited by Patricia R. Wickman.
(Miami: Count of Galvez Historical Society, 1990. xxxii, 132
pp. Preface, introduction, maps, tables, illustrations.)
This small book consists of the edited papers presented in
1988 at a commemorative conference in Miami marking the
200th anniversary of the death of the Spanish King Charles III.
It was organized by the dynamic Count of Galvez Historical
Society of Miami. The theme of the conference was the same as
the title of this book.
As is usual when publishing conference papers, the quality
of the essays, all by different authors, is uneven. Sometimes good
editing and reworking the papers can produce a worthy book,
but this has not been achieved here.
A feeble attempt is made to divide the thirteen diverse papers
into subdivisions: International Perspective, Demographic
Trends, The Empire’s Defense, Urban Frontiers, Fine Arts, and
Florida Governorship in the Age of Charles III. This last subdivision has two meager chapters, of which one of only one and a
half pages is entitled “Miami and Charles III.” There is no
rationale to this since Miami’s early beginnings were at least 125
years after Charles III’s death. All it does is praise the conference
held in Miami.
We have good contributions by competent historians on colonial Florida history: Luis Arana, “The Defense of Florida during the Reign of Charles III”; William Coker, “The Reign of
Charles III and Its Effects upon Florida”; Jane Landers, “The
Free Black Settlements of Fort Mose”; and Eugene Lyon, “Demographic Trends: Florida and the Gulf.” All of these essays are
products of careful historical research using primary documents
which are cited. History Professor Richard Herr from the University of California at Berkeley, a world authority on eighteenthcentury Spain, apparently did not convert his short conference
paper, unrelated to the theme of Florida, into a book chapter.
Editor Patricia Wickman is correct when she states that the
conference and the book are “to a great extent products of the
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devotion, and energies of the [Galvez] Society” and of the former
Consul General of Spain in Miami, Fernandez de Shaw (who is
a true enthusiast of colonial Spanish Florida history). This book
is indeed simpatico, but will not rank as a renowned contribution
to Florida history.
University of South Florida

CHARLES W. A RNADE

Florida’s Air Force: Air National Guard 1946-1990. By Robert
Hawk. (Marceline, MI: Walsworth Press, 1990. 155 pp. Acknowledgments, preface, photographs, tables, appendixes,
bibliography. $20.00.)
Robert Hawk has written a very interesting and informative
history of Florida’s Air Force. His explanatory comments ensure
its easy grasp by all readers.
When the Air National Guard was organized nationwide soon
after World War II, the first commander of the Continental
Defense Command assumed responsibility for the air defense
of the entire North American continent. To facilitate this, all
Air Natonal Guard units were assigned to his operational command. This book focuses attention on Florida’s 159th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron with its F-16 jets and pilots. The squadron
and certain of its supporting units-the 125th Fighter-Interceptor Group-are located at Jacksonville International Airport.
Since 1959, Florida’s 159th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron has
provided a continuously alert detail of two jet fighters in ready
condition, and two duty pilots on watch ready to take them aloft
within five minutes, day or night, to intercept reported unidentified intruders in the Savannah-Key West airspace. Strategically
located radar installations and communications stations “vector
in” the F-16s which can easily overtake, identify, and confront
the intruder and give it appropriate orders. The intercept jets
have the capability to launch air-to-air missiles to destroy illegal
intruders if required.
Florida Air National Guard communications bases are located
at Patrick Air Force Base (Cocoa Beach) and MacDill Air Force
Base (Tampa), and an engineering base at Camp Blanding Training Site. The administration of all FANG bases is handled at St.
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Augustine, headquarters of the National Guard Adjutant General and Assistant Adjutant General for Air.
During the Korean War in 1950, Jacksonville’s 159th squadron was mobilized by the Defense Department, was moved to
an advanced base at Misawa, Japan, as reinforcement, and from
time to time was sent into the Taegu (K-2) Air Base area in
Korea. Flying F-84 fighter-bombers, it was assigned various combat missions: destroying railroads and transportation facilities
and attacking fortified positions of enemy artillery and infantry
in direct support of UN ground forces. It also provided armed
reconnaisance to the vicinity of Pyongyang, North Korea’s capital.
In Operation Hi-Tide the squadron was among the first to
have its fighter planes flying as a unit successfully refuel in-flight
during combat missions. In 1952 it completed its active-duty
assignment and returned home, having acquitted itself superbly
as one of only six Air National Guard units to see combat action
in Korea. Florida’s Air Force is one of the premier and bestknown Air Guard organizations in the nation. In 1958 the FANG
aerial gunnery team at the Air Force’s William Tell Competition
at Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, won the Richard Bong
Trophy with a perfect score of hits by their Mighty Mouse Rockets against towed targets.
This handsomely illustrated volume will be of interest not
only to the military historian but also to all students of twentiethcentury Florida history. My only criticism is the failure to provide
an index.
Jacksonville, Florida

J OHN P. I NGLE , J R.

A New Andalucia and a Way to the Orient: The American Southeast
During the Sixteenth Century. By Paul E. Hoffman. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990. xiii, 353 pp.
Preface, notes, maps, illustrations, tables, epilogue, appendix,
bibliography, index. $42.50.)
Professor Hoffman has provided us with a significant addition to the literature of the American Southeast in general and
Spanish Florida in particular in the sixteenth century. This truly
excellent work received the Francis Parkman Prize from the
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Society of American Historians and an award from the Spanish
Ministry of Culture which sponsored a contest, “Spain and
America in the Quincentennial of the Discovery.”
The book treats the impact that legend had on the exploration
and ultimate colonization attempts in the Southeast. Hoffman
starts with the Ayllón expeditions which resulted in the Chicora
Legend. Ayllón claimed his discovery was farther to the north
than its actual location, that it was about the same latitude as
Andalucia. Further, he reported agricultural potentials that did
not exist on the coast as well as exaggerated claims about pearls,
gems, olive trees, and fur-trade potentials. In Spain he spent
some time as Peter Martyr’s house guest. There he related the
Chicora tale, and Martyr published the story in 1530. The colony
Ayllón established in 1526, San Miguel de Gualdape, actually
was located in Georgia in the Sapelo Sound area. Hoffman uses
convincingly the Chaves rutter to show that Gualdape was much
farther south than its supposed location in the Wynyah Bay area.
The settlement attempt failed.
The arrival of Soto gave new life to the legend. His visit to
Cofitacheqi and the pearls he found there gave indications that
perhaps he was on the right track. Further, he heard that Ayllón’s
colony had existed only a couple of days down river. The piedmont agriculture potential seemed excellent. Thus the legend
gained new life. By the time Lune-Villafañe arrived, evidence
suggested that perhaps Chicora had been overhauled, that the
fabled riches were not where the legend said they were but
perhaps farther north.
The French entered the picture in 1524 with Giovanni Verrazzano who thought he saw an arm of the Pacific Ocean behind
the Outer Banks of North Carolina. This fabled strait, if it could
be found, was the long-sought passageway through the Americas.
It now became linked with Chicora. In time, in the telling it was
moved up and down the coast several degrees of latitude.
Spaniards, Frenchmen, and English looked for Chicora and the
strait. The Huguenot leader Coligny sent expeditions to establish
colonies in the Southeast, and Spain responded with a vigorous
effort under Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to expel them. Menéndez also looked for the strait, and he established a colony at
Santa Elena. But the fabled strait he did not find. The agricultural potentials did not materialize either, and the trade in gems
and pearls failed to live up to expectations. Belief in Chicora
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and the strait met head on grim geographical realities and became ever fainter.
Then, the English entered the area. They failed to find the
strait, but Raleigh did establish short-lived settlements on
Roanoke Island. The next century saw an English attempt succeed at Jamestown in the Chesapeake Bay area. This was not
Chicora but a capacious harbor with navigable rivers that drained
the fertile Piedmont and gave promise of success to colonists
willing to practice realistic agriculture. The Virginia settlers cultivated tobacco, and this crop ensured the success of the venture.
Dr. Hoffman has based his book on the extensive manuscript
sources of Seville, Simancas, and other archives. Further, he has
surveyed admirably the printed materials. Hoffman brings to
his task an ability to write well; consequently, the book is informative and fascinating to read. In short, this a first-class publication.
Valdosta State College

F. L AMAR P EARSON , J R.

The Public Life of Aedanus Burke: Revolutionary Republican in PostRevolutionary South Carolina. By John C. Meleney. (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1989. xv, 303 pp. Preface,
acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, maps, photograph, notes, conclusion, note on sources, index. $35.00.)
Aedanus Burke could not have wished for a better biographer
than John C. Meleney. Possibly he did not want a biographer at
all— he certainly put a formidable obstacle in the way of anyone
who might attempt to delineate his career. His last will and testimony tells the story: “There is deposited by me in the new
State Bank a small redish hair trunk containing some manuscripts
of my own and many correspondences to and from my friends.
If I lived I could make my writings lucrative to me; but in case
of my death, they may and would fall into hands, who thro’
malice and self-interest, would not fail to make, not a good, but
a very bad use of them.” Accordingly, he directed his executor
and friend, O’Brien Smith, to burn them forthwith without unlocking the trunk, even specifying the time limit (within twentyone days) and the kind of fire (“neither wood nor coal will do,
both these combustibles together make the hottest fire”). Histo-
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rians must regret his insistence on having the trunk “destroyed
by fire and reduced to ashes” because by his own testimony it
contained— beside the correspondences to and from his
friends— three volumes “stitched and finished by a bookbinder,”
whether diaries, reminiscences, exposes, or polemics he does not
say.
This loss has not daunted Dr. Meleney, himself a graduate
of Yale Law School and a practicing lawyer in a major New York
firm for thirty-three years before retiring and entering the University of South Carolina graduate school where he earned the
Ph.D. in history. He has, then, unrivaled qualifications for writing
about a public man who spent his entire career on the bench
with some interludes of service in the state legislature and, in
1789, as a member of the South Carolina delegation to the First
Congress of the United States. As author, Dr. Meleney plays fair
with his subject, giving credit where due and never claiming too
much for his subject. Moreover, he seems to have a special feeling
for Aedanus Burke, who was an off-beat type, unpredictable
and eccentric.
Students of early South Carolina have long needed a judicious
account of “the famous Judge Burke,” as one of his contemporaries dubbed him. From his arrival in the colony in 1775
until his death in 1802, that is from the Revolutionary troubles
to the Jeffersonian revolution, Burke’s life touched most important events and most public men. He wrote three note-worthy
pamphlets, digested the laws of South Carolina in the 1780s
and served twenty-two years in the highest civil and criminal
courts of the state.
Without the corpus of personal letters that reveal the true
inwardness of things, Dr. Meleney has skillfully used the vast
body of public records (see Abbreviations, xi-xv) and the few
surviving letters of Burke and those to him in the papers and
letterbooks of his better-known contemporaries in the state and
outside it. Understandably he has leaned heavily on the “times,”
the frequently byzantine twists and turns of South Carolina history in the Revolutionary years and the period of early statehood.
Here he has profited from the work and advice of his masters,
George C. Rogers, Jr., and Robert M. Weir, and from the secondary literature that has illuminated the Federalist era.
One further source the author has used with discrimination:
“Burke was the subject of a rich anecdotal literature that supple-
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ments the verifiable historical record of his life. They include
incidents in court, chance encounters in the backcountry, fisticuffs with ferrymen and others, drinking bouts and their aftermath, and examples of sociability and humor.” Told and retold
even after Burke’s death, this lore— whether literally true or
not— leaves a vivid impression of a positive personality, by no
means repugnant to his contemporaries.
This biography is a welcome addition to South Carolina and
southern history in the last quarter of the eighteenth century:
careful in research, imaginative in use of scanty material, and
meticulous in scholarly apparatus.
University of Georgia, Emeritus

A UBREY C. L AND

Fleeting Moments: Nature and Culture in American History. By
Gunther Barth. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990.
xxii, 222 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, photographs,
illustrations, epilogue, sources, notes, index. $29.95.)
The author of this well-written, informative, but puzzling
book sees the interaction between nature and culture as a constant problem in the history of the United States. “Destroying
nature or surrendering to it mark the extremes of the contact,
and somewhere between these extremes lie moments that could
find nature and culture in harmony,” he writes. “Attaining that
concord, or, more realistically, striving for it, ought to be recognized as a measure of civilization” (p. xix). The author devotes
his text to some “Fleeting Moments” in which that harmony has
in his view been attained.
In Chapter I, “On Nature’s Edge,” he gives to the reader an
excellent survey of the search for what he calls the Wilderness
Passage, different from the better-known Northwest Passage because the former was by land. The explorers, he writes, were
“on the edge of nature” or, in the case of Lewis and Clark, “on
the edge of culture” (pp. xxi-xxii). He writes of two interesting
men— Christian Priber among the Cherokees and Samuel
Hearne with the Indians of the Arctic— who abandoned their
ethnocentricity and so completely embraced the culture of the
Native Americans that they achieved a perfect fusion of nature
and culture. Hearne especially is one of the author’s best examples.
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In Chapter II, “On Culture’s Edge,” the author sees Lewis
and Clark as explorers who on several occasions made the perfect
fusion between nature and culture. He is particularly intrigued
by their confrontations with grizzly bears. “The respect the
explorers learned to extend to the grizzly represented another
step towards a balance between nature and culture and was one
of the striking achievements of their trek,” he writes (p. 101).
Again, the narration of the Lewis and Clark expedition, and
especially of its confrontation with the Bitterroot Mountain barrier both going and returning, is well done and very readable.
Chapter III, “Engineering Nature— Engineering Culture,”
is an essay on the development of the American park cemetery
and of big city parks, with special notice given to New York City’s
Central Park and San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park. In these
pleasure grounds, the author says, nature and culture joined for
a fleeting moment in harmony. Again, the essay on the development of cemeteries and the beginnings of city parks is well researched and well written. Chapter IV is a brief epilogue repeating the author’s arguments.
What can be said about this book? It is well written and
informative, yet something is lacking. No one will deny the persistent tension that exists between nature and culture; it is present
today more than ever. Perhaps the trouble lies in the “Fleeting
Moments”; possibly there are thousands of such “Fleeting Moments” and the reader concludes that the author’s choices are
not the best. Examples such as Lewis and Clark and the grizzly
bear seem weak and hardly worth mentioning. Is it that the
concept of a few “Fleeting Moments” is tenuous and specious— or
is it instead incredibly brilliant and esoteric? Or is the thesis
acceptable but the examples far from being the best that could
be presented? One suspects that the decisions on these questions
will differ with the intellectual orientation of each and every
reader.
Florida State University
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Constitutions and Constitutionalism in the Slaveholding South. By Don
E. Fehrenbacher. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989.
xiv, 115 pp. Foreword, preface, notes, index. $16.00.)
In this collection of essays, Professor Fehrenbacher, one of
the nation’s foremost historians of sectionalism, offers a concise
and thoughtful overview of southern constitutional development
at both the state and federal levels. Originally delivered as the
Lamar Memorial Lectures at Mercer University in 1987, the
three essays in this volume bring out the great paradox of southern constitutional history: while the region gradually developed
a distinctive character in constitutional matters, it nevertheless
retained many of the features of the American constitutional
tradition.
In the first and most original piece, Fehrenbacher examines
the framing and revising of southern state constitutions during
the period 1776-1861. Increasing popular participation, he finds,
was an important development, in terms of both the process of
amending constitutions and the substance of constitutional provisions. Many states, for example, submitted the question of calling a constitutional convention to the general populace. Moreover, as the spirit of democracy swept across the nation in the
early nineteenth century, several state constitutions eliminated
property qualifications that restricted the rights of suffrage. Such
developments were not peculiar to the South. However, a key
idea that emerged out of the experience of southern constitutionmaking in particular was the notion “that the most legitimate
embodiment of American sovereignty was a state convention
drawn from and acting for the people” (p. 31). It was southern
state conventions, after all— not legislatures— that eventually
acted on the theories of nullification and secession.
The second and third essays take off from this point, exploring the relationship between the South and the federal constitution through the Civil War. Although few provisions distinguished southern state constitutions from those in the North, a
distinctively southern theory about the relationship between the
states and the federal government gradually developed in the
nineteenth century. In contrast to many social and cultural historians, who have pushed the origins of southern uniqueness
back to the seventeenth century, Fehrenbacher dates the South’s
constitutional distinctiveness as developing around 1820, dis-
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missing the Jeffersonians as having “regarded themselves
primarily as a political rather than a sectional minority” (p. 45).
Responding both to Supreme Court decisions that severely limited the scope of state power and to the Congressional crisis over
the admission of Missouri, Southerners like John C. Calhoun
began to formulate the constitutional position of minority rights
that culminated in the creation of the Confederacy. Yet, as
Fehrenbacher observes, the war brought chaos to the South’s
new constitutional order and “proved especially dangerous to
the very things that southern independence was supposed to
protect— namely, slavery, state sovereignty, and constitutional
rights” (p. 80).
Fehrenbacher undoubtedly succeeds in his attempt to sketch
broadly the slaveholding South’s constitutional heritage and unquestionably fills a void in the existing literature. Combining
extensive research in both primary and secondary sources with
his characteristically clear and authoritative writing, the author
provides key insights on an important topic. Future historians
hoping to write the constitutional history of Florida and of the
South undoubtedly will first have to come to terms with Fehrenbather’s interpretations.
University of Florida

T IMOTHY S. H UEBNER

Motherhood in the Old South: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infant Rearing. By Sally G. McMillen. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990. xi, 237 pp. Acknowledgments, manuscript
repositories, introduction, tables, notes, appendices, glossary,
selected sources, index. $24.95.)
McMillen describes the reproductive experiences of
privileged southern women. Using diaries and letters found in
the manuscript collections of several southern university libraries, supplemented by medical journals, physicians’ reports,
and the 1850 United States Census, McMillen movingly describes
the joys and sufferings of southern women engaged in their
“sacred occupation.” Only one of the women whose life experiences form the basis of this work, Jane Campbell Harris Woodruff (1788-1834), lived in Florida.
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McMillen seeks to place her study within the context of contemporary medical practices and regional differences, and here
her work comes up short. Two recently published books that
were unavailable to McMillen, Ronald L. Numbers and Todd L.
Savitt, eds., Science and Medicine in the Old South (1989) and Todd
L. Savitt and James Harvey Young, eds., Disease and Distinctiveness
in the American South (1988), have added greatly to our knowledge
of southern diseases and health practices. Thus, while McMillen
can only make broad generalizations about the insalubrity of the
South, we now know that three diseases of African origin— falciparum malaria, yellow fever, and hookworm— gave the South
a unique epidemiological profile. We also know that the South
was unusually unhealthy and especially so for infants and children.
What we do not know is to what degree class mediated morbidity and mortality patterns. Since the leading causes of death
were infectious diseases associated with poverty and poor sanitation, wealthy Southerners likely enjoyed better health than other
southern whites, in the same manner that they managed to secure
good educations for their children despite the high rates of illiteracy that prevailed in the region. Some evidence for this is
provided in Catherine Clinton’s The Plantation Mistress: Woman’s
World in the Old South (1982). Comparing a sample group of
southern plantation women and members of the Hudson Valley
Dutch planter elite, Clinton found that the infant mortality rate
among northern planters was only 2 percent lower than for
southern planters. Moreover, 35.8 percent of southern plantation wives and 25 percent of their husbands survived their
eightieth birthday, whereas none of the northern sample group
did.
McMillen argues that southern physicians clung to the outdated “heroic” school of medical therapeutics (which made massive use of bloodletting, purgatives, and emetics and that often
did more harm than good) long after physicians in the North
had abandoned such practices. The reason: because the political
conservatism of the South made them reluctant to abandon traditional practices. But the idea of regional medical distinctiveness
existed throughout the western world. Physicians everywhere
believed that geographical patterns of disease distribution, the
ethnic make-up of the population, and regional peculiarities in
climate, topography, and diet necessitated distinctive methods
of medical treatment.
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Despite these shortcomings, McMillen has written a valuable
book that enriches our knowledge of many aspects of motherhood in the antebellum South, including birthing practices,
breast-feeding, and infant illness and maternal care. The evidence is overwhelming that, while southern wives had few choices
besides motherhood, they “accepted their maternal role with
committment and love” (p, 6).
Georgia State University

S TUART G ALISHOFF

General John H. Winder, C.S.A. By Arch Fredric Blakey. (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1990. xvi, 275 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, photographs, appendix, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
It is a difficult, but rewarding, task to exonerate a true historical villain, and Professor Arch Blakey has assumed this assignment with respect to Brigadier General John Henry Winder,
CSA, the man who was solely responsible for most of the South’s
prisoner of war camps east of the Mississippi. He was the man
whose final duty was so closely entwined with the South’s most
infamous prison that almost a century later MacKinley Kantor,
in his Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, Andersonville, concluded that
“General Winder wished to kill as many prisoners as he could.
It was as simple as that.” Author Blakey has undertaken a formidable task.
Feeling that Winder could not be understood by investigating
only his wartime exploits, Blakey delved into the general’s early
years for answers to the man’s character. He concluded that
underlying all of Winder’s actions was the desire to build a military reputation to overcome his father’s leadership failures in
the Battle of Bladensburg, which allowed the British to burn
Washington during the War of 1812. John Henry Winder was
a cadet at the Military Academy when his father led the
“Bladensburg races,” as the rout became known. To restore the
family’s military reputation became, according to Blakey, the
young cadet’s driving force, which followed him throughout his
army career.
Winder’s tours of duty prior to the Civil War were varied,
ranging from Fort Kent, Maine, to Key West, Florida, and from
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Fort Columbus on Governors Island in New York harbor to Fort
Gibson, Arkansas. During these formative years as a junior officer, and even later just prior to the Civil War, Winder periodically
was assigned to duty in Florida, first in 1821 as a second lieutenant, and then in the 1830s during the Second Seminole War.
He was briefly stationed in Florida late in 1845 and early 1846,
served in Mexico during the Mexican War, and spent most of
the decade of the 1850s in Florida. Much of Winder’s military
seasoning took place in frontier Florida where he developed a
strong sense of duty and honor.
Yet Winder’s Civil War assignments, as provost marshal of
Richmond and as supervisor of most of the Union prisoners,
made him a hated man in both the South and the North. His
struggle to centralize the government in Richmond and his failure to mobilize resources for his prisoners, which led to countless
deaths, destroyed his military reputation.
Blakey’s thesis, that there was no truth nor justification for
believing that Winder desired to kill Yankee prisoners, is based
upon sound, thorough research into the general’s life. In fact,
as the situation became unbearable for the prisoners, Winder
recommended that the South return its prisoners to the North
because he could not properly care for them, even if the Union
did not reciprocate. This decision, although humane, politically
was unacceptable to his superiors. The question then arises, if
Winder could not care for his prisoners, why did he retain command over the southern prisons? Blakey’s answer is that Winder’s
concept of duty and honor were ingrained so deeply that he
could not entertain thoughts of walking away from an assignment
under any circumstances. Unfortunately for Blakey, although
he successfully defends his thesis, the horrors of prison life seem
to overpower his biography, for regardless of Winder’s intentions
thousands of prisoners died.
The struggle between centralized and decentralized governmental powers and the struggle for resources from local
sources are well-developed topics in Blakey’s biography. This is
a thoughtful book which should appeal to those interested in
pre-Civil War military life, frontier Florida, and, of course, the
Civil War.
Jacksonville University
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A Crisis of Republicanism: American Politics in the Civil War Era.
Edited by Lloyd E. Ambrosius. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. 140 pp. Introduction, tables, notes, conclusion, index. $23.50.)
A Crisis of Republicanism: American Politics in the Civil War Era,
edited by Lloyd E. Ambrosius, contains five essays dealing with
the nineteenth century. Although each stands on its own, they
all relate to the increasingly divisive issues of race and slavery.
Ambrosius links and places the positions of the five well-known
historians in proper perspective in his introduction.
In the first essay, “Harbinger of the Collapse of the Second
Two-Party System: The Free Soil Party of 1848,” Thomas B.
Alexander utilizes quantitative methods to illustrate that the origins of future political turmoil lay in the challenge of the Free
Soil Party in 1848. The objection here is not with Alexander’s
thesis but with how the argument is presented. The author writes
in the unfortunate language of “the product-moment correlation
coefficient to summarize most asymmetrical associations” (p. 35)
and “gamma . . . values compressed into two cells” (p. 38). Similar
sentences and too many tables and graphs somewhat cloud a
sound piece of scholarship.
John Niven takes a more traditional approach in “Salmon P.
Chase and the Republican Conventions of 1856 and 1860:
Bolingbroke or Sincere Reformer?” The author traces Chase’s
diverse political career through various phases, including his
association with the Whig, Liberty, Free Soil, Democratic, and
Republican parties. It is tempting to accuse Chase of opportunism. Niven does not resist the temptation. But there is a
consistency to Chase’s public career. From his early days as a
lawyer to the years of national prominence in the late 1850s
Chase opposed the extension of slavery. As Niven points out,
the Ohio politician’s commitment was deeper seated than that
of John C. Fremont, William S. Seward, or Abraham Lincoln.
Yet, despite (or maybe because of) strenuous personal efforts,
Chase did not receive the Republican presidential nomination
in 1856 or 1860. Niven believes the explanation lies in his contemporaries’ perception of Chase as overly ambitious and untrustworthy.
In “Lincoln and the Rhetoric of Politics,” Phillip S. Paludan
asks and answers a question: Did not the Constitution’s provisions
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protecting slavery negate the promise of the Declaration of Independence? The author explains how Lincoln surmounted the
contradiction. The Illinois politician believed that the Declaration’s spirit of equality transcended the letter of the Constitution,
however sacrosanct that document. Paludan depicts a perspicacious Lincoln who “believed in an evolving Declaration and an
evolving Constitution” (p. 81).
Most dramatically, the Civil War preserved the Union. The
conflict also marked a constitutional watershed, as Harold M.
Hyman points out in “Lincoln and Other Antislavery Lawyers:
The Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments and Republicans’
Political Agendas.” The practice of federalism had sanctioned
inequality and slavery before the war. The Reconstruction
amendments seemed harbingers of a more expansive definition
and application of federal citizenship. Rectification seemed possible for what Hyman describes as the “dangerously unstable
prewar situation of state-centered federalism” (p. 103). Even so,
the aims of Lincoln, Chase, and others were frustrated. The
Slaughterhouse Case decision of 1873— limiting federal jurisdiction— marked a reversal of directions.
Although noting similarities between Abraham Lincoln and
Andrew Johnson, Hans L. Trefousse emphasizes their more significant differences in “Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Johnson:
A Comparision.” Their perception of race and slavery placed
the two men at variance. Citing Lincoln’s anti-slavery antecedents
and his increasingly sympathetic attitude toward blacks, Trefousse proposes that the Republican executive would have promoted full citizenship for the freedmen. His successor’s racial
views were much less enlightened “Unlike the Emancipator,” the
author writes, “he was not really interested in blacks” (p. 121).
Under the circumstances, the assassination of Lincoln “led to
the inauguration of policies which, from the beginning, made
any real racial reform impossible” (p. 125). John H. Silby provides
a short but appropriate conclusion to this insightful selection of
essays.
Gainesville (Ga.) College
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The Papers of Andrew Johnson, Volume 8, May-August 1865. Edited
by Paul H. Bergeron. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1989. xlvi, 716 pp. Introduction, appendixes, index,
illustrations. $45.00.)
Applying to President Johnson for a pardon, George E. Pickett gave assurance that he was ready to renew his “allegiance as
a loyal citizen.” Gone was his wartime bravado. He was now
facing the threat of punishment as a war criminal for having
brought about the execution of twenty-two North Carolina
Union soldiers charged with desertion from the Confederate
army. Nathan Bedford Forrest said he and his men wished to
“return at once to the peaceful avocations of citizens.” President
Lincoln and the Congressional Committee on the Conduct of
the War had blamed Forrest for the Fort Pillow massacre. Robert
E. Lee submitted a brief, factual, and dignified application. He
was under indictment for treason. Johnson was being urged to
discountenance treason by “hanging Jeff Davis & his Cabinet &
leaders, including Lee, and such like.”
Neither Pickett, Forrest, nor Lee received a special presidential pardon in 1865. A great many other ex-Confederates who
appealed to Johnson did obtain his clemency. To have them at
his mercy must have been highly gratifying to him.
Johnson had to shrive the former Confederate leaders whom
he wished to appoint to federal jobs in the South. Other jobseekers, claiming to have been Unionists all along, objected to the
appointment of their recent foes and persecutors. Letters concerning these pardons and appointments constitute a large part
of the eighth volume of the Johnson papers. The correspondence
consists overwhelmingly of incoming mail, very few of the items
being of Johnson’s authorship. The collection is valuable especially for the light it throws on popular attitudes toward national
policies during the early postwar months.
Much of the material, of course, concerns Johnson’s plans
for the restoration of the seceded states. He doubtless took due
note when Tennessee Unionists, such as William G. Brownlow,
complained about the continued presence of black troops. Here
was an issue that added to the growing rift between Johnson
and the Radical Republicans. The collection provides other interesting bits of information, though it adds little of significance
to what is already known about presidential reconstruction.
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Paul H. Bergeron has edited this volume with the same high
standards that his predecessors displayed in editing the previous
volumes. Allusions are fully explained and persons carefully
identified. Included are a biographical and editorial introduction, a general chronology, and eleven illustrations, one of them
a facsimile of Lee’s application for a pardon.
South Natick, Massachusetts

R ICHARD N. C URRENT

Agrarianism and Reconstruction Politics: The Southern Homestead Act.
By Michael L. Lanza. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1990. x, 153 pp. Acknowledgments, abbreviations,
introduction, notes, tables, appendix, bibliography, index.
$22.50.)
Professor Michael L. Lanza deserves respect from southern
historians for undertaking the formidable task of investigating
the murky ten-year history of the Southern Homestead Act of
1866. Passed by Congress in a spirit of humanitarianism, the act
was intended to provide freedmen, Unionists, and poor whites
with free family-sized farms located on federal lands in Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Although the intent of Congress was clear and uncomplicated, Lanza discovered that insurmountable obstacles lay in the
path of implementing the act. To begin with, the branches of
the Public Land Office in the affected states had ceased to exist
during the Civil War and had to be reactivated with personnel
loyal to the Union. As was to be expected, most of the newly
appointed bureaucrats lacked experience in dealing with the
public lands and were often ignorant of the terms of the act
itself. Yet, even if they had been highly qualified for their posts,
their assignments would have been almost impossible to carry
out efficiently because no one had up-to-date information about
the locations of federally owned lands. It was known, however,
that the greater part of the public domain was situated in the
pine forests of the sandy infertile Gulf coastal plain. Other public
lands farther in the interior generally were of poor quality and
had been bypassed by agriculturists as not worth the effort of
clearing. Thus, with the best of intentions, Congress imposed
upon untrained, underpaid, and sometimes corrupt employees
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of the Land Office the responsibility for disposing of land unsuited for agriculture to generally illiterate homesteaders having
neither money of their own nor means of obtaining credit. Finally, making certain that the effort to convert the public forest
lands into small farms would fail, lumbermen with potent political influence already were looking hungrily at the yellow pine
forests that were to provide much of the nation’s lumber during
the last three decades of the nineteenth century.
Professor Lanza’s research was seriously hampered by the
inadequacy of Land Office records. He could not determine how
many persons applied for homesteads or how many eventually
obtained title to their land. Because the applications and patents
did not indicate the race of the applicants, he could not ascertain
whether homesteaders were black or white. Furthermore, there
was no way to determine whether land patents were valid or
fraudulent. Lumbermen, for example, commonly applied for
homesteads in the names of their workers, stripped off the
timber, and abandoned the worthless cut-over lands.
Professor Lanza made a valiant attempt to estimate the percentages of applicants and to determine their race by sampling
the Mississippi records. In order to ascertain whether an applicant was white or black, Lanza had to track him down in the
manuscript censuses of 1870 and 1880, a tedious and often fruitless hunt. Consequently, the estimates he finally arrived at admittedly were unreliable.
Lanza’s study is of value to students of Reconstruction, but
lack of evidence has prevented the author from evaluating the
success of the Congressional experiment.
Florida State University

J OHN H EBRON M OORE

Religion and the Radical Republican Movement, 1860-1870. By Victor B. Howard. (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky,
1990. 297 pp. Preface, introduction, epilogue, abbreviations,
notes, bibliography, index. $32.00.)
In an age when narrative descriptions of the Civil War are
so numerous and riveting, it is a shock to read about that era,
and Reconstruction following, in prose that makes only oblique
references to the story of those years. Shock or not, Victor B.
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Howard bothers to inform us about concurrent happenings in
religious thought and action. The 1860s occurred in congregations, denominations, and judicatories, within correspondence,
sermons, lectures, and governmental activity, as well as on
battlefields and in destroyed property and economies.
Many who are quite knowledgeable about that decade will
confess to limited acquaintance with the influence of the churches
on public policy. In that setting, such policy had to do especially
with the abolition of slavery and the establishment of civil and
political rights for the newly free black people, black suffrage
in particular. Those were the goals of the radical Christians who
as Christian reformers “believed that their first duty was to free
society from all vestiges of the slavery system” (p. 2).
The list of such leaders, and their allies, who brought their
views and pressure to bear on the Republican party is impressive:
Phillips Brooks, Wendell Phillips, Gilbert Haven, Theodore Tilton, William Lloyd Garrison, Henry Ward Beecher, Horace
Greeley, Anna Dickinson, Theodore Weld, and Gerrit Smith.
Howard refers to their influence on the party repeatedly. We
come away somewhat more certain of their devotion to the radical
cause, however, than of their impact on members of Congress
and voting citizens. He displays an attractive modesty by not
claiming too much correlation between the radical Christians’
vigorous voices and actual political results. But this reader also
occasionally wondered if both were present on the public scene
without much cause-and-effect, or even a great deal of dynamic
interaction.
A second critical response was that we are told as much as
we could ever have wanted to hear on this subject. The speeches,
writings, and views of the radical Christians do run to hundreds
of references and, especially in the late chapters, to abundant
detail. But that mild discomfort is blunted, often offset, by several
conditions. The first is how little most know about this element
in the public discourse of the country during the 1860s; Howard
dispels our ignorance. The second is captured in his summary
of the major developments: (a) the ethical mission of the radicals;
(b) the compromise represented by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments and, over time, the further weakening of the relatively little that was accomplished; and (c) the foundations erected
by the work of the radical Christians and the two Amendments
for the legal and civil revolutions that were to come to fruition
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a century later (pp. 209-11). The third is Howard’s effective
ordering of his copious material. He commands it well; we always
know where he is taking us.
Yet another surprise awaits in this ostensibly straightforward
book: how little there is about the South in this book that is about
the South. To clarify: southern people, leaders, views, and records are hardly mentioned; yet, this is the study of what the
continuing national government was challenged to do to bring
into line the life of the rebels, those disloyal erstwhile Americans
in the southern states. One understands a little better that the
South often was portrayed as important only for its misguidedness in the eyes of a society, political and religious, committed
to its rectification. Whatever else there is to be said, we see from
an additional angle why there was so much resentment by the
South toward “the North.”
In the midst of all his thoroughness, I wish Howard had
provided us with a bibliography of secondary sources, both those
he used and other important ones as well. The primary source
employment and presentation is exemplary, but one has to work
hard to note and recall interpretive studies, and file them for
future use.
Howard set out to provide a depth and quality of research
on the topic of religion and politics comparable to the contributions in other aspects of Civil War and Reconstruction history
made by Rhodes, McPherson, Brock, the Coxes, Linden, Trefousse, Benedict, and Bogue. He managed his task fruitfully well.
University of Florida

S AMUEL S. H ILL

Henry Grady’s New South: Atlanta, a Brave and Beautiful City. By
Harold E. Davis. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press,
1990. xi, 254 pp. Preface, photographs, illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $34.95.)
Ever since the publication of C. Vann Woodward’s Origins of
the New South in 1951, historians again and again have demonstrated the wide gulf that existed between New South rhetoric
and its reality. And yet, the man who many contemporaries and
later historians believed to have been the leading New South
booster, Atlanta Constitution editor Henry Grady, largely has
emerged comparatively unscathed.
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No longer. In his engagingly written Henry Grady’s New South,
Harold E. Davis has given readers a radically different picture
of Grady, his vision, and his actions. To Davis, the Atlanta editor
was considerably more parochial than heretofore believed for
his “heart belonged not to the whole South, but [almost solely]
to Atlanta” (p. 18). A tireless worker for Atlanta’s economic
development, Grady was behind nearly every civic improvement
effort in Atlanta in the 1880s, from the 1881 Exposition to the
Young Men’s Library to a Confederate veterans’home to Jefferson Davis’s 1886 visit. Much of this, Davis points out, was at the
expense of other southern cities whose development Grady often
purposely worked against. A member of the revived Atlanta
Ring formed in 1880, Grady sought to dominate Georgia politics
for the benefit of his adopted city, which he once called his “first
and only love.” That view of Grady is not so complimentary, as
Grady tried shamefully to manipulate Georgia politics to favor
Atlanta.
The vast majority of Georgians in the 1880s were still farmers,
and Grady saw a place for them in his New South vision. But,
as Davis shows, Grady’s ideas for agriculture were impractical
and unworkable; he remained an advocate of high tariffs to
benefit Atlanta’s industries; and he was unfriendly to the Farmers’ Alliance until he realized he needed their votes (60,000 by
the late 1880s) and wanted the Alliance’s state store located in
Atlanta.
As to race relations, Davis shows a Grady who (at best) was
the master of hyperbole and (at worst) simply was two-faced.
Davis demonstrates that Grady was a “conservative” on race relations, which meant that he believed blacks were inferior but
should be guaranteed a “place” in southern life. Grady, Davis
demonstrates, failed to mention to his northern audiences that
he privately had approved of slavery, that he denounced lynchings only when an incident in the late 1880s threatened Atlanta’s
reputation, and that he was silent on Georgia’s abandonment of
equal rights after Reconstruction (in voting rights, jury selection,
public transportation, and the convict-lease system [in which two
members of the Atlanta Ring had been engaged]).
Finally, Davis points out that Atlanta’s real gains were made
prior to Grady’s rise and that the city that continues to honor
him actually owes him little in terms of its own economic development. Here Davis is on somewhat weaker ground, for in other
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parts of the book he documents the impressive contributions
that Grady the publicist, the politician, and the civic worker
actually made.
Henry Grady, who died after an exhausting northern tour
of dinners, speeches, and appearances at age thirty-nine, became
something of a legend in South and North alike. Harold Davis,
using Grady’s own papers and a close examination of the Constitution, gives us a different Grady. And a different New South. This
book is a “must read,” accompanied by Dan Doyle’s recently
published New Men, New Cities, New South (Chapel Hill, 1990).
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville

W ILLIAM B RUCE W HEELER

Desegregating the Altar: The Josephites and the Struggle for Black
Priests, 1871-1960. By Stephen J. Ochs. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1990. xviii, 500 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, photographs, notes, epilogue, appendices, bibliographical essay, index. $39.95.)
This is an important book, not only because it discusses the
often neglected topics of black Catholicism and southern Catholicism, but also because it touches on a central dynamic in American history and culture, namely racism. As original research
drawn from thirty-one archives, Ochs’s work relates the story of
the recruiting, training, and assigning of African-American
Catholic priests. The plot line differs from the rise of black
ministers in Protestant denominations because of the way that
priests are trained and assigned within the Roman Catholic polity. Ochs demonstrates that the ordination of black Catholic
priests did not follow a progressive line, of cumulative development, but rather grew in fits and starts as a result of a combination
of a number of factors, including: Roman Curial and Papal involvement, American episcopal acceptance, societal changes, regional differences, and the personal leadership or lack of it by
bishops and heads of religious communities.
The point of departure of Ochs’s book is 1871 when the
English St. Joseph Society for Foreign Missions (the Josephites)
sent a band of four priests to Baltimore to evangelize AfricanAmericans and pastorally care for black Catholics. His study
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ends in 1960 when black ordination was becoming an accepted
part of Catholic life, as was integration. Ochs’s presentation has
a dual perspective. On the one hand it is the story of the ordination of black priests as seen from the perspective of the
Josephites, while on the other hand it is the history of the
Josephites from the point of view of black ordination. The
periodization is based not so much on the issues of black ordination as the history of Josephite Provincials. Ochs is strongest in
his portraits of personalities, especially John R. Slattery and Louis
B. Pastorelli, both Josephite Provincials.
Ochs’s presentation breaks open some fresh perspectives,
most particularly the importance of the role of Roman authorities
(the Pope, Curial officials, the Apostolic Delegate to the United
States) in pushing a reluctant American heirarchy to promote
and accept black ordination. The international character of
Catholicism proved to be a significant element in the promotion
of black ordination. For example, the establishment of the Society
of the Divine Word Seminary for black vocations in 1920 in
Mississippi was the direct result of Roman pressure.
The South is the focus of Ochs’s study since it was the cockpit
of American racism, although Florida plays no role in the book
even though the Josephites staffed four parishes in the state and
had its first black priest (Curtis Washington, SVD, of Miami) in
1949. In his treatment of the South and southern bishops Ochs
falls into stereotyping and perpetuating the myth that racism
existed primarily in the South. He suggests that southern bishops
lacked the courage to stand up to racism, citing the difficulties
that the earliest black priests ordained in the United States
(Charles R. Uncles, 1891; John Dorsey, 1902; John Plantevigne,
1907) had because southern bishops refused to appoint them in
their dioceses. Ochs seems to suggest personal weakness on the
part of southern bishops such as Michael J. Curley of Baltimore,
Jules Jeaumard of Lafayette, and Benjamin J. Keiley of Savannah. He seems to fail sufficiently to take into account the effects
of the minority status of Catholicism in the South, the permeation
of racism throughout American culture, the limits of episcopal
power, and the fact that a number of southern bishops originally
hailed from the North not the South. Racism was not the sole
property and burden of the South. Cardinal Mundelein of
Chicago was as reluctant to allow a black priest to be assigned
into his diocese as any of his southern confreres.
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Ochs’s work lays the groundwork for further study on black
ordination after 1960, on the effect of integration on black
Catholicism, on the place of the Black Permanent diaconate, on
the fuller history of the Josephites, and on the broader history
of black ordination in American Catholicism. The foundational
character of Ochs’s study may be its greatest contribution for
future scholarship.
St. Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary

M ICHAEL J. M C N ALLY

A. Philip Randolph, A Pioneer of the Civil Rights Movement. By Paula
F. Pfeffer (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1990. xiv, 336 pp. Preface, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
For over sixty years, A. Philip Randolph stood indominatably
at the forefront of the struggle to free black Americans from
the oppression of segregation. He cajoled presidents, urged fellow blacks to use violence if necessary to protect themselves,
mobilized marches on Washington, DC, and secured enactment
of major civil-rights reforms. And yet by the late 1960s, his
reputation had been largely lost to a younger generation of blacks
and whites. A radical socialist throughout much of his career,
he was scorned as a black conservative by militants and overshadowed by Martin Luther King, Jr., in the 1960s. Although
he led the fight for racial equality and opportunity, he generally
ignored women and “never gave serious consideration to their
advice” (p. 302). It is this complex man and his important career
who Paula Pfeffer seeks to come to grips with in her biography.
Several important studies of Randolph and the Brotherhood
of Sleeping Car Porters, which he headed for over forty years,
have been published in the past two decades, most notably Jervis
Anderson’s A. Philip Randolph: A Biographical Portrait (1973) and
William Harris’s Keeping the Faith: A. Philip Randolph, Milton P.
Webster, and the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, 1925-1937
(1977). Pfeffer’s study differs from these others in her approach,
which depicts Randolph’s ideologies and strategies as a “blueprint
for the civil rights movement that emerged in the late 1950s and
early 1960s” and which analyzes “the special difficulties encountered by a leader of a powerless out-group” (p. 2).
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This approach signals both the strength and weakness of the
book. As a pragmatic study of Randolph’s career, it is rich in
detail about Randolph and his various campaigns against segregation and the oppression of African Americans. On the other
hand, this approach does not provide readers with a very penetrating assessment of Randolph nor does it always capture the
times in which he struggled to secure racial reform.
Florida readers will be interested to know that Randolph was
born in Crescent City, Florida, and reared in Jacksonville by a
devoutly religious family. He studied at Cookman College, where
he excelled academically and gave the class oration at graduation.
Frustrated by his inability to obtain more than manual work in
the state after graduation, Randolph emigrated to New York in
1911 where he spent much of the rest of his career. There, two
years later, he married Lucille Campbell Greene, a beauty-shop
owner, who became an important source of financial assistance
to her husband and his many activities.
After this very brief introduction to Randolph’s early career,
Pfeffer makes little or no reference to the influence of family
or religion on the rest of his life. Although Randolph would
renounce religion, his own background and a social Christian
impulse clearly influenced many of his subsequent actions and
his commitment to downtrodden workers and residents of the
ghettos. It is also difficult to appreciate Randolph fully without
knowing something about his personal life and his relationship
with his wife.
Pfeffer does analyze effectively Randolph’s role as head of
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters and his life-long commitment to the labor movement as one avenue through which
blacks, in coalition with whites, could achieve economic freedom.
Pfeffer reminds us that Randolph never lost sight of the necessity
of economic reform in meeting the fundamental needs of black
Americans. Even near the end of his life, he argued that economic
reform was much more critically needed than legal reform and
urged President Lyndon Johnson, in the wake of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, to adopt a “Freedom Budget” to address the
plight of African Americans in the nation’s urban ghettos.
Pfeffer makes extensive use of Martin Kilson’s concept of
clientage politics in assessing Randolph’s career as labor leader
and civil rights reformer. The author observes that Randolph
consistently opposed white participation in his civil-rights efforts
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because he believed that “salvation for a race, nation or class
must come from within” (p. 41) and worried that whites might
come to dominate these efforts (much as Kilson observed in his
analysis of the civil rights movement in the 1960s). Moreover,
despite his radical views, Randolph remained unalterably opposed to any link with the communist movement throughout his
career, because he did not trust American communists and because he doubted their commitment to black aspirations.
Pfeffer’s study is an important contribution to our knowledge
of one of the most important figures in the struggle for human
rights and economic dignity in the twentieth century. If Pfeffer
has not succeeded fully in this biography, she has helped readers
appreciate the magnitude of Randolph’s contribution to the African American community and to American society.
University of Florida

D AVID R. C OLBURN

W. J. Cash: A Life. By Bruce Clayton. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 1991. xiv, 236 pp. Acknowledgments,
prologue, illustrations, bibliographical essay, index. $24.95.)
W. J. Cash’s The Mind of the South is a classic of southern
history, widely read by several generations of students and scholars and subject to much debate as to the accuracy of its sweeping
characterization of southern identity. Fifty years after its publication, historian Bruce Clayton has written a new biography of
Cash that deals both with his life in general and with the significance of his seminal work in particular.
Clayton draws upon interviews with friends and relatives of
Cash as well as Cash’s newspaper columns and editorials, many
previously unexamined, in order to portray the nature of the
man in the years leading up to the publication of his well-known
book. He skillfully utilizes the Joseph L. Morrison Papers at
Chapel Hill. Morrison, Cash’s first biographer, wrote W. J. Cash,
Southern Prophet: A Biography and Reader (1967), a more popular
account of Cash’s life.
Clayton spends more time than Morrison on establishing the
nature of the South Cash grew up in and on the influence of
other writers upon Cash’s intellectual outlook. Despite the careful
research and effort, Clayton still leaves us with unanswered ques-
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tions. Why was Cash so moody and emotional? Was his problem
alcoholism, physical illness, or mental illness? Or were all these
factors involved— and to what extent? Clearly the genius of the
man is inseparable from the complexity of his character.
Clayton understandably cannot be definitive about Cash’s
emotional state even though he can describe its manifestations,
including Cash’s constant delays in delivering the manuscript of
The Mind of the South to his publisher, Alfred A. Knopf. Thus,
while Clayton describes in detail the tragedy of Cash’s life— ending with bizzare behavior and a Mexican suicide within a year
of his book’s appearance— in a sense there is no final answer to
the riddle of his life, although Clayton probably provides as full
an answer as is possible.
The other part of Clayton’s work is an analysis of the place
of The Mind of the South in American history. Here Clayton is
equally thorough in his research but more able— or more willing— to make a definitive statement. Clayton acknowledges
Cash’s acceptance of some of the racial and cultural attitudes of
his day and accepts Cash’s intellectual debt to others, but places
the book on its pedestal as a major, long-lasting, and provocative
work in the scholarship of southern history.
Clayton provides a book that should be read, just as The Mind
of the South must be read, by serious students of southern history.
The importance of Cash’s work as a product of the South transcends its accuracy as a portrayal of that region. The knowledge
of the troubled and complex character who combined personal
travail with literary brilliance provides an intriguing insight that
is more important than the unanswered question as to the “real
reason” behind the behavior of W. J. Cash.
University of Louisville

C ARL R YANT

Voices of the Winds: Native American Legends. By Margot Edmonds
and Ella C. Clark. (New York: Facts on File, 1989. xvi, 368
pp. Acknowledgments, map, illustrations, glossary, bibliography, index. $27.95.)
This volume is a collection of myths and legends from North
American Indian cultures in six major regions of the United
States: Northwest, Southwest, Great Plains, Central, Southeast,
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and Northeast. These somewhat arbitrary geographical groupings do not necessarily correspond with generally accepted
Amerindian cultural regions. The authors’ avowed goal is to
increase the general reader’s understanding of the life of North
American Indians through studying their rich oral traditions.
They take as an underlying theme the way that the tribal peoples
believed that spirit life dwelled in all nature. Indians believed
that everything in nature possessed a life or spirit within, including the sky, earth, mountains, trees, waters, animals, birds— and
man. The selections were drawn from a variety of published
sources, as well as field work by the authors. Such a work would
appear to be of great value.
Unfortunately, the volume falls short of its promise in a
number of ways. Other than a brief introductory statement of
four pages, there is a dearth of explanatory text to guide the
reader— remembering that the work is aimed at non-specialists—
and the glossary is quite limited. Moreover, the statements that
open each of the regional subdivisions are simplistic and occasionally misleading. For example, in introducing the southeastern tribes it is stated that the meaning of Seminole is “one who
camped out from town,” which will come as quite a shock to
scholars who painstakingly have worked out the etymology of
that ethnonym. Also, some of the illustrations are disturbing,
such as that which identifies a racket used in the Indian stick-ball
game as a “Lacrosse stick.” More importantly, in rewriting the
tales “to make them more suitable for the general reader,” certain
liberties have been taken that will be troubling to anthropologists
and ethnohistorians.
Only two of the entries deal with the Seminole Indians of
Florida. These were collected in 1939 by the folklorist Robert
F. Greenlee, and his informant was the medicine man Josie Billie.
The originals appear in the Journal of American Folklore 58 (AprilJune 1945), 138-43. In re-writing “The Milky Way,” the authors
have made little differentiation between the literal testimony of
the Indian informant and the interpretations of the folklorist.
In the tale “Men Visit the Sky To See God,” the text has been
so “sanitized” in places as to obscure the Indian cultural context.
The original commentary as recorded by Greenlee reads: “Once
there were five men, four Indians and a colored man. They
wanted to see God whom they knew lived in the sky, so they
walked east for about a month till they came to the end of the
land. They had lots of bundles for the long trip, and threw the
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bundles off first, then jumped off the land and passed over the
horizon. They fell fast for about a minute and then started back
upward till they reached the sky. But the colored man jumped
off and did not get through. The sky hit and killed him.” However, the re-written version, re-titled “Men Visit the Sky,” begins:
“Near the beginning of time, five Seminole Indian men wanted
to visit the sky to see the Great Spirit. They traveled to the East,
walking for about a month. Finally, they arrived at land’s end.
They tossed their baggage over the end and they, too, disappeared beyond earth’s edge.” The second version may read
easier, and is perhaps less offensive, but it is bereft of some
important insights into Seminole social relationships as they
existed at that time.
A book of this type is perhaps acceptable as an introduction
to Indian oral tradition for the casual reader. However, for those
who really want to know what Indian informants transmitted—
even though a danger still exists of having it filtered through
an ethnocentric bias— there is no substitute for reading the original sources.
Florida Atlantic University

HARRY A. K ERSEY , J R.

Located Lives: Place and Idea in Southern Autobiography. Edited by
J. Bill Berry. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1990. xvii,
190 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, notes on contributors, bibliography. $28.00 cloth; $14.00 paper.)
One reads these essays with an ear cocked to hear echoes
from the agrarian book I’ll Take My Stand (1930). There are
occasional references to its twelve contributors and their ideas,
and throughout appears a leitmotif of terms one is taught to
associate with values of the Old South: family, community, place,
voice, civility, history, identity, and continuity. It is no accident
that the contributors to Located Lives also number twelve. Editor
Berry, in fact, assures us that we are to make the historical connection when, at the end of his essay, “Class Southerner” (the
final piece in the book), he states that “it took twenty-one years
and New Jersey to teach me what I should have known all along:
I was a southerner. It was time to return and take my stand.”
The introduction notes that the most fundamental issue in
this collection of essays (a collection that grew out of a conference
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at Arkansas State University in 1988) deals with the distinctiveness of southern autobiography. Is there a southern autobiographical tradition? Can readers feel the difference in southern
autobiography? There is, of course, disagreement among the
writers, revealing a tension between American ideas and southern values. “Locating their lives between the poles of southern
place and American idea,” notes Berry, “southern autobiographers have spoken tellingly of each. Place comments upon
idea and idea upon place.”
Located Lives has solid critical essays by William Howarth
(“Writing Upside Down: Voice and Place in Southern Autobiography”), Elizabeth Fox-Genovese (“Between Individualism and
Community: Autobiographies of Southern Women”), Robert
Atwan (“The Territory Behind: Mark Twain and His Autobiographies”), George Core (“Lives Fugitive and Unwritten”), James
Olney (“Autobiographical Traditions Black and White”), Sally
Wolff (“Eudora Welty’s Autobiographical Duet: The Optimist’s
Daughter and One Writer’s Beginnings”), Marilyn R. Chandler
(“Healing the Woman Within: Therapeutic Aspects of Ellen Glasgow’s Autobiography”), and Roy Reed (“Autobiography in
Southern Journalism”). Personal essays by James M. Cox, George
Garrett, Pat C. Hoy III, and J. Bill Berry also are included.
Of particular interest are the essays by Fox-Genovese and
Chandler, which contain discussions of the “historical contingency of self,” the self and the South, a belief found for
example in the work of novelist Ellen Glasgow. The personal
essay section, while entertainingly readable, contains familiar
musings such as this one from Pat Hoy, who speaks of “a mounting respect for the preservation of the community through close
living” and who hears “from the bottomland of [his] imagination
the deep cry of ancestral voices.”
It would have been a nice touch had editor Berry been able
to include an essay by one of the contributors to I’ll Take My
Stand. The logical choice would have been Andrew Lytle, who
is still writing and whose family chronicle, A Wake for the Living
(1975), is talked about in George Core’s essay. But that was not
possible. Lytle has gone on record as disapproving of autobiography altogether, believing that a writer doesn’t know himself
well enough to compose one. “Only God knows you well enough
for that,” says Lytle.
Jacksonville University
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The Powhatan Indians of Virginia: Their Traditional Culture. By
Helen C. Rountree. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1989. 221 pp. Preface, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$18.95.)
Because of their involvement with the Jamestown settlement,
few Indians are more famous than the Powhatans of Virginia.
Yet, while the name is familiar, knowledge of this people and
their great leader, after whom they are called, has been limited.
Helen Rountree of Old Dominion University has undertaken
to correct this situation.
In this first of two companion volumes on the Powhatans,
Professor Rountree has produced an “historical ethnography,”
defined as “a description of a culture of the past based on historical documents.” Although she uses archaeological evidence when
it is available— and not much is— she relies mainly on the writings
of the early English settlers for her information. Acknowledging
the difficulties of using records from people who were not impartial observers-who in fact became conquerors, she seeks accuracy by studying the backgrounds of the writers and the conditions under which they saw the Indians. What results is an admittedly “skewed” picture of the Virginia Algonquians. And yet,
this is a valuable work, generally informative, occasionally provocative.
While garnering evidence was a major undertaking, equally
as daunting was the problem of organizing the material in meaningful form, of finding some structure for examining the entire
lifeway of a people. The book is divided into an introductory
prologue, eight chapters, and a concluding epilogue titled “The
Powhatans as a Chiefdom of Coastal Algonquians.” The bulk of
the book is devoted to examining the environment of the Powhatans, subsistence, townlife, the roles and responsibilities of the
males, family life and recreational activities, political and military
affairs, social distinctions, and illness and religion. What the
author found and reported about the life of the Powhatans is
generally what is known about most Algonquians in the seventeenth century. For example, in discussing the male’s role, she
writes: “Men were brought up to be warlike and proud, and
therefore, abrasive incidents were likely to occur.” This kind of
information is hardly new or revelatory. Yet, in fairness, she
does try to show the Powhatans as multidimensional and their
culture as having complexities and subtleties.
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When the author turns her attention to specific controversies
concerning the Powhatans, the book becomes more original and
useful. Looking at the question of whether the Powhatans had
developed an internal ranking system (ramage), she indicates
scholars who believe they did have such a system, such as Binford
and Lurie, and then explains why she disagrees, favoring instead
a descent line system. According to Professor Rountree, the
English were attuned to stratification and probably saw it where
it did not exist; they were not familiar with a descent line system
and so likely would miss it.
Clearly, the most important and challenging part of this work
is the epilogue where the author presents her thesis that Powhatan was the paramount chief of a chiefdom, that there was no
legitimacy to the long-held idea of a Powhatan Confederation.
She may be correct, but one difficulty with her argument is that
definitions of what constitutes a chiefdom have not proven to
be very precise— does one, to cite an example, have to have
redistribution of wealth or not? Most scholars say yes, but the
Powhatans apparently had no such system. While Professor
Rountree understandably wants an explanation that gives order
and meaning to her research, given the scarcity of hard evidence,
her argument for a Powhatan chiefdom, while fascinating, is
speculative.
Still, the author is to be commended. This is the first booklength treatment of the Powhatans, and it is an excellent synthesis
of the available evidence. While some of the arguments and
conclusions stated in this book will be challenged and debated,
it is a first-rate ethnohistorical effort.
Pembroke State University

D AVID K. E LIADES

Cuba and the United States: Singular Ties of Intimacy. By Louis A.
Pérez. (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1990. xx,
314 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, maps, tables, notes, bibliographical essay, index. $30.00 cloth; $15.00 paper.)
Within the last few years, Louis A. Pérez, Jr., has established
himself as the most prolific and lucid historian of modern Cuba.
He has written several important monographs as well as the key
essays in the Cambridge History of Latin America. This original
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interpretive monograph, embracing not only the history of
United States-Cuban relations in the traditional mode but addressing, as well, issues of economic and cultural relationships,
makes a significant contribution. It is easy to read, incisive, and
provocative: a model for other historians to follow. It is handsomely printed as part of the University of Georgia’s new series,
The United States and the Americas.
The book’s subtitle, “Ties of Singular Intimacy,” comes from
President William McKinley’s 1899 State of the Union message.
The full quotation, paternalistic and morally unquestioning,
deftly illustrates the perception of Manifest Destiny that has
underscored official attitudes in the United States towards Cuba
during the entire twentieth century: “The new Cuba yet to arise
from the ashes of the past must needs be bound to us by ties of
singular intimacy and strength if its enduring welfare is to be
assured. Whether those ties shall be organic or conventional, the
destinies of Cuba are in some rightful form and manner irrevocably linked with our own, but how and how far is for the future
to determine in the ripeness of events.”
What is most refreshing about this book is that it is written
as a history of Cuba and Cuban relations with the United States.
This opens possibilities for the author to consider a far broader
range of issues than conventional diplomatic histories. Dr Pérez’s
sources range from official diplomatic correspondence stored in
the National Archives to biographies of Meyer Lansky, the
Monthly Bulletin of the American Chamber of Commerce, the New York
Times, and La historia del beisbol cubano, 1878-1976. He addresses
a full range of topics from eighteenth-century economic expansion to nineteenth-century slavery to twentieth-century intervention, occupation, and nationalism under Machado, Batista, and
Castro.
Dr. Pérez shows how the post-revolutionary government survived three decades of United States harassment, albeit hoping
to establish normal relations. The thaw in United States-Soviet
relations bodes ill for Castro’s regime. Once again, Pérez demonstrates that what was going on within Cuba was itself very much
a function of what was going on in the United States. Cubans
yielded to United States influence and power but also succeeded,
over the years, in manipulating United States policy makers successfully. Cuba’s intimate embrace with the United States and
its culture lasted for more than two centuries and was not likely
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to disappear because of glasnost. In this light, President McKinley’s words, however patronizing and imbued with lofty notions
about the superiority of American Manifest Destiny, were accurate as prophesy.
University of Miami
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Mosaic: Jewish Life in Florida is the published catalogue of the
outstanding exhibit of photographs, artifacts, documents, and
assorted memorabilia that is being exhibited in a number of
Florida communities. It is presently in Orlando and will be presented in Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Tallahassee, and
Tampa. Earlier it was on display in Miami, Jacksonville, and
Pensacola. The two people who were mainly responsible for the
Mosaic Project. were Dr. Henry Green, director of Judaic Studies
at the University of Miami, and Marcia Kerstein Zerivitz of Orlando. Dr. Green and Ms. Zerivitz are also responsible for the
Mosaic catalogue. It provides a short history of Jewish life in
Florida from its beginnings in West Florida (Pensacola and
Mobile) in the 1760s to the present. The bulk of the catalogue
is photographs, most of which are being reproduced for the
first time. They portray the routes the immigrants followed as
they moved towards Florida, their lifeways and families, their
role in building communities, their integration into these communities, and their involvement in the political, economic, cultural, religious, and educational institutions throughout the
state. There are special sections on the Sephardim, the
Holocaust, and Zionism. Many of the photographs are in color.
The catalogue may be ordered from Mosaic, Inc., P. O. Box
948643, Maitland, FL 32794-8643. The price is $18, plus $3 for
postage.
The Florida Handbook, compiled by Allen Morris, is the most
useful guide to Florida government available. The twenty-third
biennial edition, covering the 1991- 1992 period, is now available.
The table of contents indicates the Handbook’s wide scope of
information. In addition to the Executive Department and the
Legislature, there is data on the courts, reapportionment, religion in Florida, the governor’s mansion, Florida history, Florida
literature, marine resources, climate, citrus, education, agriculture, sports, and election statistics. Included also is the Florida
Constitution as revised in 1968 and its amendments. An index,
photographs (several in color), and statistical tables add to the
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usefulness of the Handbook. It is published by the Peninsular
Publishing Company, P. O. Box 5078, Tallahassee, FL 32301.
The price is $36.95.
Palm Beach provides an idyllic setting for the magnificent
homes that were constructed after Henry Flagler’s East Coast
Railroad reached Lake Worth in the 1890s. Out of this wilderness
of lush and tropical vegetation, Mr. Flagler, whose immense
fortune came from his association with John D. Rockefeller and
Standard Oil, planned a Shangri-La pleasure resort for the very
wealthy. His grand hotel in St. Augustine, the Ponce de Leon,
was already famous. Now he would create an entire city. Shirley
Johnston provides a concise and illuminating text for this beautiful book of photographs of Palm Beach. Palm Beach Houses
displays the exterior of these properties— gardens, fountains,
and statuaries— and the interiors, focusing on furniture, decorative wall hangings, artwork, and table appointments. The first
of these great mansions was Flagler’s own house, Whitehall, constructed in 1901. This European-styled “marble palace” was designed by the New York architecture team of John Carrerre and
Thomas Hastings. Mary Lily Kenan, Flagler’s third wife, staged
a great ball there in 1903 that was described as “the most brilliant
social event that has ever occurred in the South.” The social
season in those days was only six weeks; the rest of the year the
houses were boarded up with only caretakers to watch over them.
Palm Beach was deserted. The renowned architects associated
with Palm Beach were Addison Mizner, Maurice Fatio, and
Marion Sims Wyeth. The color photographs of these properties
are the work of Robert Schezen who lives and works in Italy.
His photographs are included in permanent collections at museums in Canada and the United States. The introduction to the
volume is the work of Robert A. M. Stern, professor of architecture at Columbia University. Palm Beach Houses was published
by Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., and it sells for $75.
The Florida State Constitution, A Reference Guide, by Talbot
D’Alemberte, provides a concise analysis of Florida’s Constitution
and a detailed overview of the provisions and court decisions
that concern this document. The author’s introduction traces
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the constitutional history of Florida from its territorial beginnings in 1821, through the revision of the Constitution in 1968,
and subsequent amendments. Each of the Constitution’s twelve
articles is examined, with every subordinate section coming
under specific discussion. Topics include the declaration of
rights, general provisions, legislature, executive branch,
judiciary, suffrage and elections, finance and taxation, local government, education, miscellaneous provisions, and amendments.
A selected bibliography is included. Talbot D’Alemberte, who
served in the Florida House of Representatives, is a member of
the law faculty at— and formerly was dean of— Florida State
University’s College of Law and is currently president of the
American Bar Association. The Florida State Constitution was published by Greenwood Press in its series of Reference Guides to
the State Constitutions of the United States. The volume sells
for $49.50.
Children’s Press, Inc., of Chicago, publishes a series of books
on prominent black Americans for young readers. One of these
is James Weldon Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and Sing” by Patricia
and Fredrick McKissack. The consulting editor was Sondra K.
Wilson of the James Weldon Johnson Memorial Foundation.
Johnson was a Jacksonville native. After graduating from Atlanta
University, he became principal of Stanton School, Jacksonville’s
first black high school. He also studied law, passed the Florida
bar examination, and was appointed United States consul to
Venezuela and Nicaragua. He became a well-known musician,
but his main work was with the NAACP, serving that organization
as its executive secretary. He wrote his autobiography Along This
Way while teaching at Fisk University. James Weldon Johnson sells
for $13.27, cloth, and $3.95, paper.
Floridians All, by George F. Fichter, includes brief sketches
of Floridians who have made significant contributions to the
state’s history, politics, education, business, conservation, entertainment, and agriculture. The illustrations are by George Cardin. Mr. Fichter is a free-lance author and editor who lives in
DeLand. Floridians All was published by Pelican Publishing Company, 1101 Monroe Street, Gretna, LA 70053; the price is $10.95.
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Viewing, Understanding, Appreciating Bok Singing Tower is a
pamphlet written by Marion Stephenson and edited by Margaret
Smith. The tower was commissioned by Edward Bok, the editor
of the Saturday Evening Post, who spent the winter months in
Florida. With his support, the famous landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., developed a garden of flowers, shrubs,
and trees. Mr. Bok imported nightingales from England. He
commissioned Milton B. Medary to create the carillon which
became world famous. President Calvin Coolidge dedicated the
tower and gardens on February 1, 1929, and accepted Mr. Bok’s
gift to the nation. The booklet is available from Bok Tower
Gardens, P. O. Box 3810, Lake Wales, FL 33859-3810; the price
is $1.75, plus $1 for postage.
Chelsea House Publishers in New York is issuing a series of
books on the Indians of North America that fill two needs. They
provide factually correct and interestingly written material that
can be used by teachers and students, and they also provide
information for the general reading public. Frank W. Porter III
is the editor of the series. All of the books are written by specialists
in Native American history. The Cherokee is by Theda Perdue of
the University of Kentucky. The Creeks is by Michael D. Green
of Dartmouth College. Each volume sells for $17.95.
David R. Colburn is the author of Racial Change & Community
Crisis, St. Augustine, Florida, 1877-1980. His study, when first
published by Columbia University Press in 1985, was received
enthusiastically both by the academic community and the general
public. His research was based upon the traditional primary and
secondary sources— letters, diaries, newspapers, and books— and
also on personal interviews with people representing both sides
of the bitter controversy. Oral history interviews enabled him to
understand better the motivations and actions of the contestants
in this tumultuous civil-rights era. He examines the roles played
by Martin Luther King, Jr., the Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth,
Hosea Williams, Governor C. Farris Bryant, the notorious Ku
Klux Klansman J. B. Stoner, and Holstead “Hoss” Manucy, St.
Augustine’s white supremacist leader. The University of Florida
Press, Gainesville, has published a paperback edition of Racial
Change & Community Crisis, and the price is $15.95.
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Southern Exposure, by Stetson Kennedy, has been reprinted
by Florida Atlantic University Press. Southern Exposure, which
first appeared in 1946, was an expose of the Ku Klux Klan. It
was based upon information personally secured by Mr. Kennedy,
often at great danger to himself, and from informants who believed Mr. Kennedy was a fellow klansman. As Kennedy notes
in his foreword to this new edition, the book “rattled the cages
of the white supremacists no end.” He received threatening letters and obscene telephone calls. He was also berated by southern
newspaper editors, and some of the South’s political leaders
branded him a traitor. Mississippi Senator Theodore Bilbo declared that Kennedy was “bent upon destroying all that the South
held dear.” Kennedy explained that his goal in writing Southern
Exposure was to “soften up the South for righteousness.” This
paperback sells for $16.95.
John K. Mahon’s History of the Second Seminole War, 1835-1842,
first published in 1967, has been recognized as the definitive
history of that long and bloody conflict. The University of Florida
Press has published a revised edition of this important work. It
sells for $15.95.
The processes of colonization that transformed the Spaniards
who settled in the West Indies at the turn of the sixteenth century
are the focus of From Spaniard to Creole: The Archaeology of Cultural
Formation at Puerto Real, Haiti, by Charles R. Ewen of the Arkansas
Archaeological Survey. The book, based on Ewen’s University
of Florida doctoral dissertation, uses data from archaeological
investigations at Puerto Real to test hypotheses concerning
Spanish colonial adaptation to the New World. At Puerto Real,
he found a material culture that reflected the synthesis of male
Spanish traits and female non-Hispanic traits. This case study is
of interest to students of Florida history because the research
builds on Kathleen Deagan’s work at St. Augustine. The 174page paperback is available for $15.95 from the University of
Alabama Press, Tuscaloosa. [Reviewed by William F. Keegan,
Florida Museum of Natural History.]
French and Spanish Records of Louisiana: A Bibliographical Guide
to Archive and Manuscript Sources is by Henry Putney Beers. He
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has included a variety of documents: land, military, and ecclesiastical records; registers of births, marriages, and burials; and
private papers. He describes these records and provides information on their past as well as their current locations and availability.
Where microfilms or other copies of particular bodies of documents exist, Beers describes the circumstances of reproduction
and lists the location of copies. This guide provides many references to Florida. Published by Louisiana State University Press,
it sells for $45.
Ben Robertson, the author of Red Hills and Cotton, An Upcountry Memory, was a well-known southern newspaperman who
served as White House correspondent for the Associated Press
during the 1930s and covered the war in Europe for the national
daily, P.M. His Red Hills and Cotton reveals his deep affection for
South Carolina, his native state, and for all of the changing
South. While he lamented the changes, he also was aware of the
South’s problems. While Robertson made no great issue of matters relating to race in his book, he would have to be characterized
as a moderate for his time. He did not believe in white supremacy,
but he was not a hard-line segregationist. First published in 1942,
this book has gone through five reprintings. The University of
South Carolina Press, Columbia, SC, has reprinted Red Hills and
Cotton as a paperback in its Southern Classics series. John G.
Sproat serves as general editor of the series. It sells for $12.95.
Florida, A Guide to the Best Restaurants, Resorts, and Hotels is by
Robert Tolf and Russell Buchan. It divides the state geographically into four sections: Southeastern Florida— the Gold Coast
and the Keys; Central Florida— Orlando to the Space Coast;
Northern Florida— Pensacola to Jacksonville and St. Augustine;
and Southwestern Florida— Tampa Bay to Naples. Major restaurants are included with addresses and telephone numbers. This
is a guide to where-to-go and what-to-expect of Florida’s “best”
restaurants, resorts, and hotels. It was published by Clarkson
Potter Publishers, New York, and sells for $12.95.
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Awards and Recognitions
The St. Augustine Historical Society announces the establishment of Awards for Excellence in the fields of St. Augustine and
Florida history. Four categories of awards have been identified:
outstanding volunteer work in the St. Augustine historical community; outstanding professional work in the St. Augustine historical community; an outstanding scholarly contribution; and
extraordinary contributions to the St. Augustine historical community. Awards will be presented at the Society’s annual meeting,
January 14, 1991.
X. L. Pellicer of St. Augustine was awarded the 1991 Florida
Folk Heritage Award “for his untiring efforts to foster the awareness of Minorcan culture.” This posthumous presentation was
held in the Flagler College Auditorium, September 19, 1991.
Sponsors for the ceremony were the St. Augustine Historical
Society, Flagler College, the St. Augustine Archaeological Association, and the Florida Folk Council.
Stetson Kennedy was named a co-winner of the 1991 Cavallo
Prize. The award was created by Michael Cavallo of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to recognize individuals “whose acts of moral
courage for the public benefit resulted in personal suffering and
sacrifice rather than applause and gratitude . . . [and] who fight
against social ills at their own peril.” Mr. Kennedy was recognized
for his efforts to illuminate the activities of the Ku Klux Klan
as an undermining force in American life. He shared the $10,000
prize with Elizabeth Rickey of Louisiana. The awards were made
in Washington on June 20, 1991.
The Kentucky Historical Society recently presented two
awards to recognize distinguished research and writing in the
field of Kentucky history. Professor George C. Wright of the
University of Texas received the Governor’s Award for his book,
Racial Violence in Kentucky, 1865-1940: Lynchings, Mob Rule, and
“Legal Lynchings” (LSU Press, 1990). Professor Robert M. Ireland
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of the University of Kentucky received the Society’s annual
Richard H. Collins Award for his article, “The Judicial Murder
of Abner Baker, 1844-1845,” which appeared in the Winter 1990
issue of The Register of the Kentucky Historical Society.
Announcements and Activities
The thirteenth Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference was held in Pensacola, October 3-5, 1991. The theme for
the conference was “Discovery and Exploration on the Gulf
Coast.” There were seven sessions: Early Explorations and Encounters; Exploration, Fortification, and Transportation; Conquistadors; Indians, Botanists, and Governors; The Search for
a Perfect Political and Social System; Archaeological Sites and
Aboriginal Habitation; and Buffalo, Historians, and Explorers.
Program participants included William S. Coker, University of
West Florida; Dean Debolt, University of West Florida; Robert
S. Weddle, Bonham, Texas; Robin F. A. Fabel, Auburn University; John H. Napier III, Ramer, Alabama; Ethan Grant, Auburn
University; Jesus Frank de la Teja, Texas General Land Office,
Austin; Glen Coston, Pensacola Junior College; Thomas Muir,
Jr., Historic Pensacola Preservation Board; George Daniels, University of South Alabama; John H. Winslow, Florida Atlantic
University; Hampton Dunn, Tampa; Thomas M. Longton, Mississippi University for Women; Dennis Golladay, Pensacola
Junior College; James M. Denham, Florida Southern College;
James H. O’Donnell III, Marietta College; Edward J. Cashin,
Augusta College; Mabry M. O’Donnell, Marietta College; Marion
C. Carter, Alabama Humanities Foundation; J. Larry Allums,
Mobile College; Betje Klier, Auburn University; Richard Bedics,
Pensacola Junior College; Caleb Curren, Pensacola Junior College; Pamela Corey, Pensacola Junior College; Keith J. Little,
Pensacola Junior College; Diana Jarvis Godwin, Navarre,
Florida; Daniel E. Miller, University of West Florida; Brian
Rucker, Milton; Patricia Galloway, Mississippi Department of
Archives and History; Kit C. Carter III, Mississippi University
for Women; and Jerry C. Oldshue, University of Alabama. A
tour of Pensacola’s historic district was offered for conference
participants, and Dr. Roger C. Smith, Underwater Archaeologist,
Florida Department of State, was the featured speaker at the
banquet. His subject was “Early Spanish Ships of Exploration
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and Discovery.” Sponsors were the University of West Florida,
University of South Alabama, Pensacola Junior College, Florida
Historical Society, Pensacola Historical Society, and Pensacola
Columbus Quincentennial Commission. The Pensacola Hilton
was the conference hotel.
A symposium on military history and a joint meeting of interested participants for reactivating the Florida Department of
CAMP will be held at St. Leo’s College, St. Leo, Florida, on
Saturday, October 26, 1991. The Master’s Economy Inn (formerly Days Inn) at the interchange of I-75 and SR 54 will be
the conference hotel (813-973-0155). For additional information
contact Vince Murray (904-687-2318) or Joy Mitchell (813-3604682). Ms. Mitchell’s address is 12405 5th Street East, Treasure
Island, FL 33706-2915.
“North, South, East, West— A Place for Everyone” is the
theme of the fifteenth annual Florida State Genealogical Society’s
conference. It will be held November 1-2, 1991, at the Sheraton
Tampa East Hotel (two miles west of I-4 and I-75 interchange).
The $45 registration fee includes two days of lectures, a banquet,
and a luncheon.
The Second Southern Conference on Women’s History was
held June 7-8, 1991, at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. The conference participants examined recent
scholarship in women’s history, the diversity of women’s experiences, and the history of women from a variety of racial, class,
and ethnic backgrounds. The Florida scholars who participated
in the conference included: Steven Nell, University of Florida;
M. Sherry Johnson, University of Florida; Susan R. Parker, Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board and the University of
Florida; Jane Dysart, University of West Florida; Jane Landers,
University of Florida; Chan Kai Lee, University of Florida;
Heather T. Frazer, Florida Atlantic University; and Nancy
Hewitt, University of South Florida.
The St. Augustine/St. Johns County Columbus Commission,
the St. Augustine Historical Society, and the National Park Service announce a conference “American Indians in La Florida,”
January 23-25, 1992, at the Ponce de Leon Resort, St. Augustine.
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The keynote speaker will be Dr. Michael V. Gannon, University
of Florida. Scholars will explore the first Florida Indians, events
and results of contact with Europeans, and current interests of
the Seminole, Miccosukee, and Poarch Creek peoples in Florida.
For further information contact Robert A. Fliegel, Quincentenary Events Coordinator (904-824-2188), or write the National
Park Service, 1 Castillo Drive East, St. Augustine, FL 32084.
The 35th annual Missouri Valley History Conference will
convene in Omaha, Nebraska, March 12-14, 1992. Proposals for
papers and sessions in all areas of history are welcome. Proposals,
accompanied with one-page abstracts and vitae, should be sent
by November 1, 1991, to William C. Pratt, MVHC Coordinator,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182.
The twelfth annual National Genealogical Conference will
be held in Jacksonville at the Prime Osborn Convention Center,
April 29-May 2, 1992. The theme, “A New Voyage of Discovery,”
will mark recognition of the first recorded contact of Europeans
with America. The conference will also include the Second International Congress on Family History. For information write to
the National Genealogical Society, 4527 Seventeenth Street
North, Arlington, VA 22207-2399.
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ANNUAL MEETING
PROCEEDINGS OF THE EIGHTY-NINTH
MEETING OF THE
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
AND FLORIDA HISTORICAL CONFEDERATION
WORKSHOPS 1991
Harley Hotel
Orlando, Florida
PROGRAM
Thursday, May 9
FLORIDA HISTORICAL CONFEDERATION
Session 1: Grants, Gifts, and Funding
Chair:
Panel:

Lewis N. Wynne, Florida Historical Society
Michael Brothers, Museum of Florida History;
Joan Bragginton, Florida Endowment for the
Humanities; Karen Tyson, Target-Point Marketing, Gainesville; and Sara Van Arsdel, Orange
County Historical Society and Museum.

Session 2: Promotions, Publicity, and Membership Recruitment
Chair:
Panel:

Debbie Scott, Citrus County Historical Society
Patti Bartlett, Fort Myers Historical Museum; Page
L. Edwards, Jr., St. Augustine Historical Society;
and Patricia Davies, Tampa Historical, Society
Session 3: Orange County Historical Shop Talk
about Exhibit Construction
John DePetrillo, Orange County Historical Society
and Museum
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY SESSIONS
Session 1: Florida Architecture
Chair:
Panel:

Ronald Haase, University of Florida
Sandra L. Norman, Florida Atlantic University,
“Living Around the Lake: Pioneer Housing in
Western Palm Beach County”; Emily Perry
Dieterich, Dade County Historic Preservation Division, “Marion Manley: Pioneer Woman Architect
in South Florida”; and Donald W. Curl, Florida
Atlantic University, ‘Joseph Urban’s Palm Beach
Architecture.”
Session 2: Florida On Display

Chair:
Panel:

Jack C. Lane, Rollins College
John Moran, Gainesville Sun, “The Suwannee Project: An Essay on Florida’s Grand Ole River”;
Patricia C. Griffin, St. Augustine Historical Society,
“St. Augustine Festival Life: From Folk Tradition
to Popular Culture, 1821-1990”; and Patsy West,
Seminole Miccosukee Photographic Archive, “The
Seminole on Exhibit.”
Friday, May 10
Session 3: Metropolitanization and Regionalism in
Recent Florida

Chair:
Panel:

Mark Rose, Florida International University
Robert Kerstein, University of Tampa, “Growth
Politics in Hillsborough County: Strains in the
Privatistic Tradition”; Richard Foglesong, Rollins
College, “Taming the Mouse: Orlando and Disney
World”; and James E. Crooks, University of North
Florida, “Since Consolidation: Jacksonville and
Florida’s First Coast.”
Session 4: Bridges in Florida

Chair:
Panel:

James Covington, University of Tampa
J. Paul Hartman, University of Central Florida,
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“Bridges in Florida: An Overview”; Roy Jackson,
Florida Department of Transportation, “The
Florida Department of Transportation Inventory
Program”; and Joseph E. King, Texas Tech University, “Highlights of the DOT Highway Bridge Inventory.”
Session 5: Highbrow-Lowbrow Culture in Florida
Chair:
Panel:

Jerrell H. Shofner, University of Central Florida
Margaret J. King, University of Maryland-Baltimore, “Art at Theme Parks”; and Eliot Kleinberg,
Palm Beach Post, “History Ain’t Pretty: Bloopers,
Buffoons, and Bozos in Florida’s Past.”
Session 6: The Postcard Views Florida

Chair:
Panel:

Robert E. Snyder, University of South Florida
Karen Davis, Florida Atlantic University, “Postcards As Reflections of South Florida Tourism,
1890-1960”; Hampton Dunn, Florida Historical Society, “Having a Wonderful Time: The Tourist’s
Eye-View of Early Florida”; and Jan F. Godown,
Ormond Beach, “Having a Lousy Time: You
Wouldn’t Want to Be Here.”
Session 7: Florida’s Agricultural Frontiers

Chair:
Panel:

Cecil Tucker, Seminole County Agricultural Agent
Joe Knetsch, Florida Department of Natural Resources, and Brenda Elliot, Orange County Historical Society and Museum, “Truck Farming in ‘Historic Orange County,’ 1880-1920”; and Ann
Gometz, Florida State University, “Florida’s Native
Plants: Palmetto Berries.”
Session 8: Black Women in the Sunshine State

Chair:
Panel:

Maxine D. Jones, Florida State University
Sudye Cauthen, University of Mississippi, “Remembering A World: The Single Voice of Letha DeCoursey”; and Elaine M. Smith, Alabama State Uni-
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versity, “Mary McLeod Bethune: Internship in
Palatka, 1899-1904.”
Work Session: Scholarly Publishing in Florida:
Walda Metcalf, University Presses of Florida
Session 9: Florida’s Magazines
Chair:
Panel:

Donna Dickerson, University of South Florida
Paul C. Tash, editor, Florida Trend; Graham Gloss,
publisher, South Florida Magazine; Michael Candelaria, editor-in-chief, Orlando Magazine; John
Paul Jones, editor, Florida Living.
Session 10: Springs of Florida

Chair:
Panel:

William S. Coker, University of West Florida
Tracey Revels, Georgia Southern University, “Be
S u r e a n d S t a y : Wakulla Springs Through
Guidebooks, 1850-1990”; Holly Simpson-Walker,
University of South Florida, “Tarpon Springs:
From Health Resort to Ethnic Tourist Haven”; and
Wilburn A. Cockrell, Florida State University, “Advances in Research at the Warm Mineral Springs
Archaeological Project.”
Session 11: Black Life on White Sand:
From Beach to Baseball Field

Chair:
Panel:

Joe M. Richardson, Florida State University
Jack E. Davis, Brandeis University, “Unwelcomed
Visitors: The Desegregation of Spring Training”;
Robert Self, Florida Times-Union, “American Beach:
Jacksonville’s Black Beach”; and Patricia C. Griffin
and Diana Edwards, St. Augustine Historical Society, “Richard Aloysius Twine: Photographer of
Lincolnville, 1922-1927.”

Session 12: Under the Stars: Florida’s Picture Palaces
Chair:
Panel:

James Horgan, St. Leo’s College
Wayne Wallace, University of South Florida, “The
Drive-In Theatre”; and Stephen E. Branch, Uni-
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versity of Florida, “The Golden Years of Lakeland’s
Polk Theatre.”
Session 13: Race and Ethnicity in 19th Century Florida
Chair:
Panel:

Leland M. Hawes, Jr., Tampa Tribune
Canter Brown, Jr., University of Florida, “Racial
Aspects of Territorial Florida”; James M. Denham,
Limestone College, “‘They Liv[e] The Most Undesirable Lives’: The Florida Cracker in the Early
19th Century.”
Session 4: Ethnicity and Multiculturalism:
Coats of Many Colors

Chair:
Panel:

Paul S. George, University of Miami
Samuel Proctor, University of Florida, “Jewish Life
in 19th Century Florida”; Henry Green, University
of Miami, “Jewish Life in 20th Century Florida”;
and Marcia Zerivitz, Mosaic Project, “Local History
Component [Orlando].”
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY BANQUET

Presiding:
Speaker:

Hampton Dunn, president
George Garrett, University of Virginia
Presentation of Awards

Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History
presented by Jane Landers to Susan R. Parker
Rembert W. Patrick Book Prize
presented by Raymond O. Arsenault to Joseph Frazier Wall
Charlton W. Tebeau Book Prize
presented by Kathleen Arsenault to Mary E. Lyons
LeRoy Collins Prize
presented by Charles Arnade to James A. Schnur
Caroline Mays Brevard Prize
presented by Charles Arnade to Laurie Lomascolo
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Frederick Cubberly Prize
presented by Marinus Latour and Helen Cubberly Ellerbe
to Jessica Van Leer-Viscomi
Saturday, May 11
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Session 15: Florida and World War II
Chair:
Panel:

David H. Bennett, Syracuse University
Michael Gannon, University of Florida, “A Garrison State Ringed by U-Boats”; and Gary R. Mormino, University of South Florida, “War Clouds
and Sunshine: War Comes to Florida.”

Session 16: The Interplay Between Florida and Literature
Chair:
Panel:

Bailey Thompson, Orlando Sentinel
Heather Sellers, Florida State University, “Florida
Attractions: Florida’s Contemporary Literary Renaissance”; Mary Jane Royal, Florida State University, “Mosquitoes, Heat Sticky, and a Drugged Lassitude: The Real Cross Creek”; Carol Able, Florida
State University, “The Idea of Florida: A Study of
Four Florida Writers”; and Ann Turkle, Florida
State University, “A Yankee Adopts Florida: Constance Fenimore Woolson’s Use of Place.”
Session 17: Raising Cain: Labor and Liberty
in Modern Florida

Chair:
Panel:

Raymond O. Arsenault, University of South Florida
Ellen Babb, University of South Florida, “Work
Wanted, Female: Women and Work in Pinellas
County, 1950s”; David McCally, University of
South Florida, “Not So Sweet: Big Sugar and Migrant Labor”; and James A. Schnur, University of
South Florida, “Academic Freedom: Florida Universities and the Johns Committee.”
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ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
May 9, 1991
The semi-annual meeting of the officers and board of directors of the Florida Historical Society was convened at 2:00 p.m.
at the Harley Hotel, Orlando, May 9, 1991, by Hampton Dunn,
president. Those attending were Kathleen H. Arsenault, William
S. Coker, David R. Colburn, Rodney E. Dillon, Russell Hughes,
Joe Knetsch, Marinus H. Latour, Eugene Lyon, Lester N. May,
Stuart B. McIver, Raymond A. Mohl, Joan P. Morris, John W.
Partin, Samuel Proctor, Eugene W. Roach, Niles F. Schuh, Rebecca A. Smith, and Sara Van Arsdel. Also present were executive
director Lewis N. Wynne and Charles R. Arnade.
President Dunn thanked the sponsoring organizations for
planning and hospitality of the 1991 annual meeting: Orange
County Historical Society and Museum, Sebring Historical Society, Brevard County Museum of Natural History, and Apopka
Historical Society.
The minutes for the December 1990 board of directors meeting, as published in the April 1991 issue of the Florida Historical
Quarterly, were approved.
Sara Van Arsdel, chairman of the Florida Historical Confederation, conveyed the Confederation board’s recommendation
that a committee be appointed to consider the role of the Confederation and make recommendations at the next board meeting. The organization and growth of the Florida Association of
Museums may have made the Confederation’s mission redundant. Should the Confederation, therefore, continue in its present form, or should it reorganize as a committee of the Society?
Sara Van Arsdel noted that the Confederation may update
the directory of historical societies, “the blue book,” and serve
as a liaison to other organizations such as the Florida Trust for
Historic Preservation, Florida Association of Museums, American Association for State and Local History, American Association of Museums, Southeastern Museums Conference, Society
of Florida Archivists, Florida Library Association, and the Florida
Council for Social Studies. Nick Wynne mentioned that the Confederation has distributed a survey in order better to understand
its membership. The survey may also help the committee in its
study of the Confederation.
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Hampton Dunn appointed David Colburn, Rodney Dillon,
and Sara Van Arsdel, chair, to an ad hoc committee to study
and make recommendations as to whether the Confederation
should continue in its present form or become a committee of
the Florida Historical Society. President Dunn will serve as an
ex-officio member and Dr. Wynne as an advisor.
Dr. Wynne reported that neither the finance committee nor
his office had received the financial report from the accountants.
Members of the finance committee will examine the financial
report and convey their recommendations to the director as soon
as possible. Dr. Wynne asked the board’s permission to employ
a different CPA firm, noting the need both for more timely
reports and a less expensive firm. A motion was made and approved to authorize Dr. Wynne to search for a new CPA.
The financial report will be mailed to board members. Dr.
Colburn asked the finance committee to highlight significant
points in the copies sent to the director and suggested that board
members communicate their concerns to the finance and executive committees.
Dr. Wynne reported that negotiations are continuing for the
possible donation of the Rossetter and Rush houses in Eau Gallie
and a supporting endowment, which have been offered to the
Society for use as a house museum and Society headquarters.
The executive committee— Lester P. May, CPA Michael Smith,
and Society attorney Milton Jones— visited the Eau Gallie property on March 6 and authorized Dr. Wynne to continue negotiations. Recently, the Rossetters’ attorney indicated that a letter
of intent or principle will be prepared in the near future. Dr.
Proctor asked if parking, zoning, or residential neighbors could
be a source of problems, and Dr. Wynne stated that the Rossetter
attorney does not think so. When and if a letter of principle is
signed, a special board meeting will be scheduled in Eau Gallie.
Dr. Wynne outlined an offer from Frank Laumer for the
sale or donation of three acres that he believes is the site of Fort
Dade. During discussion, the need for a policy covering offers
of property was noted, and it was suggested that the Rossetter
property, if accepted, is all the Society can administer at this
time. It was moved and seconded that the Society notify Mr.
Laumer that it is not interested in purchasing his property. The
motion was amended to “the Society is not interested in purchasing or accepting the property.” The motion, as amended, passed.
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Dr. Colburn asked Dr. Wynne to outline his thoughts about
acquiring the Rossetter property. Dr. Wynne mentioned the following points previously raised by the executive committee: 1)
a need to avoid legally binding contracts without an escape clause
that would give the Society flexibility, for instance, if use of the
property should become unfeasible (Is the Society bound in perpetuity?); 2) the Society may need a location more central than
Tampa; 3) Mr. Potter, the Rossetters’ attorney, thinks the acquisition of the property will attract other donations; 4) it may be
time to extract the collections from the University of South
Florida, whose special collections policies do not necessarily
parallel those of the Society; and 5) the University may ask the
Society to leave once the property is acquired. Other questions
and concerns raised by the board include: 1) the need for a
sprinkler system; 2) the need for procedures to show the house;
3) is the endowment sufficient to provide for those needs; and
4) would the Society be obligated to keep the contents of the
Rossetter House. Architect Les May noted that the Rossetter
House appeared well maintained and recommended that Professor Herschel E. Shepherd or Professor Susan Tate of the University of Florida be employed to evaluate the properties, which he
estimated would cost under $10,000.
The board and Dr. Wynne discussed the Society’s relationship
with the University of South Florida, how that relationship could
change if the Society accepts the Rossetters’ offer, and whether
the University library’s financial and space needs may affect its
relationship with the Society, regardless of the Rossetter offer.
Dr. Colburn also wondered whether a $2.2 million endowment
would be enough to maintain both the property and the Society
headquarters. Dr. Proctor believed that the University of South
Florida will continue to support the Society as long as it has the
resources to do so; however, he also felt it may be best for the
Society to strike out independently. Dr. Lyon asked that the
board receive complete estimated costs, including moving, and
a timetable.
Dr. Wynne reported that he and President Dunn had communicated with the Hillsborough County delegation concerning
legislative forgiveness of the Society debt to the University of
South Florida for telephone services. The University asked that
the legislature compensate them the amount of the debt. The
outcome is uncertain, pending the receipt of the final budget
for the University.
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Dr. Wynne reported that membership is now 1,856, a slight
increase over the previous year. A direct-mail campaign to 800
black ministers brought no responses. Rodney Dillon suggested
that mailing concentrate on minority historical groups. Dr.
Wynne asked for members to provide mailing lists for direct-mail
membership recruitment.
A proposed rate structure for joint memberships with local
historical societies was submitted: Florida Historical Quarterly only,
$20; Society Report only, $5; both publications, but no invitation
to annual meeting or special mailings, $22.50. A motion was
made to approve joint memberships at the proposed rate for a
trial period of one year. The motion was amended to offer subscriptions rather than memberships. The amended motion was
approved and will be submitted for approval to the membership
at the annual business meeting.
Dr. Wynne noted that he will meet with Ann Prentice of the
University of South Florida shortly to review the Society’s annual
contract with the University.
Dr. Coker, chairman of the nominating committee, announced the following slate, each nominee to serve three years:
Emily Perry Dieterich, Loxahatchee, district 3; Jerrell H.
Shofner, Orlando, district 3; Arlene Cummings, Sebring, district
3; Stuart B. McIver, Lighthouse Point, at-large; Thomas Muir,
Pensacola, at-large. Outgoing board members are: Henry Green,
district 3; Rodney E. Dillon, district 3; Stuart B. McIver, district
3; Eugene Lyon, at-large; and Eugene W. Roach, at-large. A
motion was approved to present this slate at the annual business
meeting for vote by the membership.
Dr. Wynne proposed that an inside section of the Society
Report be prepared at the fourth-grade level for children and
classroom use. A motion was made to authorize him to do so.
After discussion, the motion was approved.
Dr. Wynne reported that Florida Portrait is being sold in B.
Dalton and Walden bookstore outlets, that approximately 800
copies are in the Society’s inventory, and that the first royalty
check for $11,747 has been received.
Dr. Proctor submitted the Florida Historical Quarterly report.
He asked for more articles, more pictures for the cover, and
new books for book reviews. A motion was made and approved
to accept Dr. Proctor’s report.
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Dr. Wynne explained that the Confederation survey is intended to provide a better understanding of the Confederation’s
constituency, and urged members to return their completed surveys. Board members were reminded of the board retreat scheduled for December 6 and 7, 1991. Dr. Wynne will make the
needed arrangements. Dr. Wynne reported that 1) the Audubon
prints have been removed from their frames and placed in nonacidic folders; 2) nothing has been done for collections insurance
pending the completion of the inventory; 3) a $5,000 grant has
been received to microfilm and digitize some Society records.
Part of the grant was used to purchase a fax machine to expedite
requests for materials.
Joan Morris announced that a bill to limit the confidentiality
of state records to fifty years had been enacted by the legislature.
Dr. Proctor reported that the comptroller has also opened financial records for research. Joe Knetsch suggested that a committee
be established to review the proliferation of Society prizes and
their effectiveness and resolve any possible conflicts. A motion
was made and approved to make the Rossetters honorary members of the society.
Dr. Coker reported that the library of the late Jack D. L.
Holmes had been appraised at $148,500. It includes books and
documents pertaining to Spanish Louisiana, Mobile, Natchez,
and colonial West Florida. Dr. Coker asked for suggestions and
assistance for how some Florida agency might procure the collection.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 p.m.
Minutes of the Business Meeting
May 11, 1991
The meeting was called to order at 9:15 a.m. at the Harley
Hotel, Orlando, by Hampton Dunn, president of the Florida
Historical Society.
Executive Director Nick Wynne thanked Sara Van Arsdel
and the members and staff of the Orange County Historical
Museum for handling the local arrangements and for their hospitality. Dr. Joe Knetsch submitted the following resolutions:
WHEREAS, the Florida Historical Society has benefited from
the efforts of many to enable it to meet in Orlando; and, Whereas,
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the host committee and program committees have helped make
the eighty-ninth meeting of the Florida Historical Society an
outstanding success; and, Whereas, the Orange County Historical Society and Museum, Sebring Historical Society, Brevard
County Historical Society, and the Apopka Historical Society
have given tremendous support and effort to create an atmosphere of friendship, scholarship, and relaxation for the benefit
of the members of the Florida Historical Society; Therefore be
it resolved that the officers, staff, and members of the Florida
Historical Society give their heartfelt thanks to the host committee, program committee, and sponsoring organizations for making the eighty-ninth meeting memorable and productive.
WHEREAS, the Florida Historical Society has greatly benefited from the efforts of its members and their families; and,
Whereas, the history of the state of Florida has been enriched
and expanded by the efforts of its members and their families;
and, Whereas, the Florida Historical Society and the state of
Florida feel deeply the loss of its members and share the grief
with their family and friends; Therefore be it resolved that the
Florida Historical Society extends its deepest appreciation and
sympathy to the families of the following members who died
during this past year: Governor LeRoy Collins, Dr. Jack D. L.
Holmes, Lansing Gleason, Ben C. Willis, Owen North, James
Fortner, Dwight M. DeVane, Leonard C. Carter, Edward S.
Wyatt, Thomas M. Hood, Hazel Crews, C. A. Clopton, Eileen
Butts, and Anthony Carrad.
A motion was approved to adopt the resolutions.
Dr. Wynne announced that, in the year of the quincentenary
of the Columbus voyage, 1992, the annual meeting of the Society
will take place in St. Augustine. Page Edwards, Jr., Eugene Lyon,
and Susan R. Parker will serve on the program and local arrangements committees. The Society will meet in Pensacola in 1993,
and in Fort Myers in 1994. In celebration of the sesquicentennial
of the statehood of Florida, the Jacksonville Historical Society
will invite the Society to meet in Jacksonville in 1995.
Dr. Wynne recognized and thanked members of the board
whose terms were expiring: Dr. Henry Green, Rodney Dillon,
Stuart McIver, Dr. Eugene Lyon, and Eugene Roach. He announced that the nominating committee was recommending for
membership vote the following slate of new directors: Emily
Perry Dieterich, Jerrell Shofner, Arlene Cummings, Stuart
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McIver (at-large), and Thomas Muir. A motion was approved
to elect the proposed directors.
Dr. Wynne described proposed categories for joint membership in the Society and a local historical society: 1) to receive the
Florida Historical Quarterly only, $20; 2) to receive the Society Report
only, $5; 3) to receive both publications, $22.50. A motion was
approved to adopt the new categories of membership.
Dr. Wynne proposed that the Society Report contain a twelvepage insert for fourth-grade-level children, to cost students $5
per year. The St. Leo’s College Department of Education has
agreed to edit the insert to be included in the September issue
of the newsletter. The Society will evaluate its effectiveness and
decide whether to continue it. A motion was made to approve
the proposal. In discussion, several factors and concerns were
brought out: 1) could teachers photocopy one issue for a class;
2) the first issue would be complimentary, and, if response is
favorable, additional issues would be produced for the $5 fee;
3) eighth-grade students should also be considered in the future.
The motion was approved.
Dr. Samuel Proctor thanked the membership for its support
of the Florida Historical Quarterly. He asked for articles from
professional historians, graduate students, and non-professional
historians. Articles should: 1) reflect a new interpretation of
Florida history; 2) be based on primary sources; 3) be
documented with footnotes; 4) be typed, double spaced, and 5)
run approximately twenty to twenty-eight pages long. He asked
for submission of books for possible review, together with information as to price and instructions on how the book can be
ordered. Pictures for use on the cover are needed, especially
from geographical areas that have not previously been on the
cover. He is planning a special issue in commemoration of the
Quincentenary. Dr. Proctor thanked the members of the editorial
board, other manuscript readers, Joan Morris of the Florida
State Archives, and his staff, including Canter Brown, Jr.,
Roberta Young, and Kelly Harkness.
Dr. Wynne asked for articles and information that does not
fit the Quarterly format for the Society Report.
Sara Van Arsdel thanked those attending for visiting Orlando
and announced that the Orange County Historical Museum
plans to move to new quarters in the late 1990s in the restored
1920s courthouse. The long-range plan is to turn it into a regional
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history museum for central Florida, modeled on the Historical
Museum of Southern Florida and the Valentine Museum
(Richmond, VA). The museum name may be changed to reflect
the larger focus. She then gave directions to the picnic, to take
place after the morning sessions.
On behalf of the Society staff, Dr. Wynne thanked members
for participating in the meeting. He announced that secretary
Pat Riggins has had a heart attack and is convalescing at home.
She expects to return to work shortly.
President Dunn thanked the members for attending. The
meeting was adjourned at 9:55 a.m.
GIFTS TO THE SOCIETY
1990-1991
During the calendar year 1990, the Florida Historical Society
received the following items as gifts: seventy-two books relating
to Florida; James W. Covington Native American Collection (first
installment), approximately nine cubic feet of books, articles,
photocopies of original manuscripts and documents; photocopies of twelve diaries of Florida State Senator Hiram Smith
Williams, covering 1850s and the Atlanta Campaign, 1864; typed
transcription of Civil War diary, Margaret Rainwater, Rockledge,
FL; twelve 1920s promotional pamphlets from Florida hotels,
Maine Historical Society; twelve construction photographs of
Davis Island, Tampa, c. 1920, Fort Myers Historical Society and
Museum; twelve photographs of the Withlacoochee Land Reclamation Project (now Withlacoochee State Forest), c. 1935, Lewis
N. Wynne; seventy-five assorted Florida postcards; and membership in the New England Genealogical Society, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Prescott, Fort Myers.
T R E A S U R E R ’S R E P O R T
January 1, 1990-December 1, 1990
Current Assets:
University State Bank (FHS checking) ............................................
University State Bank (FHC checking) ...........................................
Shearson Lehman Hutton Government Money Market ................
Shearson Lehman Hutton Money Market ......................................
Shearson Lehman Hutton Government Securities ........................
Membership receivable ....................................................................
Dean Witter Reynolds ......................................................................
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$ 2,563.06
67 1.39
13,174.87
23,909.75
9,209.52
4,001.29
9,847.68
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Mid South Utilities ...........................................................................
Inventory ..........................................................................................
Total current assets ..........................................................................

180.00
6,340.00
$69,897.56

Fixed Assets:
Office equipment .............................................................................
Furniture and fixtures .....................................................................
Accumulated depreciation ...............................................................
Total fixed assets ..............................................................................
TOTAL ASSETS .............................................................................

7,631.86
3,446.36
(7,941.92)
$3,136.30
$73,033.86

Receipts:
Memberships:
Annual ..............................................................................................
Renewals ...........................................................................................
Student .............................................................................................
Family ...............................................................................................
....................................................................
Historical
societies
Library ..............................................................................................
Contributing .....................................................................................
Corporate .........................................................................................
Miscellaneous ....................................................................................
Contributions:
General .............................................................................................
Other Receipts:
Quarterly sales ..................................................................................
Index sales ........................................................................................
Directory sales ..................................................................................
Label sales .........................................................................................
Research sales ...................................................................................
Florida Portrait sales ..........................................................................
Microfilm sales .................................................................................
Photocopy sales ................................................................................
Annual appeal ..................................................................................
Grants ...............................................................................................
Banquet ............................................................................................
Confederation luncheon ..................................................................
Picnic .................................................................................................
Registrations .....................................................................................
Annual Meeting— tours ...................................................................
Student services ................................................................................
Miscellaneous income ......................................................................
Gain (loss) on sale of securities .......................................................
Interest Income:
Cubberly ...........................................................................................
Patrick ...............................................................................................
Tebeau ..............................................................................................
Thompson ........................................................................................
Wentworth ........................................................................................
J e r o m e..............................................................................................
Yonge ................................................................................................
Main ..................................................................................................
Dividends Income:
Yonge ................................................................................................
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24,753.00
25.00
1,462.00
8,235.00
6,324.00
13,280.00
1,050.00
750.00
225.50
8,742.50
110.00
40.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
5,777.49
3,249.00
4.50
5,212.00
15,348.17
2,084.50
5 13.00
422.50
6,888.55
11.50
15,000.00
1,872.27
(1,062.09)
266.78
47.87
287.17
366.94
462.63
430.75
1,500.51
37.97
1,287.09
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Dean Witter Reynolds ......................................................................
Cubberly ...........................................................................................
Dividends ..........................................................................................
TOTAL RECEIPTS ...............................................................................
Disbursements:
Florida Historical Quarterly:
Printing and mailing ........................................................................
Post Office box rental ......................................................................
Editor ................................................................................................
Stationery ..........................................................................................
Photographs .....................................................................................
Postage ..............................................................................................
Microfilm ..........................................................................................
Miscellaneous ....................................................................................
Annual Meeting:
Premeeting .......................................................................................
Appeal expense ................................................................................
Meals .................................................................................................
Printing .............................................................................................
Postage ..............................................................................................
Miscellaneous ....................................................................................
Tours ................................................................................................
Awards Expenses:
Brevard .............................................................................................
Cubberly ...........................................................................................
Patrick ...............................................................................................
Tebeau ..............................................................................................
Thompson ........................................................................................
Wentworth ........................................................................................
Collins ...............................................................................................
Golden Quill .....................................................................................
President’s .........................................................................................
Jerome ..............................................................................................
Other Expenses:
Holocaust grant ................ . ...............................................................
Ledford grant ...................................................................................
Palmetto Country grant ......................................................................
Summer Teachers grant ..................................................................
Tri State grant ..................................................................................
Bank charges ....................................................................................
Depreciation .....................................................................................
Executive committee ........................................................................
Executive Director ............................................................................
Florida Portrait ...................................................................................
Insurance ..........................................................................................
Interest .............................................................................................
Recruitment (postage and labels) ....................................................
Refund overpaid ..............................................................................
Advertising .......................................................................................
Consultations ....................................................................................
Education resources .........................................................................
Retention (postage and labels) ........................................................
Faxing ...............................................................................................
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698.39
348.35
159.77
$126,252.61

13,252.02
39.00
1,000.00
593.00
18.00
993.42
1,878.64
26.31
225.00
1,404.70
4,012.55
2,523.00
335.50
721.14
620.00
544.97
315.70
235.54
235.54
235.54
35.54
582.31
510.32
112.26
156.95
451.25
2,891.87
9,750.00
9,120.00
4,956.51
396.18
1,763.92
1,074.45
1,000.00
30,077.68
1,705.42
465.17
340.25
25.00
28.00
437.50
10.00
547.16
50.90
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Retention (printing) .........................................................................
Maintenance contracts .....................................................................
Office equipment .............................................................................
Office supplies ..................................................................................
Society Report (postage and labels) ....................................................
Society Report (printing) ....................................................................
Society Report (miscellaneous) ...........................................................
Photocopy .........................................................................................
Post Office box rental ......................................................................
Petty cash ..........................................................................................
Postage ..............................................................................................
Printing .............................................................................................
Professional fees ...............................................................................
Renovating ........................................................................................
Repairs and maintenance ................................................................
Telephone ........................................................................................
Training ............................................................................................
Outside conferences .........................................................................
History Fair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
President’s expense ..........................................................................
Executive Director (salary) ...............................................................
Student intern ..................................................................................
Taxes ................................................................................................
Travel ...............................................................................................
Miscellaneous ...... ..............................................................................
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS .................................................................
Net Income ...................................................................................................
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1,712.20
696.64
828.53
2,232.41
1,332.46
4,179.38
225.00
76.75
460.00
50.00
2,146.84
1,269.85
4,400.00
1,001.15
232.00
4,118.74
369.00
645.00
3,100.00
700.00
30,000.00
1,831.00
2,949.25
1,144.63
487.31
$161,886.35
(35,633.74)
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS . . .
1991
Oct. 10Jan. 20

“Mosaic: Jewish Life in
Florida” (traveling
exhibit)

Orlando, FL

Nov. 1-2

Florida State Genealogical
Society

Tampa, FL

Nov. 6-9

Southeastern
Archaeological
Conference

Jackson, MS

Nov. 13-16

Southern Historical
Association

Fort Worth, TX

Dec. 27-30

American Historical
Association

Chicago, IL

“Mosaic: Jewish Life
in Florida”

Palm Beach, FL

1992
March 27April 26

March 27-29 Florida Anthropological
Society

St. Augustine, FL

April 1-3

Society of Florida
Archivists

Gainesville, FL

May 7-9

FLORIDA HISTORICAL
SOCIETY90th MEETING

St. Augustine, FL

May 7

FLORIDA HISTORICAL
CONFEDERATION

St. Augustine, FL

Sept. 15-18

American Association for
State and Local History

Miami, FL
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